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ABSTRACT
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) have been shown to significantly improve
students' learning in a variety of domains, including physics, mathematics, and
thermodynamics. Tutorial dialogues is one of the strategies used by ITSs and has
been empirically shown to significantly improve learning. This project
investigates how different students interact with the tutorial dialogues in EERTutor, using both eye-gaze data and student-system interaction logs. EER-Tutor
is a constraint-based ITS that teaches conceptual database design.
In order to have a more comprehensive and accurate picture of a user's
interactions with a learning environment, we need to know which interface
features s/he visually inspected, what strategies s/he used and what cognitive
efforts s/he made to complete tasks. Such knowledge allows intelligent systems
to be proactive, rather than reactive, to users' actions. Eye-movement tracking is
therefore a potential source of real-time adaptation in a learning environment.
Our findings indicate that advanced students are selective of the interface areas
they visually focus on whereas novices waste time by paying attention to
interface areas that are inappropriate for the task at hand. Novices are also
unaware that they need help with understanding the domain concepts discussed
in the tutorial dialogues. We were able to accurately classify students, for
example as novice or advanced students, using only eye-gaze or EER-Tutor log
data as well as a combination of EER-Tutor and eye-gaze features. The cost of
eye-tracking is justified as classifiers using only eye-gaze features sometimes
perform as well as those utilising both EER-Tutor and eye-gaze data and
outperform classifiers using only EER-Tutor data. The ability to classify
students will therefore allow an ITS to intervene when needed and better guide
students' learning if it detects sub-optimal behaviour.
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GLOSSARY
Achievement Groups. The two groups that result from dividing participants on
a median split of the normalised learning gain of all participants (High Achiever
or Low Achiever).
Advanced Student. A participant with a pre-test score greater than the median
pre-test score of all the students. Part of the Prior Knowledge grouping.
Area of Interest (AOI). A region of the interface under investigation that has a
specific function. Defining AOIs allows the specification of which fixations should
be tallied and the definition of scanning sequences and transitions.
EER-Tutor. A constraint-based intelligent tutoring system that teaches
conceptual database design.
Fixation. Maintaining eye gaze on a specific location for some period of time.
Fixation Duration. The period of time for which a participant maintains eye
gaze on a specific location.
Gaze Point. The position at which the participant is looking on screen.
High Achiever (HA). A student with a normalised learning gain greater than
the median normalised learning gain of all students. Part of the Achievement
grouping.
Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS). A system that adapts its content and
pedagogical decisions to cater for the needs of the different students who use it to
learn [13].
Low Achiever (LA). A participant with a normalised learning gain equal to or
less than the median normalised learning gain of all participants. Part of the
Achievement grouping.
Novice. A participant with a pre-test score equal to or less than the median pretest score of all the participants. Part of the Prior Knowledge grouping.
Prior Knowledge (PK) Groups. The two groups that result from dividing
participants on a median split of the pre-test scores of all participants (Novice or
Advanced).
Saccade. The fast eye movement between two fixations.
Transition. The path between two fixations that start/end in the same or
different areas of interest.
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) have been shown to significantly improve
students’ learning. These systems are used to teach a range of domains,
including database design [90], mathematics [87], physics [42], and
thermodynamics [75]. Tutorial dialogues are used in ITSs to simulate one-on-one
dialogues between a student and a human tutor that would occur in a classroom
environment. The use of tutorial dialogues has been empirically evaluated and
shown to significantly improve learning [46, 111].
In order to have a more complete picture of a user’s interactions with a learning
environment, we need to know which interface features s/he visually inspected,
the strategies used and what cognitive efforts s/he made to complete tasks [14].
Such knowledge allows intelligent systems to be proactive, rather than reactive,
to users’ actions [43]. While some of this information can be obtained by
analysing existing student-system interaction logs, eye-tracking has been
highlighted as another potential source for informing ITSs’ actions [27].
This thesis outlines a project that investigates how students interact with
tutorial dialogues using both eye gaze data and student-system interaction logs.
From observation, students interact differently with tutorial dialogues in an ITS.
One of the obvious factors behind this is the amount of prior knowledge; another
is the student’s learning ability. We investigate whether we can detect suboptimal student behaviour from eye-tracking and/or ITS logs in order to allow an
ITS to intervene when needed and better guide students’ learning. For example,
we can investigate if the contents of the dialogues are being visually attended or
are used in conjunction with re-reading the problem statement when required.
The project will give us a better understanding of how different students interact
with tutorial dialogues in an ITS. We will get an indication about whether eyetracking gives us a more complete picture of students’ interactions and whether
the cost of eye-tracking can be justified. For example, we may be able to use
time-based evidence to determine if a student is not paying much attention to
the tutorial dialogue by looking at the time between the dialogue appearing and
the student responding. This does not reveal situations in which the student is
taking time to respond but is visually attending to irrelevant areas of the
interface however. It will be useful to compare the accuracy of classifying
students’ behaviour based on these different measures.
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Figure 1.1 The EER-Tutor interface

Because tutorial dialogues have been implemented for EER-Tutor [111], the
project will use this constraint-based ITS. EER-Tutor teaches database design
using Enhanced Entity-Relationship (EER) data modelling [39] (see Figure 1.1).
The use of eye-tracking is especially relevant with EER-Tutor as the task of
conceptual database design is ill-defined [74]. Firstly, the students are given a
problem statement that they must interpret and represent as an EER data
model. In addition there is no set algorithm to create these diagrams and the
correctness of the solution cannot be simply evaluated. There is therefore a lot of
potential in using eye-tracking to understand students’ behaviour when
interacting with the dialogues. A more advanced student may know that
reflecting on his/her solution is useful to answering prompts whereas a novice
may not know where to look or what to do.

1.1. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Definitions of the groups of students mentioned in our research questions are
found in the Glossary above.
•

•

What effect do the differences between student groups have on their
overall performance, dialogues initiated, interface areas they focus on and
so on? For example do advanced students solve more problems correctly,
see fewer dialogues, or re-read the problem statement?
What are the differences in the behaviour of different groups of students
when interacting with EER-Tutor dialogues?
o What differences can be found using the EER-Tutor log data? For
example do different groups take varying amounts of time before
submitting an answer to a prompt?
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•

o What differences can be found using the eye-tracking log data? For
example do different groups spend varying amounts of time looking
at the prompt text?
Can we build classifiers that will categorise new students into the correct
group based on these differences?
o Is the cost of eye-tracking justified? That is, is EER-Tutor log data
alone sufficient to understand and classify students accurately?

1.2. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
Our research contributes the following:
•

•

•

•
•

•

Extends the use of eye-tracking to study students in the context of
constraint-based intelligent tutoring systems and specifically to EERTutor (related research is discussed in Section 3.4)
Focuses on understanding students through their interactions with
tutorial dialogues through the use of both eye-gaze and EER-Tutor data
(covered in Chapters 5 and 6)
A comparison of different data sources for classifying students according to
their behaviour (eye-gaze data, EER-Tutor data and both combined – see
Chapter 7 for details)
Classifiers that can be built into EER-Tutor to group new students
(discussed in Chapter 7 and Section 8.3)
Results in datasets from both EER-Tutor and the eye-tracker that can be
used beyond this project:
o To study students’ interaction changes with problems of different
difficulty levels (this is briefly covered in Section 5.1)
o To study students’ misconceptions in the domain of EER data
modelling (this is briefly covered in the Predicting Future
Constraint Violation Section)
o To study students’ problem solving behaviour with EER-Tutor (this
is beyond the scope of this project and is potential Future Work)
The eye-tracker data set has additionally been manually bookmarked and
segmented to highlight important events for future analyses (see Section
4.4.2 for details)
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1.3. THESIS OUTLINE
We will begin by introducing the areas that are important to this research:
Intelligent Tutoring Systems and EER-Tutor. Chapter 3 includes an overview of
the related eye-tracking research. The details of the study and the collected data
are then described, followed by the details of the data analyses, results, and
discussions. We outline the conclusions drawn before outlining the limitations
and future directions of the work. A number of appendices are also included
where more details are required: for example the study documents such as the
consent form and pre- and post-tests. In addition, we attach a copy of the paper
accepted for ICCE 2013 (see Appendix A: ICCE 2013 Paper).
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Chapter 2. INTELLIGENT TUTORING SYSTEMS
An Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) is a system that adapts its content and
pedagogical decisions to cater for the needs of the different students that use it to
learn [13]. An understanding of the individual differences between students is
therefore often crucial. The intelligence of ITSs is in the form of the computer
systems making these teaching decisions and maintaining a record for each
student. ITSs have been shown to lead to significant learning gains [46, 90, 91]
similar to those resulting from human tutoring [103]. Figure 2.1 shows the main
components typically found in an ITS, similar to what is described in [13].
The record of student-specific information is the student model and in its most
basic form tracks a student's performance on tasks. The pedagogical module, a
representation of the teaching process, makes use of this model to make
decisions about problem selection and feedback content for example. This allows
for a personalised teaching experience for each student. A single teaching
strategy is typically included in this module; however the inclusion of multiple
strategies is a possibility being researched [71]. All tutor-student interactions
are controlled by the communications module and include screen layouts and
dialogue representation. These interactions update the student model. The
domain-specific knowledge being taught by the ITS must also be represented and
this is the domain knowledge component. There is an additional expert model
component, not shown in Figure 2.1, which similarly contains the material to be
taught but represents the knowledge in the same way that a domain expert
would. Its main purpose is to allow the ITS to compare the student’s solution to
that of an expert’s in order to highlight areas of difficulty for the student. It is
not a component of all ITSs, but the student modeller has the same functionality.
Communications module

Student
Models

Communication
Knowledge

Interface

Pedagogical
Expertise

Pedagogical
module

Student
modeller

Domain
module

Domain
Knowledge

Figure 2.1 The typical components of an ITS
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2.1. CONSTRAINT-BASED TUTORS
Constraint-based modelling (CBM) is a methodology for building ITSs [70] that
is based on Stellan Ohlsson’s theory of learning from performance errors [81].
According to Ohlsson, domain knowledge should be represented as a set of
constraints [80].
A constraint is an ordered pair 〈𝐶𝑟 , 𝐶𝑠 〉 where 𝐶𝑟 is the relevance condition and 𝐶𝑠
is the satisfaction condition. When a constraint-based ITS evaluates a submitted
solution, it checks it against constraints that are relevant for that solution. If the
relevance condition is met, that constraint is applied and the satisfaction
condition must also be met. Otherwise the constraint is violated, indicating an
error in the submitted solution. The student model is a list of satisfied and
violated constraints for the current solution submission and each constraint’s
usage is tracked over time. One constraint in EER-Tutor, for example, states
that an attribute can only be connected to a construct using a single line. The
solution in Figure 2.2 is therefore incorrect as this constraint is violated.

Figure 2.2 An example of a constraint violation

The ITS therefore simply checks that the satisfaction condition is met whenever
a constraint is relevant to the submitted solution. This means that it is possible
for the system to cater for multiple correct solutions and so the expert model
component is not required when using CBM. In addition, using CBM means that
students are not confined to a specific problem solving process.
The first constraint-based tutor built is SQL-Tutor [73], which teaches students
how to query relational databases using SQL. This was followed by EER-Tutor
[90, 113], the first version of which is known as KERMIT [90]. EER-Tutor
teaches conceptual database design and is described in detail in Section 2.4. The
work on ERM-Tutor provides an ITS that teaches students how to map an EER
diagram into a relational schema [67]. Another database-related ITS is NORMIT
[69], which teaches data normalization in relational databases.
CBM has also been used to implement ITSs in a variety of other domains: objectoriented software design using UML class diagrams [12], Java programming
[49], oil palm plantation management [4, 5], capital investment [72], electronics
[16], discrete mathematics [15], English language learning [65], thermodynamics
[75], and Newtonian physics [68].
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2.2. MODEL-TRACING TUTORS
Model-tracing (MT) is another methodology for developing ITSs [10], which is
based on the Adaptive Character of Thought-Rational (ACT-R) theory of
cognition [9]. A distinction is made between declarative and procedural
knowledge in this theory. Declarative knowledge, for example a physics law that
the student has read about in a textbook, becomes goal-oriented procedural
knowledge as the student knows how to use it to solve a problem. Production
rules serve as the means through which procedural knowledge is applied to solve
a problem and represent the domain knowledge, for example:
𝐼𝐹 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒 𝑛1 – 𝑛2 = 𝑛3 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛1
𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑁 𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑠 𝑛1 = 𝑛3 – 𝑛2

MT systems therefore emphasise the correctness of problem-solving steps and
have a set of possible problem-solving paths. Deviation from these paths is
assumed to be an error because it is otherwise difficult for the system to follow
what the student is doing.
One of the most successful cognitive tutors is the PAT algebra tutor [59]. MT
tutors have been also implemented to teach a wide range of domains, including:
geometry [57], programming in LISP [11] and stoichiometry in chemistry [64].

2.3. TUTORIAL DIALOGUES
Tutorial dialogues are used in ITSs to simulate one-on-one dialogues between a
student and a human tutor that would occur in a classroom environment. These
student-tutor interactions play an important role in the students’ learning [23]
and the amount of learning is affected by the tutor’s expertise [82].
In addition, despite the effectiveness of ITSs, several studies indicate that some
students gain shallow knowledge that they then have difficulty applying to new
and different problems [2]. One of the ways to overcome this shallow learning
problem is to encourage self-explanation in order to promote deep learning [25].
Self-explanation is a constructive activity during which a person tries to make
sense of new information by explaining it to him or herself [24]. This results in
the revision of his/her knowledge structure for future application. Tutorial
dialogues have been used in a number of ITSs in order to encourage students to
self-explain [3, 46, 104, 110].
Why2-Atlas [104] and Why/AutoTutor [46] for example teach mainly through
natural language tutorial dialogues. Both tutors cover aspects of the domain of
physics [45]. Why2-Atlas asks the student to write paragraphs explaining simple
mechanical phenomena. The response is analysed by the system and any
misconceptions are discussed with the student through a dialogue.
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Why/AutoTutor similarly asks the student a question and then guides the
student to construct an explanation through a mixed initiative dialogue.
The CIRCSIM-Tutor also uses natural dialogues and teaches cardiovascular
physiology [40]. Students are asked to make qualitative predictions about the
effects of some change in the cardiovascular system, such as a broken
pacemaker. Any errors in the students’ prediction are discussed through a
natural language dialogue.
In contrast, systems like Geometry Explanation Tutor [3] and KERMIT-SE [70,
107] support problem solving, and tutorial dialogues are provided as additional
support. The Geometry Explanation Tutor allows students to give natural
language explanations about each of their problem-solving steps. KERMIT-SE
teaches database design and also asks students to justify problem-solving
decisions that led to an incorrect solution.
SE (Self Explanation)-Coach on the other hand allows students to self-explain
worked problem examples in physics [32]. The framework also evaluates the
correctness of the student’s self-explanation. Students use the menu-based tools
to describe the domain rule used for the step being explained, both in terms of
the required preconditions and the resulting consequences. Whenever the
student uncovers a part of the example that contains content that is worthy of
self-explanation, a ‘self-explain’ button appears that gives the student the
opportunity to justify the correctness of the step or explain how it fits in with the
solution plan. SE-Coach does not force the student to explain each part of the
example but instead prompts students who are not spontaneously self-explaining
or who it detects have gaps in their domain knowledge to further self-explain the
example.

Figure 2.3 The EER-Tutor interface
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2.4. EER-TUTOR
Because tutorial dialogues have been previously implemented in EER-Tutor
[111], we will use this constraint-based ITS for our project. EER-Tutor teaches
database design using Enhanced Entity-Relationship (EER) data modelling [39].
Currently, EER-Tutor has 57 problems, where each subsequent problem
increases in difficultly such that problem 1 is the easiest and problem 57 is the
most difficult. Students create EER diagrams satisfying a given set of
requirements which are checked for constraint violations on submission [91].
EER-Tutor records detailed student session information, including the
timestamp of solution submission, violated constraints and the latest diagram
for each problem.
Figure 2.3 shows the interface of EER-Tutor. The main areas are the problem
statement at the top (A), the toolbox containing the components of the EER
model (B), the drawing area on the left (C), and the feedback area on the right
(D). Students can select another problem by clicking the Next Problem button or
choosing a problem from the drop-down menu. There are a number of additional
buttons that are not relevant for this work so will not be discussed further; for
example a student can view a short History of the current session (essentially a
summary of submissions and the number of errors) or his/her Student Model (a
visual model of the student’s knowledge of the EER data modelling domain
across all sessions).
The tutorial dialogues in EER-Tutor are used in conjunction with an error
hierarchy and adaptation rules [109]. The purpose of the error hierarchy is to
categorise error types in a domain, for example basic syntax errors. At the leaf
level, an error is associated with violated constraint(s). The errors themselves
are grouped into higher-level categories and each error type has a tutorial
dialogue. Traversal of the error hierarchy allows the selection of the most
suitable error to be addressed in the case of multiple errors. In addition,
adaptation rules are used to personalise the timing and content of these
dialogues according to the student’s knowledge and reasoning skills.
When a student makes one or more mistakes, s/he is presented with a tutorial
dialogue selected adaptively. The problem statement, toolbar and drawing area
are disabled but visible for the duration of the dialogue and the error is
highlighted in red on the diagram (see Figure 2.3). Each dialogue consists of
several prompts, and provides multiple answers to the student [108]. Therefore
the student answers prompts by selecting an option s/he believes is correct, or
asks for additional help by selecting the “I need more help” option when it is
available. The prompt types are as follows where the examples shown belong to
the same tutorial dialogue:
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1. Conceptual (CO): discusses the domain concept with which the student
is having difficulty independently of the problem. This is shown in Figure
2.3: the student has modelled ‘Facility’ as a regular entity instead of a
weak entity so the prompt is asking about the basics of regular entities.
An incorrect answer to a conceptual prompt results in an additional,
simpler conceptual prompt being given.
2. Reflective (RE): aims to help students understand why their action is
incorrect in the context of the current problem. The prompt text therefore
refers to the elements of the problem as seen in Figure 2.4. An incorrect
answer to a reflective prompt results in a continue prompt being shown
(see Figure 2.5). The continue prompt has no options and again asks
students to reflect on the error in the context of the problem. It is then
reworded and given to the student with options. We only consider this
second version of the prompt and classify it as reflective for the purposes of
this project (see Figure 2.6).
3. Corrective action (CA): gives the student the chance to understand how
to correct the error for this specific problem (see Figure 2.7). The prompt
begins with negative feedback because the previous prompt was answered
incorrectly. Not all dialogues have this prompt type.
4. Conceptual reinforcement (CR): allows the student to review the
domain concept learned. Again, this is a problem-independent prompt as
seen in Figure 2.8. The example shown begins with positive feedback
because the previous corrective action prompt was answered correctly.
Following the completion of the dialogue, the drawing area, toolbar and problem
statement are re-enabled. The student receives feedback on the correctness of
the choice s/he made for the conceptual reinforcement prompt at this point. When
the correct choice is made for example, the message in the feedback area reads:
“'You've got it. Now change the diagram to reflect this. Remember to submit
when you're finished.”

Figure 2.4 An example reflective prompt
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Figure 2.5 An example continue prompt

Figure 2.6 An example of a reworded continue prompt with options

Figure 2.7 An example corrective action prompt
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Figure 2.8 An example conceptual reinforcement prompt

In the adaptive dialogues, the first time the student makes an error, s/he
receives the reflective prompt. Repeatedly making this error then initiates the
dialogue at the conceptual prompt level. There is also a non-adaptive version of
these tutorial dialogues, which means that students who make the same error
would receive the same dialogue regardless of their error history. In addition, the
non-adaptive dialogues have the following set order of prompts: conceptual (two
if the first one is answered incorrectly), reflective, continue (where applicable),
corrective action, and then conceptual reinforcement. This order is unchanged
regardless of the correctness of the choice made by the student. The non-adaptive
version is therefore used during the data collection study described in Chapter 4
to ensure that students have the same experience with the dialogues because the
same prompts appear for the same dialogues.
In addition to multi-level dialogues, students are given single-level hints when
they make basic syntax errors such as leaving diagram elements unconnected.
There is also a failure to make related changes dialogue that is given if for
example the student changes a regular entity to be a weak entity and submits
the solution without changing the key attribute to a partial key attribute. At the
time of writing this is also a single-level dialogue but this may change in the
future. When we use prompts and dialogues from now on we only refer to multilevel dialogues unless otherwise specified.
Because there are different types of prompts, it would be interesting to see if
they reveal different kinds of student behaviour. For example, reflective prompts
may be more relevant than conceptual prompts for performance-oriented
students whereas learning-oriented students may pay equal attention to all
prompt types. The correctness of the choices made by the student is also
interesting. For example, in Figure 2.7 the first option is Correct, the second
option is Incorrect and the final option is a request for Help.
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Chapter 3. EYE-TRACKING
Eye-tracking is concerned with determining the point of gaze of a person’s eyes.
The human eye makes a series of rapid eye movements (saccades) then fixates on
some point in a visual scene (a fixation) [35, 44]. Eye-tracking has been used in a
number of areas, ranging from interface usability studies and advertising to
developmental psychology. The use of eye-tracking has largely been limited to
laboratory settings in both academia and industry to date. There is work to make
this technology available to private individuals however, ranging from
integrating sophisticated eye-tracking technology into laptops [100] to developing
cheaper solutions with ordinary webcams [85].
More interesting, confusing or complex points/features of the visual scene require
more time to process and therefore more time is spent fixating on them [92].
There are a variety of eye-tracking measures as shown in Table 3.1. Saccaderelated measures for example allow for investigation of trends in user attention
patterns such as scattered gaze in a particular interaction window [54]. Section
3.4 includes eye-tracking measures in the context of eye-tracking for research.
Table 3.1 Eye-tracking measures as used in [54]

Measure

Description

Fixation rate

The rate of eye fixations per millisecond

Number of fixations

Number of eye fixations in a particular interval

Fixation duration

The time duration of a fixation

Saccade length

The distance between the two fixations defining the saccade

Relative saccade angle

The angle between two consecutive saccades

Absolute saccade angle

The angle between a saccade and the horizontal

Eye movement measurement devices, or eye-trackers, generally use one of two
techniques to monitor eye movements: the eye’s position relative to the head or
the eye’s orientation in space [34]. The eye movement methodologies employed
by eye-trackers are further categorised as follows: Electro-oculography, scleral
contact lens/search coil, Photo- or Video-oculography and video-based combined
pupil and corneal reflection [34].
Electro-oculography involves placing electrodes around the eye and uses the
measurement of the skin’s electric potential differences. A much more intrusive
methodology is scleral contact lens/search coil, which involves the user wearing a
contact lens. Photo- or Video-oculography encompass a number of eye movement
recording techniques and focus on the distinguishable ocular features such as the
shape of the pupils. These techniques are also sometimes intrusive as they may
require the use of a head/chin rest or a bite bar to fix the head’s position [112].
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All three categories measure the eye’s position relative to the head. The final
category is discussed below in the context of the eye-tracker used in this project.
Eye-movement data often contain noise because of participants’ head
movements, wearing of glasses and contact lenses, blinking as well as drift and
inaccurate calibration [14, 44, 92]. Eye-trackers are therefore sometimes not able
to collect eye-gaze data the entire time they are tracking a user’s eye gaze [14] or
report samples that need to be analysed for validity [54]. When participants
suddenly look away from the screen, the eye-tracker may report invalid samples
that must be manually identified by inspecting a video of the evaluation session
and excluded during validation of the rest of the data [54].

3.1. TOBII TX300 EYE TRACKER
The Tobii 1 TX300 Eye Tracker (see Figure 3.1) allows unobtrusive eye-tracking
to be carried out as it is an integrated eye-tracker [98]. Subjects are able to move
during the tracking session while accuracy and precision are maintained at a
sampling rate of 300 Hz [98]. This is in contrast to head-mounted eye-trackers
that participants may perceive as more obtrusive for example.

Figure 3.1 The Tobii TX300 eye-tracker

1

www.tobii.com
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Figure 3.2 Pupil Centre Corneal Reflection (PCCR) - image from [92]

The Tobii TX300 uses Pupil Centre Corneal Reflection (PCCR) to track eye
movements as seen in Figure 3.2 [92]. Infrared light is used to illuminate the eye
and two image sensors capture the resultant reflections on the pupil and cornea
(glint). The aim is to estimate the position of the eye in space as well as the point
of gaze. The angle between the cornea and pupil reflections forms a vector, which
is calculated from this image.
The accompanying Tobii StudioTM software allows researchers to set up their
experiments, including the participant-tracker calibration phase [97]. The
purpose of the calibration phase is to measure the users’ eye characteristics. The
eye-tracker calculates the gaze data by using these measurements in conjunction
with an internal 3D model of the eye, including reflection properties of each part
of the eye.
Calibration involves the user following a marker over a grid of calibration dots.
The marks in the middle of the dots shown in Figure 3.3 indicate the offset
between the calibration dot’s centre and each gaze point, that is, the quality of
the calibration. Lack of focus on the dot and distracted users are both factors
that can affect this quality. Both bright and dark pupil illumination are tried out
by the Tobii TX300 during calibration and the method with the best accuracy is
used for that participant [92]. Bright pupil illumination is as shown in Figure
3.2, whereas dark pupil illumination involves making the pupil appear darker
than the iris by placing the illuminator away from the optical axis.
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As seen in Table 3.2, the Tobii TX300 eye-tracker collects a variety of data that
can be analysed either using Tobii StudioTM or externally (for example by
sending the data to a web service for real-time analysis [88]). When exporting
this data, a number of filters can be applied that affect how gaze points are
grouped into fixations [94]. There are four fixation filter implementations
offered: the Raw data filter, the ClearView Fixation Filter, the Tobii Fixation
Filter and the I-VT Filter.
The I-VT Filter allows customisation to better suit specific studies as well as deal
with different noise levels [94]. Data processing functions that can be customised
include those in Table 3.3. Because the I-VT Filter uses the angular velocity of
the eyes and eye movement data as opposed to pixel locations of gaze points, the
data is independent of screen resolution and size as well as the distance between
the eyes and the stimulus (i.e. what is shown on the eye-tracker screen) [94]. We
therefore chose the I-VT Filter for this project. Gap interpolation and removal of
short fixations are selected by default for this filter.

Figure 3.3 The calibration quality screen
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Table 3.2 Some of the data collected by the Tobii TX300 (adapted from [99])

GazePointXLeft/Right
GazePointYLeft/Right
ValidityLeft/Right

PupilLeft/Right

Description
Horizontal screen position of the gaze point for the left/right eye.
Vertical screen position of the gaze point for the left/right eye.
The validity code indicates the system’s confidence in whether it
has correctly identified which eye is left and right for the specific
sample. The validity is 0 if the eye is found and the tracking
quality is good. If the eye cannot be found by the eye tracker the
validity code will be 4.
Size of the pupil (left/right eye) in mm. Individual differences in
the subjects’ eyes or the strength of glasses/contact lenses will
affect the size values.

Table 3.3 Customisable data processing functions as described in [94]

Noise reduction

Gap interpolation
Remove short fixations

Description

There are two low-pass filter implementations: a symmetric
moving average filter and a moving median filter. The resulting
data appears smoother than the raw data and allows for more
accurate fixation classification of highly noisy data.
Fills in data where valid data is missing. For example, it
prevents a fixation in which a few samples are missing being
interpreted as two separate fixations.
Very short fixations are usually a result of noise/other
imperfections in the data. The remove short fixation function
allows for removal of fixations with a shorter duration than a
set threshold.
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3.2. AREAS OF INTEREST
In order to help with eye-tracking data analysis, we can set up Areas of Interest
(AOIs) that specify regions in an interface or image. AOIs may be chosen so that
each area’s functionalities are conceptually different [54]. AOIs help by defining
which fixations should be tallied and to define scanning sequences and
transitions but there are no strict rules on how they should be defined [44].
When defining AOIs, buffer zones should be used where possible to minimise
misclassification of gaze location samples, and therefore fixations, because the
regions are too close together [62].
In the context of the EER-Tutor interface, we have defined AOIs as shown in
Figure 3.4. The problem and feedback areas are where the problem text and
dialogues are displayed respectively. Users build their diagram on the canvas,
and the toolbar has been included because it would be interesting to see if it is
being inspected despite it being disabled during dialogues. The length of the
prompt text and options varies so extra space has been included to ensure they
are displayed in the same position so that it is possible to analyse finer-grained
metrics for the feedback AOI (for example transitions between the three options).
Problem
Toolbar
Canvas

Feedback

Figure 3.4 The areas of interest defined for the EER-Tutor interface
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3.3. EYE MOVEMENT DATA ANALYSIS TOOLKIT (EMDAT)
The Eye Movement Data Analysis Toolkit (EMDAT) is a library for eye gaze data
processing that is developed at the University of British Columbia [102]. EMDAT
is an ideal tool for this project as it is able to use the data exported from Tobii
StudioTM in order to calculate a number of eye gaze features.
The features are calculated for each Segment/Scene. A Segment is the smallest
unit of aggregated eye-gaze data that the experimenter defines as having a
conceptual meaning and a Scene is a collection of related Segments [102]. The
general eye-gaze features are shown in Table 3.4 and do not require AOIs to be
defined. The features in Table 3.5 on the other hand are based on the AOIs
active for each Segment/Scene. A saccade with its start and end fixations in an
AOI is called a transition.

Figure 3.5 Using fixation data to recover invalid samples (from [102])

EMDAT provides functionality that calculates a segment’s eye-gaze sample
quality. The reasoning is that segments with low quality can skew results and
therefore should be removed [102]. A valid segment is defined as a segment with
a certain proportion of valid data samples (for example 80%) or for which the
period of time with no collected data does not exceed a threshold (for example
300 milliseconds). The latter method ensures that there are no large gaps in the
segment’s data. This caters for the cases excluded by the first method, namely
segments with largely valid data that contains many small discontinuities.
Automatic restoration of invalid samples is also possible using EMDAT for
situations such as that shown in Figure 3.5. Following a short period during
which data was lost, if the student was still fixating on the same point then we
can assume that s/he continued to fixate there during that period [102]. This
means that the invalid sample (represented by a red star in Figure 3.5) can be
restored to be a part of the fixation looking at the point (x,y). Invalid segments
that have a large continuous gap of invalid samples can also be automatically
split up into valid sub-segments as shown in Figure 3.6 [102].

Figure 3.6 An invalid Segment split into higher quality segments (from [102])
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Table 3.4 EMDAT’s eye-gaze features for a Segment/Scene, S (based on [102])

Eye-gaze Feature (Unit)

Description

Numfixations

Number of fixations in S

Fixationrate

Number of fixations in S over time

sum/meanfixationduration (millisecond)

Sum/average for duration of fixations in S

sum/meanpathdistance (pixel)

Sum/average for length of saccades in S

sum/meanrelpathangle (radian)

Sum/average for relative angles between consecutive saccades in S

sum/meanabspathangle (radian)

Sum/average for absolute angles saccades make with the horizontal line in S

length (millisecond)

Duration of S

Table 3.5 EMDAT’s eye-gaze features for an AOI, A (based on [102])

Eye-gaze Feature (Unit)

Description

numfixations

Number of fixations in S that are inside A

fixationrate

Number of fixations in S that are inside A over time

proportionnum

Proportion of fixations in S that are inside A over total fixations in S

totaltimespent (millisecond)

Sum of the duration of fixations in S that are inside A

proportiontime

Proportion of time spent looking inside A during S over total duration of S

longestfixation

Longest fixation inside A during S

timetofirstfixation (millisecond)

Time before the first fixation inside A during S

timetolastfixation (millisecond)

Time before the last fixation inside A during S

numtransfrom<aid>

Number of transitions from the AOI identified by aid to A

proptransfrom<aid>

Proportion of transitions from the AOI identified by aid to A over the total number of
transitions in S
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Table 3.6 Input files needed to run EMDAT (adapted from [102])

File

Contents

Fixation-Data.tsv

The individual gaze points from All-Data.tsv but grouped into
fixations; exported from Tobii StudioTM and the filters are used to
define a fixation

.aoi file

The definition of the AOIs that were defined; can be exported from
Tobii StudioTM

.seg file

Lines indicate which segments belong to which scene and the time
interval of each segment:

All-Data.tsv

All data recorded by the Tobii eye-tracker; exported from Tobii
StudioTM

scene_name<tab>segment_name<tab>start_time<tab>end_time<newline>

There are a number of input files required to run EMDAT. The files that are
relevant to this project are shown in Table 3.6.

3.4. EYE-TRACKING RESEARCH
Eye-tracking has been incorporated into a range of studies that aim to learn
more about the individual differences between users. The systems range from
ITSs (both constraint-based and model tracing), interactive simulations and selfcontained tasks such as solving a problem or a puzzle. We have categorised these
studies under three categories: Eye-tracking for User Classification, Eye-tracking
and Attention/Affective State and Eye-tracking and Graphics/Visualisations. In
the first category, eye-tracking is used to directly augment the system’s student
model or understand different groups of students. We then outline the research
work involving the use of eye-tracking to understand or predict the students’
affective state, in particular to determine when students are struggling. A review
of the research into using eye-tracking to learn more about students’ behaviour
when viewing visualisations and graphics concludes this Chapter.

3.4.1. EYE-TRACKING FOR USER CLASSIFICATION
Conati and Merten [30] carried out online assessment of students’ selfexplanation using eye-tracking data and interface actions. Students used the
Adaptive Coach for Exploration (ACE), an exploration-based learning
environment that allows students to explore mathematical functions [20]. An
empirical evaluation of a probabilistic user model including self-explanation
found that gaze-tracking data improved model performance compared to using
only time data as a predictor of self-explanation. This confirmed the earlier
findings in [31], which concluded that eye-tracking is better than time-based
evidence for self-explanation in the case where the system wants to detect its
absence for intervention. The reasoning behind using gaze shift information is
that users who are self-explaining are probably looking at areas of the interface
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that show the effects of each of their exploratory actions. There is for example a
Plot Unit in which students move a graph in the Cartesian plane and see how
this affects its equation and vice versa.
In [8], Amershi and Conati presented a user-modelling framework for interactive
learning environments that combines unsupervised and supervised machine
learning. During the Offline Identification phase, common learning behaviours
are identified. Using the k-means algorithm, users were clustered based on
feature-vectors including gaze shift data. Human experts label these behaviours
as being beneficial or detrimental to learning. In the Online Recognition phase,
these clusters are used in a classifier user model to classify students as poor or
good learners. During interactions with ACE, poor learners were found to pause
less and make fewer indirect gaze shifts after an action that resulted in a change
elsewhere in the interface than good learners. The authors intend to investigate
the trade-off between the lower cost of developing user models using this
framework and the more specific interventions able to be carried out by systems
that have user models that are knowledge-based or created using supervised
methods [7]. Refinements to the framework include the use of mining of
association rules for adaptive actions [52], which are used to determine which
behaviours result in the student being placed in the good or poor learner cluster.
In related work, Kardan and Conati [54] used only users’ visual attention
patterns to assess their ability to learn with an interactive simulation. The
simulation used shows how an algorithm for solving constraint satisfaction
problems in the domain of artificial intelligence works. Users can step through
problems and the system describes each step and displays the history of some
user actions [6]. A Decision Tree-based Classifier was built that used eyetracking data such as fixation rates and transitions between AOIs for each
student in order to classify the student as low or high achievers (with 71%
accuracy). The authors also found that the changes in users’ attention patterns
when moving to solving a more difficult problem can be used to classify the
students based on performance. For example, high achievers increase the
number of fixations on an AOI that should be used more in the harder problem
whereas low achievers do not. Kardan and Conati [53] also extended their
research to include comparisons of classifiers using eye-gaze and system log data
in isolation as well as in combination. Students’ behaviour and learning gains
are used to cluster the students into low and high learning gain groups. The
results of the comparison of the subsequent classification step revealed that the
combination of both data sources yields a more accurate classifier (85% compared
to 84% accuracy for only system interaction logs and 82 % for eye-gaze only). In
addition, only 22% of the data is required in order to achieve accuracy levels of
80% and higher in identifying new users as being low or high learners.
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Gaze tracking data has also been used with machine learning to determine the
expertise levels of participants in collaborative learning [61]. All participants
were novices in terms of their domain knowledge and worked in pairs in order to
build up a concept map from instructional texts. Each participant’s gaze was
tracked separately and communication was through a microphone-headset.
Clustering algorithms mapped the sequence of continuous gaze data to a
sequence of discrete semantic concepts. This is done in order to be able to
compare gaze data of the participant pairs because there are no restrictions on
concept box placement or labelling. Concept names are first clustered and each
fixation’s location-duration pair is mapped to one of these clusters. The duration
of the fixation on a concept is represented by how many times the index
corresponding to its cluster repeats. A profile Hidden Markov Model was built to
identify participants as either higher-skilled or lower-skilled and achieved 96%
accuracy. This accuracy could be obtained after 1 minute of the total session,
which corresponds to 5% of the total observations being seen. In addition, higherskilled participants fixate for longer on specific concepts while lower-skilled
participants have shorter attention spans and scattered gaze patterns.
The next selection of studies specifically uses expertise as the method of
grouping students. In contrast to the studies above where participants were all
from the same course or year-level at university, participants were recruited for
these studies from known expert and novice groups. An expert is a participant
who has a number of years of experience in a particular domain for example
whereas a novice is a participant who is taking an introductory course.
Charness et al. [22] found that experts are able to choose the best move in five
chess positions more quickly and accurately than intermediate-level players.
Expertise was defined by the Chess Federation of Canada ratings for the players.
While there was no difference in fixation duration, experts made fewer fixations
and had greater amplitude saccades. In addition, during the first five fixations
for each position, experts fixated more on empty squares but when they did
fixate on chess pieces these pieces were relevant. This led to the conclusion that
expert chess players encode chess configurations and use peripheral vision to
fixate on salient pieces.
Differences between novice and expert pilots were also found using eye-tracking
data gathered during simulated Visual Flight Rules flight landings [55]. Experts
had more frequent fixations on relevant areas but for shorter durations. The
scan patterns of experts are also stronger and more defined, which means that
they better maintain airspeed and good landing performance because the
patterns are consistent and efficient.
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Law et al. [60] also used of eye gaze patterns to differentiate between novices
and experts. Novice and expert surgeons performed a task on a computer-based
laparoscopic surgery simulator. The surgeons had to use a virtual tooltip to reach
and touch a small target. Expert surgeons were quicker and made fewer errors
overall as expected. Novices had to fixate on the tool’s position and had varied
behaviours whereas experts could manipulate the tool while maintaining eye
gaze on the target.
Jarodzka et al. [50] similarly investigated the differences in strategies used by
novices and experts and therefore the areas they fixate on. When asked to
describe the locomotion patterns of swimming fish from a video, experts attended
to task-relevant features more than novices and remained focussed on these
areas. In addition, experts focused on different features because they employed
knowledge-based shortcuts unknown to novices.
While the next group of studies is still concerned with understanding different
student groups, the context is specifically that of problem solving tasks (not
necessarily using an ITS).
Hegarty et al. [48] used eye-fixations in a study of arithmetic word problem
solving. They found that unsuccessful problem solvers often re-examine numbers
and relational terms in the problem text whereas successful problem solvers
focus more on variable names. This is because successful problem solvers aim to
understand and build a mental model of the problem in order to solve it whereas
unsuccessful problem solvers tend to create solution plans based on the numbers
and relational terms.
Eivazi and Bednarik [36] propose the use of real-time tracking of users’ visual
attention patterns to model users’ high-level cognitive states and performance.
The rationale is that an intelligent system can monitor users and make use eye
movement data to guide learning for example. Eye movement features were
calculated for each interval corresponding to an utterance coded to a cognitive
trait such as planning while solving an 8-tile puzzle. A Support Vector Machinebased classification was used to predict problem-solving cognition states such as
planning as well as user’s performance. Cognitive activity classification was not
very high and can probably be increased with a larger training sample size.
Performance was accurately predicted however. The authors report that the
high-performance group had a lower number of fixations but longer fixation
durations than the low-performance group for example.
Tsai et al. [101] used eye-tracking to study students’ visual attention when
predicting debris slide hazards in an image-based, multiple-choice science
problem. Students attended more to chosen options than rejected ones and spent
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more time inspecting relevant features (for example amount of rainfall) than
irrelevant features. Regarding successful problem solvers, the study found that
they shift gaze from irrelevant to relevant features. This is in contrast to
unsuccessful problem solvers who shift their gaze from relevant to irrelevant
features and the problem statement.

3.4.2. EYE-TRACKING AND ATTENTION/AFFECTIVE STATE
This Section includes research involving eye-tracking identify the student’s
overall attention and/or affective states. Some of the studies focus on whether
students utilise onscreen help or pinpoint behaviours indicative of students
struggling. Other studies aim to detect that students are having difficulties in
real-time and intervene appropriately.
One of the earliest studies involving the use of eye-tracking to increase student
model bandwidth for educational purposes was discussed in [43]. Students used
the EPAL Algebra Tutor, an adaptation of the Worksheet tool in Algebra Tutor
[58]. Gluck, Anderson et al. [43] found that students ignore bug messages and
that some students also ignore algebraic expressions, so the tutor can draw the
students’ attention to these areas. Using a regression model into which fixation
count and gaze time for an AOI are input, the probability of an error occurring
can also predicted.
Sibert et al. [86] similarly used video-based eye-tracking in order to determine
when students were having difficulty reading a word during their interactions
with the GWGazer Reading Assistant. If after a pre-determined gaze duration
the student is still looking at the same word, the system assumes the student is
struggling and therefore highlights and reads out the word. A preliminary study
involved 8 children (aged 10-14) reading the same passages twice using the
GWGazer Reading Assistant. Results were as expected, with the children
experiencing increased reading speed both in terms of words per second and
fixations per second across the two trials. In addition, a subjective questionnaire
revealed that the children enjoyed using the system and did not find it obtrusive.
Wang et al. [106] use eye-tracking as both input and a source of information for
adaptation in an Emphatic Software Agent (ESA) teaching Biology. Topic
selection for example is done through the student gazing at the relevant area for
a predetermined amount of time. The agents themselves also adapt their
behaviour in accordance with the student’s state as inferred by his/her eye
movements, pupil dilation and changes in eye position. For instance if the
student is continually looking away from the screen, the agent will appear mildly
angry and remind him/her to concentrate whereas fixating on an area will cause
the agent to move there and display more detailed content. The lack of student41

systems interactions like mouse clicks and keyboard input is also used as an
indicator of the student’s boredom/fatigue. The preliminary usability study
involved 10 students and indicated that the students paid more attention to
explanations and content given by the agents.
D’Mello et al. [33] developed Guru, a biology ITS which uses the student’s gaze in
order to intervene when s/he is not paying sufficient attention to the
collaborative lecture. Gaze-reactive interventions are essentially triggered if the
student has not looked at the agent or content relevant to the dialogue for more
than 5 seconds. In such situations the agent verbally attempts to gain back the
student’s attention, for example by saying “Please pay attention”. A study was
conducted to compare two versions of Guru: one that included the gaze-reactive
component and one which did not. The students’ attentional reorientation
patterns indicated that the students did in fact redirect their attention to the
agent following a gaze-reactive intervention. While the speed with which they
redirected their gaze slowed down as the number of statements increased, the
results are very encouraging because the students did not completely ignore the
prompts. In regards to learning, students using the non-gaze-reactive version of
Guru scored better on pre- and post-test questions requiring only shallow
knowledge whereas those who used the gaze-reactive version tutor did better on
questions requiring deeper knowledge.
Muldner et al. [77] used students’ papillary responses to study affective state
and self-explanation. Participants used the Example-Analogy (EA) Coach, an ITS
which helps students develop meta-cognitive skills during analogical problem
solving in the domain of Physics [78]. A study was carried out with 15 students
who used EA-Coach and verbalised their thoughts and feelings while their eye
gaze was tracked. The utterances were coded as affective (for example positive or
negative) or reasoning (including self-explanation). Muldner et al. report that
students had significantly larger pupil size when they expressed positive affect
(as opposed to negative affect) and when self-explaining (compared to other types
of reasoning not including analogy).
Muir and Conati [76] investigated what affects student attention to adaptive
hints. The students used Prime Climb, an educational game that teaches number
factorisation. An agent gives students personalised hints at incremental detail
levels based on the student’s model, for example by displaying definitions of
relevant concepts. Twelve students’ attention patterns were collected as they
interacted with the system through the use of an eye-tracker. By focussing on
the area displaying this hint, Muir and Conati calculated the total fixation time
as well as the number of fixations per word and explored the effects of the
following factors on attention: time of hint, hint type, attitude toward receiving
help, game action correctness and pre-test scores. Interesting results include
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students with low knowledge not always paying attention to the hints despite
requiring the help. In addition, attention to the hints decreases over time as may
be expected and particularly so for definition hints, indicating that they may be
repetitive and therefore should be removed or varied.

3.4.3. EYE-TRACKING AND VISUALISATIONS/GRAPHICS
This Section describes studies that specifically investigated the use of eyetracking to understand users’ interactions with visualisations and graphics. The
visualisations and graphics range from weather maps to open learner models.
The viewer’s knowledge affects which parts of the interface are visually
attended, that is they spend more time looking at task-relevant areas and the
fixation duration increases as they learn more about the domain [21]. Canham
and Hegarty also found that giving users less complex weather maps meant they
performed better because only task-relevant information was displayed.
Loboda and Brusilovsky [62] used eye movements to investigate how adaptation
of a visualisation and corresponding explanations affected users’ gaze patterns
and which areas of the system’s interface received attention. The participants
used cWADEIn1, a web-based application that uses visualisation to teach
evaluation of expressions in the C programming language [18]. Adaptation is
based on the students’ understanding of a domain concept with less detail
provided as the learners’ knowledge increases [18]. The results of analysing the
gaze data show that it is the areas of the screen containing this adapted content
that make up the largest portion of users’ visual attention [62]. Gaze time is
therefore a good measure of the importance of a particular region of interest in
an interface, because although experts might look at an important region less
frequently than novices, they spend longer visually attending to it. Data analysis
included aggregate eye-movement measures and fitting the data to (Generalised)
Linear Mixed Models.
Bull et al. [19] investigated how students explore different representations of
their Open Learner Models (OLMs) for the domain of C programming. The
student’s preference for OLM visualisation did not affect the information s/he
visually attends but certain representations did encourage visual attention on
information about how much domain knowledge s/he has. The representation of
an OLM therefore needs to be considered in the context of its overall purpose. By
focusing on showing the amount of knowledge students have for example,
students are prompted to reflect on and become more aware of the gaps in their
knowledge. Another factor that should be considered when designing OLMs is
the visualisation complexity – more complex representations require more effort
to understand and therefore result in a broader spread of visual attention.
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Conati et al. [28] propose to use eye-tracking for the adaptation itself, for
example by determining when a different visualisation should be displayed if the
current one is not working for the student. Mathews et al. [63] used eye-tracking
to determine students’ understanding of OLM representations. Students used
different OLM visualisations to answer questions requiring understanding of the
representations and the number of fixations was factored in to calculate
students’ efficiency with a representation. Future work also includes the
possibility of presenting a different OLM visualisation if the student is
struggling with the one displayed.
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Chapter 4. DATA COLLECTION
The aim of this project is to investigate how students interact with tutorial
dialogues using both eye gaze data and student-system interaction logs. From
observation, students interact differently with tutorial dialogues in an ITS. One
of the obvious factors behind this is the amount of prior knowledge; another is
the student’s learning ability. We believe that we can detect sub-optimal student
behaviour from eye-tracking and/or ITS logs in order to allow an ITS to intervene
when needed and better guide students’ learning. For example, we can
determine if the contents of the dialogues are being visually attended.
This Chapter describes the details of the required data collection study and the
data collected. The study was carried out following approval by the Department
of Computer Science and Software Engineering, University of Canterbury and
the University of Canterbury Human Ethics Committee Low Risk process (see
Appendix B: Human Ethics Committee Low Risk ).

4.1. PARTICIPANTS
Participants were recruited from those enrolled in a second-year database course
at the University of Canterbury. Recruitment was carried out in person during
two laboratory sessions for that course and followed up with the use of an online
scheduling website 2 in case participants changed their mind about participating.
Volunteers agreed to take part in the study knowing that it involved eyetracking and that they would receive a NZ$20 voucher on completion of the
study. One volunteer initially expressed concern over the use of eye-tracking but
commented on its unobtrusiveness following the completion of her session.
27 Computer Science participants (9 females), aged from 18 to 50 years old
(mean 23.8 years, standard deviation 7.3 years) took part in the study. All
participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision (9 wore glasses, 1 wore
contact lenses). In addition, all participants had previously used EER-Tutor.

4.2. APPARATUS
We conducted the study using a Tobii TX300 eye-tracker (see Section 3.1) with a
23-inch monitor in a quiet, well-lit room. Each participant took part in the study
separately.

2

http://www.doodle.com/
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As seen in Figure 4.1, the version of EER-Tutor used in the study excluded
interface features that were not required (for example, the button to bring up the
open student model and scrolling for the problem statement and solution areas).
The problem statement font size was also increased to make it easier for
students to read on the 23-inch monitor. Because the dialogue prompts and
options vary in length, we always displayed the options in the same position to
ease the definition of areas of interest. Because of this we also limited the
number of options to a maximum of three options.
In addition, the tutorial dialogues were not adaptive. That is, all participants
received full dialogues and had the same order of prompts within a dialogue
about the same error (constraint violation). The dialogue length is therefore only
affected by the correctness of the participants’ answers. This is in the form of
incorrect answers to a conceptual prompt resulting in a simpler conceptual
prompt being given to the student and incorrect answers to reflective prompts
triggering a continue prompt as discussed in Section 2.4.
The problems made available to students during the study are shown in Table
4.1. These problems are of increasing difficulty and were selected in order to help
minimise situations in which the problems are so easy that participants make no
errors and therefore no tutorial dialogues are initiated. In addition they describe
scenarios that are familiar to students. Two problems (1 and 2) were of moderate
difficulty, and the last one was more difficult.
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(a)

Figure 4.1 (a) The original EER-Tutor interface (b) The simplified EER-Tutor interface used in the study
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Table 4.1 The problems available to the students during the study

Problem Statement
Problem 1

Problem 2

Problem 3
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Design a database for a health club chain. Each club has a name, number (unique), fee, address (street number,
street and city), phone and a description. A club has many facilities. Each facility has a code (unique within a
club) and a description. A member joins a specific club on a specific date. Each member has an id (unique), name
(first and last), address, phone and email. Each club is chaired by a president who is one of its members. The start
date for the president of the club is stored in the database.
A database needs to be designed for the university student accommodation services. Each hall of residence has a
number (unique), name (unique), address, phone, and the total number of rooms. Every hall contains single rooms
only. Each room has a number (unique within a hall), and a weekly rent. For each student renting a room, the
database should store his/her ID number, name (first and last), home address, date of birth, and the category of
the student (for example, 1UG for the first year undergraduate student). Whenever possible, information about a
single next-of-kin related to a student is stored, including the name, relationship, address and phone number.
Design a database for the Olympic Games. The database should store data about all sports, disciplines and
competitors. For each sport, the database should contain its name, code and all the disciplines it includes. For
each discipline, the database stores a unique name, date of events scheduled for the discipline, as well as the
world record, the continental records for that discipline (including the name of the continent and the result), the
best result achieved during the games. For each competitor, the database stores his/her name, the country he/she
competes for, unique number, gender and birth date. For each discipline a competitor is listed for, we store his/her
own record and for each event the competitor participates in we store his/her start number and the result
achieved. The database should store the following information about a judge: number (unique), name, the country
he/she comes from, and the list of events in which the judge referees. There are additional data for each country
like its name, the record achieved in each discipline, the date of the record and the name of the continent the
country is on.

4.3. PROCEDURE
Participants initially read an information sheet and signed a consent form (see
Appendix C: Information Sheet and Appendix D: Consent Form). They then
provided their age and vision status. Instructions were given to the participants,
informing them that they will be using EER-Tutor to solve problems while their
eye-gaze data is collected.
A calibration phase with the eye-tracker was then carried out. Tobii StudioTM
initiates a pre-calibration screen that shows if the participant’s eyes are being
tracked (see Figure 4.2). Each participant was therefore exposed to the effect of
his/her head movements and distance from the screen on the eye-tracker’s ability
to capture gaze data. Participants were asked to sit in a comfortable position
that maintained a green-coloured bar at the bottom (indicating that data can be
captured) and to move around as least as possible. The importance of this stage
is also recognised in [29]. The calibration itself involves the participant following
a marker on a 9-point grid with their eyes. In the case of bad calibration quality,
this calibration phase was repeated (see Section 3.1 for details).

Figure 4.2 The pre-calibration screen shown to participants in Tobii StudioTM

During the session, the participants could work on three problems and were free
to move between problems. The participants build up the diagrams
incrementally and were free to choose the order in which they model elements
and the elements’ positions in the solution area. Each diagram is therefore
different, which differs from the majority of the related work described in
Chapter 3. EER-Tutor was launched within the Tobii StudioTM software and
therefore was controlled to always launch in full-screen mode.
Each participant was given 50 minutes to solve the problems and asked to
complete or at least attempt all problems. Participants were reminded to
regularly submit their solutions while problem-solving during the session. The
mean session length was 49.1 minutes (standard deviation 3.0 minutes), with
approximately another 10 minutes for the instructions, calibration (9-point),
questionnaire and consent form.
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In addition to the eye-gaze data, each session resulted in a log file from EERTutor, which included the timestamp of solution submission and each choice
made in the dialogue prompts as well as the type of prompt seen. We also
collected a recording of the interaction, showing the EER-Tutor screen. On
conclusion of the session, the participants were asked if they had any questions
or comments that they wished to express.

4.4. COLLECTED DATA
4.4.1. PRE- AND POST-TESTS
During the week prior to our study, the participants had used EER-Tutor in a
regular laboratory session and completed a pre-test (see Appendix E: Pre-Test)
and a post-test (see Appendix F: Post-Test). Both tests had a similar difficulty
level and each included 6 questions of these types: problem solving (drawing an
EER diagram for the given scenario), multiple-choice, short answer and
justification. The maximum mark for each test is 27. I marked both the pre- and
post-test after discussing the marking schedule with two domain experts.
Table 4.2 Pre- and -post-test related statistics for all students

Mean (SD)
Range
Median

Pre-test

Post-test

Normalised Learning Gain

13.50 (3.73)
13.00

16.9 (3.30)
11.00

0.23 (0.25)
1.02

13.50

16.00

0.28

27.00

27.00

-

Maximum possible

The purpose of using these pre- and post-test scores is to determine ways in
which the student sample can be grouped. One way of labelling the students is as
Novice or Advanced (Prior Knowledge groups). Using a median split on pre-test
scores (median score of all students is 13.50 as seen in Table 4.2) results in 13
novices and 13 advanced students. A novice is a student with a pre-test score of
13.50 or less and an advanced student has a pre-test score greater than 13.50. A
Mann-Whitney U-Test shows that there is a significant difference in the
distributions of pre-test scores between the two groups (see Table 4.3).
Table 4.3 A summary of the different groupings of students

Mean pre-test score (SD)
Range
Mean normalised LG (SD)
Range

Novice

Advanced

U (Sig.)

10.50 (2.30)
6.00
Low Achievers

16.50 (1.94)
6.00
High Achievers

0.00
(<0.001**)
U (Sig.)

0.035 (0.183)
0.57

0.425 (0.115)
0.43

0.00
(<0.001**)
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Another possible classification of students is as High Achievers (HA) and Low
Achievers (LA) according to their learning ability as measured by the normalised
learning gains as calculated from the pre- and post-test scores [54]. Normalised
� ) is calculated as shown below:
learning gain (𝐿𝐺
� =
𝐿𝐺

𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒% − 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒%
100 − 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒%

where 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒% is the post-test score as a percentage and 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒% is the
� (median 𝐿𝐺
� is 0.28 as
pre-test score as a percentage. Using a median split on 𝐿𝐺
� ≤ 0.280. A
seen in Table 4.2) results in 13 LA and 13 HA students. LAs have 𝐿𝐺
Mann-Whitney U-Test shows that there is a significant difference in the
� between the two groups (see Table 4.3). This is the
distributions of 𝐿𝐺
Achievement grouping.

4.4.2. DATA PREPARATION
The EER-Tutor logs are automatically generated but need to be processed with a
script in order to strip out extra newline characters for easier data extraction.
Because the data collection sessions were long and a lot of data was collected,
Tobii StudioTM crashed during data export. The solution was to back up each
session as a separate project and then import them individually into Tobii
StudioTM software installed on another machine.
We used the I-VT Filter when exporting Tobii data because classification of the
data as fixations, saccades or unclassified should be more accurate than with the
other provided filters [95]. In addition, the default values of the filter’s
parameters were left unchanged because they should give accurate fixation
classifications for common eye-tracking scenarios including web and standard
reading studies [93] (see Figure 4.3).
Tobii StudioTM also allows users to replay the screen recordings and bookmark
user-defined events [97]. In our case these events include Prompt Start and
Prompt End for when a prompt appears and when the student submits their
choice. The bookmarks were then be used to break the recording into segments,
for example the time interval between two events such as the Prompt Start and
Prompt End. Prompts of the same type were then manually grouped together
into a scene. Scenes allow us to carry out analyses, generate visualisations such
as heat maps and export data at the prompt level. This step is time-consuming
and was carried out for all participants’ recordings. Other events such as the
student switching to another problem or submitting a solution were also logged
for completeness and to enable data analyses beyond the scope of this project.
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Figure 4.3 The I-VT Filter settings in Tobii StudioTM

4.4.3. DATA EXTRACTION AND STORAGE
The amount of collected data available is large and so it made most sense to
extract the required data and store it externally to the original data log files for
more efficient future access and analysis. This step involved understanding the
structure of the respective EER-Tutor and Tobii log files in order to parse and
extract the information required. Java code was developed for this stage. Please
note that the Tobii data exported at this point is for the whole session for each
participant and does not include any information gained from the segmentation
process described in the Section above as this was carried out later.
The database schema in Figure 4.5 shows how the collected data was stored.
Each time a student submits a solution to a problem is an attempt at that
particular problem. One participant was excluded from further analyses and
summary statistics because no eye-tracking data was collected. A gaze point is
where the participant is looking on the screen. This was mapped to a relational
database as seen in Figure 4.4. The Tobii dataset is significantly larger than the
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EER-Tutor dataset. There were 502 solution submissions (attempts) in total and
1417 prompts seen in comparison to the thousands of gaze points recorded.
Because of the high accuracy of the timestamps stored in the Tobii log files
(hour:minutes:seconds.milliseconds), we had to find a database management
system that would match our requirements. The first prototype extraction and
storage system used Microsoft Access to speed up development. We soon
switched to MySQL 5.6 3 however because it provides the accuracy required for
the timestamps.

Figure 4.4 Conceptual database schema to relational database mapping

3

http://www.mysql.com/
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Figure 4.5 The database schema for collected EER-Tutor and the Tobii data
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4.4.4. EMDAT INPUT FILES
Because we are using Tobii StudioTM version 3.2 and the developers of EMDAT
were using version 1.7 at the time of writing 4, we mapped the old column names
to the equivalent new column names before exporting data. We exported the gaze
data for each student for each prompt type for all of the problems with the I-VT
Filter applied. 18 of the total 1285 prompts were not exported for some unknown
reason, which leaves 1267 prompts to be analysed by EMDAT.
Our data is also split up by prompt type for each problem in order to allow
different analyses beyond this project whereas EMDAT operates on a per
participant basis. In addition, the data files exported are different due to the
version difference so require some simple scripts to prepare the data for input
into EMDAT. In order to generate the files described in Section 3.3 we will
therefore use scripts to split up the data for each participant. The steps required
to generate the files are described below:
•

•

•

•

4

.aoi file:
o Generated with a line for each AOI (has id and four points defining
the polygon).
.seg file:
o One file was generated for each participant.
o The resulting files were sorted by the starting time of each segment.
All-Data.tsv:
o The exported data was split up by participant.
o The resulting files were sorted by the recording timestamps.
Fixation-Data.tsv:
o Event types exported from the new version of Tobii StudioTM are
Fixation, Saccade and Unclassified but only the Fixation events are
required. While splitting up the data into per-participant files, we
only output the Fixation data.
o The resulting file contents were sorted by the recording timestamp.
o Because this file contains data from many separate files, we recoded
the event indices in order to match up with those in All-Data.tsv.
o We require one line per fixation and therefore the recoded files were
processed in order to remove the extra, unneeded lines. This is
possible because the remaining line indicates the fixation start time
and the end time can be calculated using the fixation duration.

In private correspondence with Samad Kardan via email (2013)
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Chapter 5. ANALYSING EER-TUTOR LOGS
There were 502 solution submissions made and 1417 prompts seen in total but
we limit our analyses to multi-level dialogues and exclude continue prompts
unless otherwise specified. This leaves 1285 prompts that are seen in a total of
401 multi-level dialogues. The solution area and toolbar are disabled while
multi-level dialogues are displayed. This enables us to separate the students’
interactions with the dialogues from their problem-solving. In addition, the
continue prompts are followed by a reworded version of the same prompt and so
this second prompt is included as a reflective prompt.
Because of the small sample size, we used non-parametric statistical analysis
methods. Statistical analyses were carried out using IBM SPSS Statistics
(version 20). This Chapter includes analyses carried out only on the data
collected in the EER-Tutor logs.

5.1. ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT PROBLEMS (ALL STUDENTS)
The distribution of each statistic across problems as shown in Table 5.1 was
tested using the Independent-Samples Kruskal-Wallis Test (corrected for ties)
with 𝑑𝑓 = 2 and ∝= 0.05. Significantly different results are represented by **
(p<0.05), marginally different results are represented by * (p<=0.1) and nonsignificant results are represented by NS. Significant and marginally significant
results were followed up by the non-parametric post-hoc test Dunn’s Method.
For the mean number of submissions made per problem, the distribution is
marginally different for problems 1 and 3. This could be because of the large
difference in difficulty level between these two problems. The distribution of the
number of multi-level dialogues seen per problem is similarly marginally
different for problems 1 and 3. This could be because it is more likely to make
more errors when solving the much harder problem as before. This is supported
by the distributions of the number of single-level dialogues being significantly
different between problems 1 and 3 and problems 2 and 3.
The distribution of the number of prompts seen per problem is not significantly
different however. This is somewhat expected because all students saw the same
dialogue when they made the same error. The distribution of the average
dialogue length seen per problem is also not significantly different. This is the
number of prompts that belong to the same dialogue and if a student answers all
prompts correctly the maximum dialogue length is 4 prompts.
Regarding the average time spent per prompt per problem, the distributions are
significantly different between problems 1 and 3. The prompt content does not
drastically change across the problems and because 24 of the students solved the
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problems in chronological order (easiest to hardest) the decrease in time is
expected. Interestingly the distributions of the mean total time spent on prompts
are not significantly different across the problems, which is consistent with the
non-significant result for the mean total number of prompts seen.
The distribution of the number of distinct relevant constraints per problem is
significantly different for problems 2 and 3. This is expected as the solution for
problem 3 is much larger and therefore has more relevant constraints. The
distribution of the number of violated constraints per problem is significantly
different for problems 1 and 3 and problems 2 and 3. This also makes sense
because problem 3 is the most difficult problem and therefore it is expected that
the students make more errors (constraints violations).
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Table 5.1 Results from the preliminary analysis of EER-Tutor logs

Problem 1

Problem 2

Problem 3

Overall

H (Sig.)

Number of students with at least one submission

25

26

18

-

-

Number of students who completed problem

18

19

5

-

-

6.24 (5.04)
24.00

6.38 (3.14)
11.00

10.00 (6.67)
24.00

7.28 (5.14)
24.00

4.89
(0.087*)

4.64 (4.46)
21.00

5.31 (2.95)
10.00

8.17 (6.45)
25.00

5.81 (4.76)
25.00

5.39
(0.068*)

0.72 (1.28)
5.00

0.35 (0.69)
3.00

1.56 (1.50)
5.00

0.80 (1.24)
5.00

13.13
(0.001**)

16.08 (15.27)
65.00

17.15 (9.95)
33.00

26.65 (20.34)
78.00

19.18 (15.44)
78.00

4.31
(NS)

3.26 (0.49)
2.40

3.23 (0.39)
2.32

3.02 (0.71)
3.00

3.19 (0.52)
3.22

0.74
(NS)

17.39 (7.47)
28.48

14.52 (6.11)
25.61

13.96 (9.02)
39.12

15.41 (7.46)
39.12

5.01
(0.082*)

72.37 (57.22)
200.42

66.39 (44.88)
153.83

73.39 (37.23)
138.00

70.31 (47.43)
200.42

0.94
(NS)

97.96 (8.88)
49.00

97.54 (4.03)
20.00

99.39 (9.98)
34.00

98.17 (7.70)
51.00

7.72
(0.021**)

28.84 (37.99)
133.00

30.69 (28.29)
88.00

84.11 (70.88)
316.00

43.96 (27.00)
331.00

17.64
(0.00**)

Mean number of submissions (SD)
Range
Mean number of multi-level dialogues seen (SD)
Range
Mean number of single-level dialogues seen (SD)
Range
Mean number of prompts seen (SD)
Range
Mean dialogue length (SD)
Range
Mean time per prompt in seconds (SD)
Range
Mean total time spent on prompts in seconds (SD)
Range
Mean number of unique relevant constraints (SD)
Range
Mean number of violated constraints (SD)
Range
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5.2. PREDICTING FUTURE CONSTRAINT VIOLATION (ALL STUDENTS)
In order to better understand our data set, we decided to investigate how the
tutorial dialogues seen by the students can be used to predict future constraint
violations. That is, if a student receives a dialogue after violating constraint 𝐶, is
constraint 𝐶 violated next time it is relevant to the student’s solution?

There are 45 unique constraints discussed in the 401 multi-level dialogues seen
by the 26 students. We end up with 387 dialogues to analyse once we discard
those dialogues that are the last time the constraint is relevant during the
session. For each dialogue we use the data in Table 5.2. The last two features are
specific to the student who interacted with the prompt and are used to analyse
each grouping separately.
Table 5.2 The dialogue data used for prediction of future constraint violation

Feature

Description

Constraint

The id of the EER-Tutor constraint being discussed

Problem Complexity

The difficulty of the problem

Dialogue Length

The number of prompts in the dialogue

Percentage Correct

The percentage of choices made for this dialogue that are correct

Next Occurrence

Indicates whether the constraint is violated or not the next time it is
relevant to the student’s solution

Prior Knowledge

Indicates whether the student is a Novice or Advanced student

Achievement

Indicates whether the student is a High Achiever or a Low Achiever

5.2.1. PREDICTION PROCESS OUTLINE
The work in this Section is carried out using RapidMiner (version 5.3) [66].
Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation (LOOCV) is carried out on the normalised data
using the X-Validation operator. Normalisation accounts for the differences in
the attributes’ units and scales and we set the value range to [0.0, 1.0]. LOOCV is
a nested operator that first trains a model and then applies the model in order to
measure its performance [79]. A single feature vector is used in the testing phase
whereas the remaining feature vectors are used in the training phase. This is
repeated until each feature vector is used once for testing. Training involves the
use of classifiers to build models that can be used to predict whether a constraint
will be violated the next time it is relevant to the student’s solution.
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We make use of the built-in RapidMiner classifier implementations as well as
those provided by the WEKA extension. This extension makes all the WEKA
operators available in RapidMiner. WEKA itself comprises a variety of machine
learning algorithms that can be used for data mining tasks [47]. We focussed on
the use of tree and rule induction classifiers because the outputs are easy to
interpret and visualise. In addition, these output types would be the most
straightforward to build into EER-Tutor.
The chosen classifiers are: Decision Tree, Random Tree, Rule Induction, W-J48,
W-JRip, and W-PART (the ‘W-’ prefix indicates WEKA operators). The Decision
Tree and Random Tree models are generated through recursive partitioning [1].
Each time a feature is selected for splitting however, only a random feature
subset is available for the Random Tree whereas all features are available for
selection for the Decision Tree. The Rule Induction classifier learns a rule set
through iterative rule growth and pruning, stopping when the error rate exceeds
50% or there are no positive examples left [1]. Reduced error pruning was also
enabled for the W-J48 classifier in order to generate a pruned C4.5 decision tree
[1, 83]. W-JRip is a propositional rule learner like the Rule Induction classifier
but implements the RIPPER algorithm [1, 26]. After each iteration, the W-PART
classifier builds a partial C4.5 decision tree and turns the ‘best’ leaf into a rule
[1] so we end up with a PART decision list [41].

5.2.2. PREDICTION PERFORMANCE AND RESULTS
Accuracy and kappa statistic are used as performance measures. The kappa
measure takes into account the possibility of the correct prediction occurring by
chance (denoted by a value of 0). The highest kappa statistic value is 1,
indicating that the result is not due to chance. The kappa statistic value range is
therefore usually [0,1] but negative values are possible (indicating correct
predictions are occurring less than due to chance). Accuracy is calculated as the
number of correct predictions as the percentage of the total number of
predictions. Given new testing data, the output models may not perform as well
if they are over-fitted. We are not modifying the learning algorithms however, so
the LOOCV estimates are a good indicator of performance levels to expect.
Table 5.3 shows the best performing classifiers for the Prior Knowledge and
Achievement groupings.
Table 5.3 Classifier performance for PK and Achievement groups

Grouping

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

Classifier

Prior Knowledge

74.78

0.270

W-J48

75.66

0.236

W-PART

75.37

0.271

W-J48

Achievement
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Table 5.4 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (W-PART classifier)

Predicted Satisfied
Predicted Violated
Class Recall (%)

True Satisfied

True Violated

Class Precision (%)

8

21

72.41

96.73

21.88

-

237

75

75.96

For the Prior Knowledge groups, we obtain an accuracy of 75.66% with a kappa
statistic of 0.236 (W-PART classifier). The W-J48 classifier has a higher kappa
value but similar accuracy. The kappa values for each grouping are below 0.5 for
even the best performing classifiers. This is partly affected by the fact that the
kappa value tends to be stricter when there are only a few categories (there are
two categories in each grouping) [89].
Figure 5.1 shows the rules generated by the W-PART classifier (Table 5.4
includes the corresponding confusion matrix). Constraint 19 is not violated
during the next submission in which it is relevant if the student is Advanced.
This constraint concerns the use of a regular relationship when another
construct should be used. Students who interact with a dialogue about constraint
19 when solving the first problem and correctly answer more than two-thirds of
the dialogue’s prompts will also not violate that constraint when it is next
relevant. Other constraints are only violated in the future if the students are
solving problem 3 (the most complex problem). These constraints (96 and 98)
cover participation of entities in relationships, a concept that students new to
EER data modelling often struggle with. In the case of constraint 98, students
solving the easier problem 2 do not violate the constraint next time it is relevant.
A single dialogue appears to be sufficient for most of the remaining constraints
as they are not violated from this point. Constraint 92 is always violated in
contrast, which is understandable as it covers the concept of cardinality. The
difficulty of the cardinality concept is comparable to that of participation.
constraint = 19 AND PK = advanced: satisfied
constraint = 98 AND prob_complexity = 2: satisfied
constraint = 98 AND prob_complexity = 3: violated
constraint = 19 AND
prob_complexity = 1 AND
percent_correct > 0.666667: satisfied
constraint = 96 AND prob_complexity = 3: violated
constraint = 96_O: satisfied
constraint = 34: satisfied
constraint = 54: satisfied
constraint = 37: satisfied
constraint = 11: satisfied
constraint = 56: satisfied
constraint = 57: satisfied
constraint = 55: satisfied
constraint = 92: violated
: satisfied
Figure 5.1 The rules generated by W-PART by PK group
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constraint = 11
|
percent_correct = 0: violated
|
percent_correct > 0: satisfied
constraint = 96
|
percent_correct <= 0.8
|
|
prob_complexity = 1
|
|
|
PK = advanced: satisfied
|
|
|
PK = novice: violated
|
|
prob_complexity = 2: violated
|
|
prob_complexity = 3: violated
|
percent_correct > 0.8: satisfied
constraint = 98
|
prob_complexity = 1: satisfied
|
prob_complexity = 2: satisfied
|
prob_complexity = 3
|
|
percent_correct <= 0.8: violated
|
|
percent_correct > 0.8: satisfied
constraint = 96_O: satisfied
constraint = 56: satisfied
constraint = 57: satisfied
constraint = 92_W: satisfied
constraint = 34: satisfied
constraint = 55: satisfied
constraint = 59: satisfied
constraint = 45: satisfied
constraint = 27_2: satisfied
constraint = 29: satisfied
constraint = 207_1: satisfied
constraint = 16: satisfied
constraint = 54: satisfied
constraint = 19: satisfied
constraint = 94_W: satisfied
constraint = 60_1: satisfied
constraint = 13: satisfied
constraint = 14: satisfied
constraint = 98_O: satisfied
constraint = 94: violated
constraint = 37: satisfied
constraint = 70: satisfied
constraint = 49_1: satisfied
constraint = 211: satisfied
constraint = 92_O: satisfied
constraint = 92: violated
constraint = 28_2: satisfied
constraint = 68: satisfied
constraint = 44: violated
constraint = 15: satisfied
constraint = 25: satisfied
constraint = 13_2: satisfied
constraint = 63: satisfied
constraint = 76: violated
constraint = 202_1: satisfied
constraint = 46: satisfied
Figure 5.2 The tree generated by W-J48 by PK group
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Table 5.5 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (W-J48 classifier)

Predicted Satisfied
Predicted Violated
Class Recall (%)

True Satisfied
225
20
91.84

True Violated
Class Precision (%)
66
77.32
30
60.00
31.25
-

The tree output by the W-J48 operator is shown in Figure 5.2. Table 5.5 shows
the corresponding confusion matrix. For constraints 11 and 96, the percentages
of correct choices made during a dialogue are the most important feature when
determining the future violations of a constraint. Constraint 11 is the use of a
regular entity in place of another construct. This is a basic concept and it
therefore makes sense that if the student cannot answer the prompts correctly,
s/he is expected to violate the constraint next time it is relevant. The problem
complexity and the student’s prior knowledge group also play a part for
constraint 96. In contrast, future violations of constraint 98 are determined by
the complexity of the problem and then the percentages of correct choices. This
result is not unexpected as the students who are able to correctly answer more
than 80% of this constraint’s dialogue prompts are probably more likely to know
what they are doing in subsequent attempts at the problem.
The best performing classifier for the Achievement groups is W-J48 for both
performance measures (see Table 5.3). Table 5.6 breaks down the performance
further. As seen in Figure 5.3, there is only a small change from the results
obtained for the Prior Knowledge groups. This change is for constraint 96, for
which students who correctly answer 50% or less of the dialogue’s prompts while
solving the easiest problem violate the constraint on its next occurrence. It was
the prior knowledge group instead of the percentage of correctly answered
prompts that lead to this same final state for the Prior Knowledge analysis
above. This suggests that the Advanced students are the same students who
would answer more than half of the prompts correctly as we would expect. As
before, the cardinality constraints (92 and 94) are always violated in subsequent
attempts as this is a complex domain concept. Interestingly, constraints 44 and
76 are also always violated. Constraint 44 states that all entities must have
attributes and violation of constraint 76 indicates that a relationship has been
incorrectly represented as an attribute. The first violation may simply be due to
the submission of an incomplete solution as the student is incrementally solving
the problem. The use of an attribute to represent a relationship does indicate a
lack of understanding of how to model the scenario however.
Table 5.6 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (W-J48 classifier)

Predicted Satisfied
Predicted Violated
Class Recall (%)

True Satisfied
229
16
93.47

True Violated
Class Precision (%)
68
77.10
28
63.64
29.17
-
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constraint = 11
|
percent_correct = 0: violated
|
percent_correct > 0: satisfied
constraint = 96
|
percent_correct <= 0.8
|
|
prob_complexity = 1
|
|
|
percent_correct <= 0.5: satisfied
|
|
|
percent_correct > 0.5: violated
|
|
prob_complexity = 2: violated
|
|
prob_complexity = 3: violated
|
percent_correct > 0.8: satisfied
constraint = 98
|
prob_complexity = 1: satisfied
|
prob_complexity = 2: satisfied
|
prob_complexity = 3
|
|
percent_correct <= 0.8: violated
|
|
percent_correct > 0.8: satisfied
constraint = 96_O: satisfied
constraint = 56: satisfied
constraint = 57: satisfied
constraint = 92_W: satisfied
constraint = 34: satisfied
constraint = 55: satisfied
constraint = 59: satisfied
constraint = 45: satisfied
constraint = 27_2: satisfied
constraint = 29: satisfied
constraint = 207_1: satisfied
constraint = 16: satisfied
constraint = 54: satisfied
constraint = 19: satisfied
constraint = 94_W: satisfied
constraint = 60_1: satisfied
constraint = 13: satisfied
constraint = 14: satisfied
constraint = 98_O: satisfied
constraint = 94: violated
constraint = 37: satisfied
constraint = 70: satisfied
constraint = 49_1: satisfied
constraint = 211: satisfied
constraint = 92_O: satisfied
constraint = 92: violated
constraint = 28_2: satisfied
constraint = 68: satisfied
constraint = 44: violated
constraint = 15: satisfied
constraint = 25: satisfied
constraint = 13_2: satisfied
constraint = 63: satisfied
constraint = 76: violated
constraint = 202_1: satisfied
constraint = 46: satisfied
Figure 5.3 The tree generated by W-J48 by Achievement group
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5.3. ANALYSIS OF PROMPT TYPES (ALL STUDENTS)
As mentioned earlier, the tutorial dialogues presented to students are made up
of four different prompt types [108]. Firstly, the dialogue discusses with the
student which domain concept s/he is having difficulty with (conceptual). The
second stage aims to help students understand why their action is incorrect in
the context of the problem (reflective). The student is given the chance to
understand how to correct the error during the third stage (corrective action).
Finally, the system allows the student to review the domain concept learned
(conceptual reinforcement).
While these are the only prompt types analysed, the other prompt types are
included in Table 5.7 for completeness. The reason for reflective prompts
appearing more frequently than conceptual prompts is that following a continue
prompt (see Figure 2.5), the same prompt is reworded and shown with options.
We consider this prompt to be reflective 5. While the distributions of the number
of prompts seen become marginally different for problems 1 and 3 and the
distributions of the mean number of dialogues seen are significantly different for
problems 1 and 3 (𝑝 = 0.028 compared with 𝑝 = 0.068 as seen in Table 5.1), the
distributions of the mean dialogue length do remain non-significant.

A comparison between the numbers of prompts of each type seen for each
problem is shown in Table 5.8. Marginally and significantly different results are
for differences in the distributions of the number of prompts of that type between
problems 1 and 3. The only distributions that are not significantly different are
those for corrective action prompts. These results are consistent with the findings
in Table 5.1: there is a marginally significant difference in the distributions of
the number of multi-level dialogues seen but not for the mean dialogue length.
Table 5.7 A breakdown of the total number of prompts seen by type

Conceptual
Reflective
Continue
Corrective action
Conceptual reinforcement
Basic syntax
Failure to make related changes

5

Total Seen

Number of Dialogues Prompt
Type Appeared In

393

385

436

387

77

77

97

97

363
49
2

363
49
2

In addition, reflective prompts appear in more dialogues than any other type because the first participant’s tutorial dialogues
were adaptive despite the required change being made in the code. This issue did not occur for any of the other participants
and since the student did view and interact with a number of tutorial dialogues they were not excluded. In order to confirm the
validity of this choice, we ran some of the tests excluding this student and the results were unchanged.
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Table 5.8 The mean number of prompts seen of each prompt type

CO (SD)
Range

Problem 1

Problem 2

Problem 3

Overall

H (Sig.)

4.87 (4.56)
20.00

5.19 (3.35)
13.00

9.13 (6.85)
24.00

6.05 (5.0)
24.00

6.05
(0.048**)

5.63 (5.12)
22.00

5.73 (3.44)
11.00

8.94 (6.63)
26.00

6.51 (5.13)
26.00

4.76
(0.092*)

2.38 (1.94)
6.00

2.06 (1.25)
4.00

2.21 (1.19)
4.00

2.20 (1.44)
6.00

0.325
(NS)

4.50 (4.31)
19.00

4.88 (2.70)
9.00

8.53 (5.93)
22.00

5.58 (4.46)
22.00

7.83
(0.020**)

RE (SD)
Range
CA (SD)
Range
CR (SD)
Range

5.4. ANALYSIS OF PROMPT CHOICES (ALL STUDENTS)
The tutorial dialogue prompts are made up of the prompt text and options. Some
prompts are left unanswered and these are categorised as Unanswered. An
answer is expected in these cases but the session ended or another problem was
selected. Table 5.9 shows an overall break down of the choices made by students
and the correctness of those choices (see Section 2.4 for details).
Table 5.9 A breakdown of the choices made by students

Count (%)

Correct

1037 (80.70)

Help

33 (2.57)

Incorrect
Unanswered

196 (15.25)
19 (1.48)

A comparison between the percentages of choices made for each problem is
shown in Table 5.10. There is no significant difference between the distributions
for any choice type across the problems. This is supported by the non-significant
difference in the distributions of the mean dialogue length seen in Table 5.1.
Table 5.10 The mean percentage of choices made by students

Correct (SD)
Range
Help (SD)
Range
Incorrect (SD)
Range
Unanswered (SD)
Range
Total choices

Problem 1

Problem 2

Problem 3

Overall

H
(Sig.)

79.79 (16.39)
50.00

84.62 (14.78)
47.62

82.75 (14.71)
50.00

82.42 (15.27)
50.00

2.10 (4.04)
16.67

1.36 (3.30)
13.16

5.43 (12.45)
50.00

2.66 (7.08)
50.00

1.35
(NS)

17.64 (14.93)
50.00

12.89 (12.26)
38.10

8.32 (9.78)
37.50

13.43 (13.08)
50.00

3.98
(NS)

0.47 (1.15)
4.00

1.12 (2.25)
7.14

3.49 (5.75)
16.67

1.49 (3.44)
16.67

3.96
(NS)

386.00

446.00

453.00

1285.00

-

1.06
(NS)
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Table 5.11 The mean time per prompt (seconds) by problem and prompt type

CO (SD)
Range
RE (SD)
Range
CA (SD)
Range
CR (SD)
Range

Problem 1

Problem 2

Problem 3

Overall

H (Sig.)

21.71 (11.47)
53.00

18.82 (9.53)
47.00

13.67 (4.61)
16.00

18.57 (7.76)
54.00

7.88
(0.019**)

14.70 (5.84)
22.00

14.20 (7.87)
30.00

16.54 (17.28)
75.00

14.97 (10.42)
75.00

0.86
(NS)

8.87 (8.35)
27.00

7.05 (4.14)
16.00

7.27 (8.47)
34.00

7.66 (6.94)
34.00

0.82
(NS)

19.32 (15.97)
76.00

12.66 (5.88)
24.00

9.28 (3.61)
15.00

14.34 (11.15)
76.00

9.42
(0.009**)

5.5. ANALYSIS BY PROMPT TYPE (ALL STUDENTS)
Because we are interested in how students are interacting with the tutorial
dialogues, it would also be useful to look at the time spent per prompt and the
prompt answer correctness for each prompt type. Over 80% of the prompt choices
were correct for example (see Table 5.9) and therefore it would be more
informative to find out how these percentages break down over each prompt type
across the different problems.
As seen in Table 5.11, the distributions of the mean time spent per conceptual
and conceptual reinforcement prompt are significantly different for problems 1
and 3. If the same dialogue is given in different problems, the prompt text for
these two prompt types would be the same as they are problem-independent.
Table 5.12 through to Table 5.15 contain a comparison of the percentage of the
choices made for each prompt type. The distributions of all the statistics in these
tables are not significantly different across the problems but this is consistent
with the non-significance of the difference between the distributions of the mean
dialogue length seen in Table 5.1.
Table 5.12 The percentage of choices for conceptual prompts

Correct (SD)
Range
Incorrect (SD)
Range
Help (SD)
Range
Unanswered (SD)
Range

Problem 1

Problem 2

Problem 3

Overall

H
(Sig.)

89.62 (16.60)
50.00

88.80 (19.89)
66.67

93.19 (10.18)
26.67

90.17 (16.64)
66.67

0.049
(NS)

8.43 (14.58)
50.00

6.65 (14.99)
66.67

2.53 (5.51)
16.00

6.27 (13.19)
66.67

1.27
(NS)

0.72 (3.48)
16.67

1.92 (7.44)
35.71

0.42 (1.67)
6.67

1.13 (5.18)
35.71

0.24
(NS)

2.28 (7.44)
33.33

1.64 (4.91)
20.00

3.87 (7.68)
25.00

2.41 (6.56)
33.33

2.76
(NS)
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Table 5.13 The percentage of choices for reflective prompts

Correct (SD)
Range
Incorrect (SD)
Range
Help (SD)
Range
Unanswered (SD)
Range

Problem 1

Problem 2

Problem 3

Overall

H
(Sig.)

80.63 (21.01)
63.64

81.02 (19.69)
60.00

74.88 (27.43)
100.00

79.32 (22.13)
100.00

14.98 (19.24)
54.55

15.96 (17.71)
50.00

10.22 (15.74)
60.00

14.15 (17.70)
60.00

0.99
(NS)

4.39 (8.21)
25.00

1.95 (5.95)
25.00

11.73 (25.53)
100.00

5.31 (14.50)
100.00

3.04
(NS)

0.00 (0.00)
0.00

1.07 (4.15)
20.00

3.16 (8.78)
33.00

1.21 (5.17)
33.33

4.42
(NS)

0.48
(NS)

Table 5.14 The percentage of choices for corrective action prompts

Correct (SD)
Range
Incorrect (SD)
Range
Help (SD)
Range
Unanswered (SD)
Range

Problem 1

Problem 2

Problem 3

Overall

H
(Sig.)

84.29 (30.41)
100.00

94.12 (16.61)
50.00

91.79 (17.05)
50.00

90.47 (21.58)
100.00

1.44
(NS)

11.87 (28.83)
100.00

5.88 (16.61)
50.00

5.36 (14.47)
50.00

7.48 (20.15)
100.00

0.64
(NS)

3.85 (13.87)
50.00

0.00 (0.00)
0.00

2.86 (10.69)
40.00

2.05 (9.54)
50.00

1.30
(NS)

0.00 (0.00)
0.00

0.00 (0.00)
0.00

0.00 (0.00)
0.00

0.00 (0.00)
0.00

0.00
(NS)

Table 5.15 The percentage of choices for conceptual reinforcement prompts

Correct (SD)
Range
Incorrect (SD)
Range
Help (SD)
Range
Unanswered (SD)
Range

Problem 1

Problem 2

Problem 3

Overall

H
(Sig.)

69.03 (34.52)
100.00

82.54 (20.39)
55.56

83.54 (20.71)
75.00

77.78 (27.02)
100.00

1.87
(NS)

30.45 (34.12)
100.00

17.07 (19.83)
55.56

14.79 (16.17)
50.00

21.49 (26.03)
100.00

1.90
(NS)

0.00 (0.00)
0.00

0.00 (0.00)
0.00

0.00 (0.00)
0.00

0.00 (0.00)
0.00

0.00
(NS)

0.52 (2.55)
12.50

0.38 (1.96)
10.00

1.67 (6.45)
25.00

0.73 (3.64)
25.00

0.23
(NS)
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5.6. ANALYSIS OF SESSION METRICS (PRIOR KNOWLEDGE GROUPS)
Table 5.16 shows a summary of the statistics for the Novice and Advanced
student groups. The distribution of each statistic across groups as shown in
Table 5.16 was tested using the Independent-Samples Mann-Whitney U test
with ∝= 0.05 . Significantly different results are represented by ** (p < 0.05),
marginally different results are represented by * (p <= 0.1) and non-significant
results are represented by NS.
As expected, the distributions of the mean number of completed problems are
significantly different. Advanced students solved more problems on average but
the distributions of the mean number of submissions and time spent per
completed problem are not significantly different. When we also consider
attempted problems that were not completed, we see that there is a significant
difference in the distributions of the mean time spent per problem. In fact all of
the Novices attempted the problems in order of difficulty and only 6 attempted
the most difficult problem (compared to 12 Advanced students).
Because the number of submissions, dialogues (both single- and multi-level) and
prompts seen are not significantly different, we analysed finer-grained measures.
The distributions of the dialogue length are significantly different. We expected
this result as Novices make more errors (constraint violations) and also may not
always answer prompts correctly because they have misconceptions or missing
domain knowledge (reflected by dialogue length).
Interestingly the distributions of the mean time per prompt are not significantly
different but the distributions of the mean total time spent on prompts are
marginally significant. This is consistent with the mean total time spent per
attempted problem being shorter for Advanced students.
The distributions of the number of unique relevant constraints are not
significantly different because all students were solving the same problem set.
The distributions of the mean number of violated constraints are significantly
different as expected however because we expected Novices to make more errors
(constraint violations).
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Table 5.16 Summary statistics by PK group

Mean number of completed problems (SD)
Range
Mean number of submissions per completed problem (SD)
Range
Mean time per completed problem in seconds (SD)
Range
Mean time per attempted problem in seconds (SD)
Range
Mean number of total submissions (SD)
Range
Mean number of dialogues seen (SD)
Range
Mean number of single-level dialogues seen (SD)
Range
Mean number of prompts seen (SD)
Range
Mean dialogue length (SD)
Range
Mean time per prompt in seconds (SD)
Range
Mean total time spent on prompts in seconds (SD)
Range
Mean number of unique relevant constraints (SD)
Range
Mean number of violated constraints (SD)
Range

Novice

Advanced

2.15 (0.69)
2.00

39.50
(0.019**)

10.29 (5.06)
14.00

11.31 (5.17)
15.00

39.50
(NS)

948.05 (582.66)
1709.80

1000.13 (636.32)
2485.14

37.00
(NS)

1212.73 (238.44)
610.19

1042.69 (223.48)
738.73

127.00
(0.029**)

19.15 (8.32)
29.00

19.46 (8.26)
31.00

77.00
(NS)

15.77 (6.70)
23.00

15.08 (8.09)
30.00

86.50
(NS)

2.23 (2.24)
6.00

2.00 (1.08)
4.00

80.00
(NS)

53.92 (22.30)
75.00

44.92 (26.26)
101.00

106.00
(NS)

3.43 (0.21)
0.74

2.99 (0.45)
1.72

158.00
(<0.001**)

17.03 (7.94)
26.08
91.06 (42.92)
135.95
113.77 (8.88)
30.00

15.78 (6.78)
25.10
62.03 (23.72)
94.20
117.69 (3.28)
11.00

93.00
(NS)
118.00
(0.091*)
70.50
(NS)

128.08 (44.51)
170.00

105.23 (83.90)
325.00

124.50
(0.039**)

1.08 (1.12)
3.00

U (Sig.)
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5.7. ANALYSIS OF PROMPT TYPES (PRIOR KNOWLEDGE GROUPS)
A comparison between the number of prompts of each type seen by Novice and
Advanced students is shown in Table 5.17. The distribution of each statistic
across groups as shown in Table 5.17 was tested using the Independent-Samples
Mann-Whitney U test with ∝= 0.05. Significantly different results are
represented by ** (p < 0.05), marginally different results are represented by * (p
<= 0.1) and non-significant results are represented by NS.
It was expected that Novices may see more corrective action prompts because
they will make more errors (constraint violations) and therefore may be more
likely to be presented with dialogues that include this prompt level. Because the
tutorial dialogues are not adaptive, we did not expect any of the distributions of
the other prompt types to be significantly different.
Table 5.17 The mean number of prompts seen by PK group

CO (SD)
Range
RE (SD)
Range
CA (SD)
Range
CR (SD)
Range

Novice

Advanced

U (Sig.)

16.62 (7.70)
28.00

13.62 (8.78)
33.00

102.5
(NS)

17.54 (7.45)
24.00

16.00 (9.50)
35.00

94.5
(NS)

5.00 (2.27)
7.00

2.67 (1.92)
6.00

130
(0.004**)

15.08 (6.85)
23.00

12.85 (7.86)
29.00

99.5
(NS)

5.8. ANALYSIS OF PROMPT CHOICES (PRIOR KNOWLEDGE GROUPS)
A comparison between the percentages of choices made by Novice and Advanced
students is shown in Table 5.18. The distribution of each statistic across groups
as shown in Table 5.18 was tested using the Independent-Samples MannWhitney U test with ∝= 0.05 . Significantly different results are represented by
** (p < 0.05), marginally different results are represented by * (p <= 0.1) and
non-significant results are represented by NS.
Regarding the percentage of choices made for each prompt, it was expected that
Advanced students would make fewer incorrect choices because they began with
more prior domain knowledge. The distributions are marginally different as seen
in Table 5.18. Although the distributions are not significantly different, it is
interesting that Advanced students make a greater percentage of correct choices
on average as expected. We had expected there to be some difference in the
percentage of help choices made by the two groups however, suggesting that
Novices may be unaware that they require assistance in answering the prompts.
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Table 5.18 The mean percentage of choices made by PK group

Correct (SD)
Range

Novice

Advanced

U (Sig.)

78.13 (13.46)

85.36 (9.34)

59.00

Help (SD)
Range

39.28

28.16

(NS)

17.62 (10.75)

10.88 (8.26)

117.50

Incorrect (SD)
Range

32.14

27.27

(0.10*)

2.63 (2.93)

1.95 (3.19)

104.00

Unanswered (SD)
Range

9.52

9.09

(NS)

1.62 (1.55)

1.81 (2.31)

84.00

4.44

6.67

(NS)

5.9. ANALYSIS BY PROMPT TYPE (PRIOR KNOWLEDGE GROUPS)
Because we are interested in how students are interacting with the tutorial
dialogues, it would also be useful to look at the time spent per prompt and the
choices made for each prompt type.
The distribution of each statistic across groups was tested using the
Independent-Samples Mann-Whitney U test with ∝= 0.05. Significantly
different results are represented by ** (p < 0.05), marginally different results are
represented by * (p <= 0.1) and non-significant results are represented by NS.
We had expected to find some differences in the distributions of the time spent
per prompt for the different prompt types but this was not the case as seen in
Table 5.19. While a conceptual prompt may not require the student to read the
problem statement or spend time reflecting on their solution, this is expected
behaviour when interacting with a reflective prompt for example.
Table 5.19 The mean time spent per prompt (seconds) by PK group

CO (SD)
Range
RE (SD)
Range
CA (SD)
Range
CR (SD)
Range
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Novice

Advanced

U (Sig.)

22.28 (12.05)
46.46

17.07 (6.41)
20.22

108.00
(NS)

16.05 (6.79)
19.22

16.67 (11.68)
43.17

91.00
(NS)

7.81 (5.32)
15.25

8.21 (8.95)
33.00

79.50
(NS)

17.26 (12.51)
46.21

13.13 (4.58)
17.04

95.00
(NS)

Table 5.20 The mean total time spent (seconds) on prompts by PK group

CO (SD)
Range
RE (SD)
Range
CA (SD)
Range

Novice

Advanced

U (Sig.)

136.91 (66.39)
215.33

79.47 (55.91)
227.50

132.00
(0.014**)

116.03 (67.08)
228.67

77.51 (38.38)
108.17

119.00
(0.081*)

18.33 (10.21)
30.00

12.03 (8.62)
33.00

104.50
(NS)

87.67 (44.56)
157.17

57.69 (24.48)
85.00

120.50
(0.064*)

CR (SD)
Range

As seen in Table 5.20, the distributions of the mean total time spent on corrective
action prompts are not significantly different. The distributions are significantly
different for conceptual prompts and are marginally different for reflective and
conceptual reinforcement prompts however. It appears that Novices and
Advanced students spend the same amount of time on corrective action prompts
only while the distributions of the number of corrective action prompts seen are
significantly different. This may be due to this prompt type being seen the least
often however and therefore more data may give non-significant results like the
other prompt types. As for the other prompt types, the significant differences can
probably be attributed to the mean time spent per attempted problem being
shorter for Advanced students on average.
The distributions of the percentages of correct and incorrect answers for reflective
prompts are marginally and significantly different respectively (see Table 5.21).
These findings are not surprising but it is interesting that this is the only
prompt type with differences in the distributions between the two groups. The
mean percentage of help choices is low for both groups but Novices may not ask
for help when they require it or unaware that they require help. The percentages
of the prompts left unanswered are included for completeness.
Table 5.21 The mean percentage of choices made for RE prompts by PK group

Correct (SD)
Range
Incorrect (SD)
Range
Help (SD)
Range
Unanswered (SD)
Range
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Novice

Advanced

U (Sig.)

73.11 (16.01)
55.56

84.71 (12.59)
36.00

49.00
(0.072*)

21.60 (14.10)
44.44

9.08 (8.84)
28.00

133.00
(0.012**)

4.43 (5.21)
14.29

4.70 (8.29)
25.00

96.00
(NS)

0.85 (3.08)
11.11

1.51 (3.21)
9.09

73.00
(NS)

Table 5.22 Summary statistics of Achievement groups

Mean number of completed problems (SD)
Range
Mean number of submissions per completed problem (SD)
Range
Mean time per completed problem in seconds (SD)
Range
Mean time per attempted problem in seconds (SD)
Range
Mean number of total submissions (SD)
Range
Mean number of dialogues seen (SD)
Range
Mean number of single-level dialogues seen (SD)
Range
Mean number of prompts seen (SD)
Range
Mean dialogue length (SD)
Range
Mean time per prompt in seconds (SD)
Range
Mean total time spent on prompts in seconds (SD)
Range
Mean number of unique relevant constraints (SD)
Range
Mean number of violated constraints (SD)
Range

Low Achiever

High Achiever

U (Sig.)

12.10 (5.22)
14.00

9.80 (4.80)
14.00

65.00
(NS)

812.56 (169.05)
409.36

1151.24 (821.75)
2548.94

47.00
(NS)

1119.50 (231.78)
612.68

1135.92 (261.89)
766.39

82.00
(NS)

20.69 (7.08)
28.00

17.92 (9.12)
31.00

114.50
(NS)

17.15 (6.56)
27.00

13.69 (7.81)
26.00

118.50
(0.081*)

1.77 (1.59)
4.00

2.46 (1.85)
6.00

66.50
(NS)

53.77 (21.73)
87.00

45.08 (26.73)
89.00

111.00
(NS)

3.18 (0.54)
2.37

3.23 (0.25)
0.94

86.00
(NS)

15.56 (7.00)
26.46

17.26 (7.70)
24.72

77.00
(NS)

79.69 (36.73)
120.95
117.92 (4.91)
16.00
125.00 (79.50)
325.00

38.61 (38.61)
131.08
113.54 (7.97)
28.00
108.31 (53.22)
179.00

97.00
(NS)
115.00
(NS)
94.50
(NS)

1.69 (1.11)
3.00

1.54 (1.05)
3.00

92.50
(NS)
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5.10. ANALYSIS OF SESSION METRICS (ACHIEVEMENT GROUPS)
Table 5.22 shows a summary of the statistics for the Low Achiever (LA) and High
Achiever (HA) student groups. The distribution of each statistic across groups as
shown in Table 5.22 was tested using the Independent-Samples Mann-Whitney
U test with ∝= 0.05 . Significantly different results are represented by ** (p <
0.05), marginally different results are represented by * (p <= 0.1) and nonsignificant results are represented by NS.
These results are somewhat surprising because we had expected a difference
between HAs and LAs. This result could be due to the small sample size
however. It may also be due to the fact that half the Novices are also HAs and
about half the Advanced students are also LAs. What is interesting however is
that this grouping highlights that there is a marginally significant difference
between the distributions of the number of multi-level dialogues seen. As
expected, the LAs see more dialogues on average.

5.11. ANALYSIS OF PROMPT TYPES (ACHIEVEMENT GROUPS)
A comparison between the number of prompts of each type seen by LAs and HAs
is shown in Table 5.23. The distribution of each statistic across groups as shown
in Table 5.23 was tested using the Independent-Samples Mann-Whitney U test
with ∝= 0.05 . Significantly different results are represented by ** (p < 0.05),
marginally different results are represented by * (p <= 0.1) and non-significant
results are represented by NS.
None of the distributions in Table 5.23 are marginally or significantly different
between LAs and HAs. Because the tutorial dialogues are not adaptive, we did
not expect the distributions of the prompt types to be significantly different.
Table 5.23 The mean number of prompts seen by Achievement group

CO (SD)
Range
RE (SD)
Range
CA (SD)
Range
CR (SD)
Range

Low Achiever

High Achiever

U (Sig.)

16.08 (7.96)
33.00

14.15 (8.71)
31.00

108.00
(NS)

18.85 (7.67)
30.00

14.69 (8.88)
29.00

117.00
(NS)

3.77 (2.31)
8.00

4.00 (2.56)
7.00

75.50
(NS)

15.08 (6.74)
27.00

12.85 (7.96)
26.00

109.50
(NS)
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5.12. ANALYSIS OF PROMPT CHOICES (ACHIEVEMENT GROUPS)
A comparison between the percentages of choices made by LAs and HAs is shown
in Table 5.24. The distribution of each statistic across groups as shown in Table
5.24 was tested using the Independent-Samples Mann-Whitney U test with
∝= 0.05 . Significantly different results are represented by ** (p < 0.05),
marginally different results are represented by * (p <= 0.1) and non-significant
results are represented by NS.
We had expected there to be some differences in the percentages of choices made
by the two groups. This result could be due to the small sample size however. It
may also be due to the fact that half the Novices are also HAs and about half the
Advanced students are also LAs. Although the distributions are not significantly
different, it is interesting that HAs make a greater percentage of correct choices
on average as expected. In addition, LAs make a higher percentage of incorrect
and help choices as well as leave more prompts unanswered on average.
Table 5.24 The mean percentage of choices made by Achievement group

Low Achievers

High Achievers

U (Sig.)

81.10 (13.21)

82.38 (11.02)

85.50

34.92

33.63

(NS)

14.62 (10.24)

13.87 (10.16)

87.50

Incorrect (SD)
Range

31.15

32.14

(NS)

2.50 (3.23)

2.08 (2.91)

90.00

Unanswered (SD)
Range

9.52

9.09

(NS)

1.77 (1.96)

1.66 (1.97)

86.50

6.06

6.67

(NS)

Correct (SD)
Range
Help (SD)
Range

5.13. ANALYSIS BY PROMPT TYPE (ACHIEVEMENT GROUPS)
Because we are interested in how students are interacting with the tutorial
dialogues, it would also be useful to look at the time spent per prompt and the
choices made for each prompt type.
The distribution of each statistic across groups was tested using the
Independent-Samples Mann-Whitney U test with ∝= 0.05. Significantly
different results are represented by ** (p < 0.05), marginally different results are
represented by * (p <= 0.1) and non-significant results are represented by NS.
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Table 5.25 The mean time spent per prompt (seconds) by Achievement group

CO (SD)
Range
RE (SD)
Range
CA (SD)
Range
CR (SD)
Range

Low Achiever

High Achiever

U (Sig.)

19.90 (12.33)
46.67

19.26 (7.47)
20.97

75.00
(NS)

14.69 (5.63)
19.53

16.67 (9.53)
27.75

81.00
(NS)

6.71 (3.35)
12.67

8.88 (9.20)
33.00

82.50
(NS)

13.14 (5.95)
20.94

15.00 (7.47)
28.58

68.00
(NS)

We had expected to find some differences in the distributions of the time spent
per prompt for the different prompt types but this was not the case as seen in
Table 5.25. This unexpected result also extends to the mean total time spent on
each of the prompt types as seen in Table 5.26. While a conceptual prompt may
not require the student to read the problem statement or spend time reflecting
on their solution, this is expected behaviour when interacting with a reflective
prompt for example.
The non-significance trend is continued with the distributions of the percentage
of each choice type for each prompt type in accordance with the findings in the
previous Section. This is reported for completeness and the tables are not shown.
Table 5.26 The mean total time spent (seconds) on prompts by Achievement group

CO (SD)
Range
RE (SD)
Range
CA (SD)
Range
CR (SD)
Range
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Low Achiever

High Achiever

U (Sig.)

113.65 (70.71)
227.50

102.73 (65.24)
221.00

91.00
(NS)

102.26 (57.64)
211.00

91.28 (58.22)
188.67

97.50
(NS)

13.59 (7.15)
22.50

17.17 (12.15)
33.00

74.00
(NS)

72.79 (42.45)
162.50

72.56 (35.64)
113.33

81.00
(NS)

5.14. DISCUSSION OF EER-TUTOR LOG ANALYSES
There are differences in the distributions of the number of submissions made,
dialogues seen and constraints violated for problems 1 and 3. This is consistent
with expectations that a more difficult problem would require more attempts and
students would make more errors (constraint violations which then initiate
dialogues). This is additionally supported by the differences in the distributions
of the number of single-level dialogues and violated constraints for problems 2
and 3. While the students view more dialogues for the hardest problem, the nonadaptive nature of the dialogues means that the number of prompts seen per
problem is not significantly different. After breaking down the number of
prompts seen by prompt type, only the distributions for corrective action prompts
are not significantly different. Corrective action prompts are not available for all
dialogues and the significance of the distributions of the other prompt types are
consistent with the greater number of dialogues seen for the last problem.
We had expected that some differences may arise for the number of prompts per
dialogue (dialogue length) as this measure is affected by the correctness of the
choices made for conceptual and reflective prompts. Analysis of the choices made
for each problem further confirmed the lack of significant differences across the
problems. This suggests that the students’ performance with the tutorial
dialogues is the same regardless of the complexity of the problem. It should be
noted however that 24 of the students solved problem 1 first and problem 3 last.
Furthermore the distributions of the mean time spent per prompt are
significantly different for problems 1 and 3. The decrease is again possibly a
reflection of students’ fatigue, boredom or familiarity with the dialogue contents.
In fact, the distributions of the mean time spent per conceptual and conceptual
reinforcement prompt are significantly different for problems 1 and 3. These
prompts are particularly repetitive as the same text is used if the same dialogue
is given in different problems because both types are problem-independent.
In order to better understand students’ behaviour at the dialogue level, we
predicted whether the next occurrence of a constraint would result in it being
violated based on a number of measures. The percentage of the dialogue’s
prompts that are correctly answered, the complexity of the problem, and even
the student’s Prior Knowledge group were able to be used to make such
predictions.
A basic concept like the use of regular relationships (constraint 19) will not be
violated for the most complex problem if the student is Advanced but the same
constraint would also not be violated in the future if the student is solving the
least complex problem and correctly answers more than two thirds of the
prompts. This suggests that Novices may be overwhelmed by the complexity of
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the third problem even though they may appear to understand the concept in the
context of the easier problem. Complex concepts such as the participation of
entities in relationships also featured prominently in complex rules and the
violation of the relevant constraints increases with more complex problems.
These results were generated by a rule-based classifier and we also took a treebased approach. This revealed that future violation of a constraint (11) covering
a basic concept such as the use of regular entities is determined solely by the
percentage of prompts answered correctly. Future violations of one participation
constraint (96) however also depend on student’s prior knowledge group and
problem complexity. An Advanced student will not violate the constraint in the
future even if s/he answers fewer than 80% of the prompts correctly for problem
1. This may be an indication of slips made by the student when answering the
prompts or a reflection of Advanced students’ ability to retain knowledge learned
from the tutorial dialogues. Another participation related constraint (98) is only
violated for the most complex problem if students answer 80% or less of the
prompts correctly. Again this demonstrates that such students clearly
understand the complex problem and therefore likely to know how to solve it.
Regarding the Achievement groups, the main difference from the results of the
Prior Knowledge groups is regarding a participation constraint (96). Where
Novices violated this constraint in its next occurrence when solving problem 1
and answering 80% or less of the prompt correctly, students who answer 50% or
less of the dialogue’s prompts in the same conditions now violate the constraint.
This suggests that the Advanced students are those who would be capable of
answering more than half of the prompts correctly as we would expect. Advanced
students may have therefore made slips while answering the prompts or simply
retained the knowledge learned from the tutorial dialogue for future use.
For both groupings, some constraints are always satisfied the next time the
constraint is relevant, suggesting that students simply need a reminder about
the concept. These concepts include using an incorrect attribute type to represent
a partial key (constraint 56) so a reminder is sufficient. In the cases where the
constraints are always violated on their next appearance, it may be that the
dialogues are not written well or are insufficient on their own to improve the
students’ knowledge. Constraint 76 for example is violated when a student
models a simple attribute as belonging to a regular entity as opposed to a
relationship. This is a complex concept and students may benefit from the
dialogue including a visual example of relationship attributes as well as the
provided explanation (“An attribute belongs to a relationship when that attribute
describes the characteristics of the participating entities for that relationship”).
Analysis of the EER-Tutor logs for Novices and Advanced students revealed a
number of differences. Many of these differences were not unexpected, namely
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the higher number of correctly solved problems, fewer violated constraints, and
shorter time spent on all attempted problems (not necessarily completed) and
prompts for Advanced students.
Coarse-grained measures such as the number of submissions made, dialogues
and prompts seen did not reveal any differences. The distributions of the
dialogue length are significantly different however. Novices make more errors
(constraint violations) and also may not always answer prompts correctly
(reflected by the percentage of incorrect choices made) because they have
misconceptions or missing domain knowledge (reflected by dialogue length).
Interestingly both groups spend roughly the same mean time per prompt,
leading to the question of what differences exist in where the two groups choose
to focus their attention. One possibility is that Novices may be unaware that they
require assistance and therefore spend a longer time on prompts attempting to
understand the content and choose an answer as there is no difference in the
percentage of help choices made by the two groups.
Because there are four prompt types, we also investigated the differences
between the two groups for each prompt type. Looking at the total time spent on
prompts of each type, we found differences for conceptual, reflective, and
conceptual reinforcement prompts. The shorter mean time spent on attempted
problems for Advanced students probably accounts for this difference. It appears
that Novices and Advanced students spend about the same amount of time on
corrective action prompts because this prompt type is seen least often. Regarding
the percentages of choices made for each prompt type, there were only
differences for reflective prompts. The differences were for the distributions of
the percentages of correct and incorrect answers. Because reflective prompts are
the first point during which the error is discussed, this difference reveals that
while Novices spend longer on prompts overall, they may not be reflecting on the
prompts sufficiently or are not attending to the relevant areas of the interface
(their solution in this case).
After analysing the EER-Tutor logs, it became clear that there are very few
differences between the LAs and HAs. In fact the only difference is for the
distributions of the mean number of dialogues seen. While this may be due to the
small sample size, we cannot ignore that approximately half of the LAs are also
Advanced students and half of the HAs are Novices. In addition, this
demonstrates that the EER-Tutor logs may not be sufficient to differentiate
between the two groups and another data source like the eye-tracking data
collected may fill this need.
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Chapter 6. ANALYSING EYE-GAZE LOGS
This Chapter includes analyses of the eye-gaze data collected for prompts
appearing in multi-level dialogues and excluding continue prompts (see Chapter
5 for more details). We carried out statistical analyses using IBM SPSS Statistics
(version 20) as before.

6.1. ANALYSING TOBII STUDIOTM METRICS
Tobii StudioTM calculates the Samples for each recording, which reflects the
amount of data captured by the eye-tracker. This rate is affected by factors such
as the participant looking away from the screen and blinking. It also takes into
account the validity codes of the participant’s eyes, that is: the confidence that
the left and right eyes were correctly identified. It is not a measure of accuracy
however. The mean Samples rate for the 26 participants is 68.00% ( 𝑆𝐷 =
27.68%, 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 90.00%).
We need to ensure that there are sufficient samples at a much finer-grained level
(for example, per problem attempted by the student). This is not directly
calculated by Tobii StudioTM but it can be carried out as follows 6:
“Any validity code < 0 is non valid capture
If you create your scene you wish to analyse, you can then
select this as the media to use in Data Export.
Thereafter, import into [E]xcel (or similar) and calculate
that any validity code < 0 is non valid capture.
With this information, you can calculate how much gaze
data is captured for your particular scene. “
In addition, the Tobii StudioTM manual states that only a validity code value of 0
or 1 for an eye indicates that an eye has been correctly identified as the left or
right eye with some confidence [94]. We decided to rely on the I-VT Filter to
exclude the invalid data samples for the basic Tobii data analyses below.

6

In private correspondence with Grant Rogers from Tobii support via email (2013)
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Table 6.1 An overview of the mean sample validity values (as percentages)

Left Eye (SD)
Range
Right Eye as % (SD)
Range
Average of Both Eyes (SD)
Range

Problem 1

73.85 (32.56)
94.54

Problem 2

73.50 (34.59)
98.95

Problem 3

72.85 (29.67)
97.30

73.92 (32.22)
94.12

73.52 (34.59)
99.13

73.39 (30.19)
97.67

73.88 (32.38)
94.33

73.51 (34.57)
99.04

73.12 (29.92)
97.48

In order to get a feel for the overall data validity however, we exported the gaze
data for each student for each problem where the AOI was defined as the whole
EER-Tutor interface. The overall sample validity values are shown in Table 6.1.
For the data during which multi-level dialogues were visible, we output the
following metrics from Tobii StudioTM with the I-VT filter applied (see Section 3.1
for details):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fixation duration (seconds): duration of each individual fixation.
Fixation duration total (seconds): duration of all fixations.
Fixation count: number of times the participant fixates.
Visit duration (seconds): duration of each individual visit.
Visit duration total (seconds): duration of all visits.
Visit count: number of visits.

The above metrics are calculated per area of interest (AOI). We initially set the
AOI to be the whole EER-Tutor interface so did not analyse visit-related metrics.
The distribution of each metric across the three problems is shown in Table 6.2.
These metric was tested using the Independent-Samples Kruskal-Wallis Test
(corrected for ties) with 𝑑𝑓 = 2 and ∝= 0.05 . Significantly different results are
represented by ** (p < 0.05), marginally different results are represented by * (p
<= 0.1) and non-significant results are represented by NS. Significant and
marginally significant results were followed up by the non-parametric post-hoc
test Dunn’s Method.
The mean fixation duration is the only metric for which distributions are
different. The marginally significant difference is between problems 1 and 3,
perhaps a result of students becoming bored and/or fatigued and very familiar
with the prompt text by the time they reach the last problem. The interface
needs to be split up into AOIs to be able to better analyse the students’
behaviour.
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Table 6.2 Summary eye-gaze metrics for all students

Problem 1

Problem 2

Problem 3

190.79 (175.76)
725.57
192.08 (136.35)
468.33

Mean fixation duration (SD)
Range
Mean fixation duration total (SD)
Range
Mean fixation count (SD)
Range

0.25 (0.05)
0.19

0.21 (0.04)
0.14

Overall

0.23 (0.05)
0.30

H (Sig.)

173.19 (129.70)
447.68

148.59 (103.47)
348.22

172.70 (140.51)
756.13

0.148
(NS)

174.41 (1001.12)
345.00

179.54 (120.25)
481.58

181.96 (117.82)
520.33

0.097
(NS)

0.23 (0.06)
0.30

4.73
(0.094*)

Table 6.3 Summary eye-gaze metrics by PK group

Mean fixation duration (SD)
Range
Mean fixation duration total (SD)
Range
Mean fixation count (SD)
Range

Novice

Advanced

U (Sig.)

0.26 (0.06)
0.19

0.23 (0.04)
0.15

114.50
(NS)

558.39 (289.15)
1126.34

278.52 (183.73)
556.65

134.00
(0.01**)

226.23 (107.09)
358.54

135.01 (68.07)
223.58

131.00
(0.016**)

Table 6.4 Summary eye-gaze metrics by Achievement group

Mean fixation duration (SD)
Range
Mean fixation duration total (SD)
Range
Mean fixation count (SD)
Range

Low Achiever

High Achiever

U (Sig.)

0.25 (0.06)
0.23

0.24 (0.04)
0.14

103.50
(NS)

478.56 (310.58)
1204.47

358.35 (235.59)
688.18

104.00
(NS)

192.25 (110.25)
402.92

169.00 (90.33)
323.83

95.00
(NS)
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6.1.1. ANALYSIS OF METRICS FOR PRIOR KNOWLEDGE GROUPS
Table 6.3 shows the above metrics for Novice and Advanced students for the
whole EER-Tutor interface (visit metrics are excluded as there is only one AOI).
The distribution of each statistic was tested using the Independent-Samples
Mann-Whitney U test with ∝= 0.05. Significantly different results are
represented by ** (p < 0.05), marginally different results are represented by * (p
<= 0.1) and non-significant results are represented by NS.
The distributions of the mean fixation duration are not significantly different,
with a shorter mean fixation duration for Advanced students. This is interesting
because the mean fixation duration total distributions are significantly different.
More informative results should be possible when we break down the EER-Tutor
interface into key AOIs especially because the distributions of the mean fixation
count are significantly different. Advanced students are making fewer fixations
and so it would be useful to see the differences between where Novices and
Advanced students look.

6.1.2. ANALYSIS OF METRICS FOR ACHIEVEMENT GROUPS
Table 6.4 shows the above metrics for the Low Achiever (LA) and High Achiever
(HA) student groups for the whole EER-Tutor interface. Visit metrics are
excluded as there is only one AOI. The distribution of each statistic was tested
using the Independent-Samples Mann-Whitney U test with ∝= 0.05.
Significantly different results are represented by ** (p < 0.05), marginally
different results are represented by * (p <= 0.1) and non-significant results are
represented by NS.
Contrary to expectations, none of the distributions are significantly different.
This may due to the fact that half the Novices are also HAs and about half the
Advanced students are also LAs. In addition, more informative results should be
possible when we break down the EER-Tutor interface into key AOIs.

6.1.3. HEAT MAPS
Another reason to use AOIs is to make the eye-gaze patterns clearer by defining
regions with specific functions. For example, after looking at the feedback area,
do the students re-read the problem statement or do they look at their solution?
Heat maps give a graphical representation of data where colours are used to
represent data values [17]. In our case the data are the relative gaze durations,
that is the accumulated time participants spent fixating the different interface
areas relative to the total time they spent visually attending the interface [96].
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Figure 6.1 Heat map for Problem 1 showing relative gaze durations of all the students

Figure 6.2 Heat map for Problem 2 showing relative gaze durations of all the students

Figure 6.3 Heat map for Problem 3 showing relative gaze durations of all the students
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We have generated heat maps for all participants per problem (see Figure 6.1Figure 6.3). As mentioned in [17], the fixation definition used to create heat
maps is the same as the one used for the metrics above. We cannot draw any
specific conclusions such as whether the students are actually reading the text
present in the areas they are focussing on the most from heat maps alone. These
visualisations do indicate that there appear to be relatively well-defined areas of
interest on the interface, moreover areas that correspond with those that we
have previously defined (see Section 3.2).

6.1.4. ANALYSIS OF METRICS FOR AOI S (ALL STUDENTS)
For the data during which multi-level dialogues were visible, we output the
following metrics from Tobii StudioTM with the I-VT filter applied (see Section 3.1
for details):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fixation duration (seconds): duration of each individual fixation.
Fixation duration total (seconds): duration of all fixations.
Fixation count: number of times the participant fixates.
Visit duration (seconds): duration of each individual visit.
Visit duration total (seconds): duration of all visits.
Visit count: number of visits.

The above metrics are calculated per area of interest (AOI). In the context of the
EER-Tutor interface, we have defined AOIs as shown in Figure 3.4. The problem
and feedback areas are where the problem text and dialogues are displayed
respectively. Users build their diagram on the canvas, and the toolbar has been
included because it would be interesting to see if it is being used despite it being
disabled during dialogues.
Table 6.5 shows the analysis of the above eye-gaze metrics but breaks down the
results by both the prompt type and AOI across the problems for all students.
Only marginally and significantly different results are included.
The distributions of the mean fixation duration are marginally different between
problems 1 and 3 for the toolbar (for conceptual prompts). This is interesting
because the toolbar does not help the student to answer the prompt. For
conceptual reinforcement prompts, the mean fixation duration distributions are
significantly different for both the canvas and the toolbar. The difference is
between problems 2 and 3 and again neither AOI helps with answering the
prompt. In this case the students may have realised this however as the mean
fixation duration is shorter for problem 3 than for problem 2.
The mean fixation count distributions are marginally different between problems
1 and 3 for the toolbar (for corrective action prompts). The trend across the
problems is of a greater mean number of fixations, indicating that the students
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are making more use of the toolbar, most likely in order to decide on or locate the
correct construct s/he will use to correct the error. The distributions of the mean
visit count are similarly significantly different for the toolbar AOI for problems 1
and 3.
For the feedback area, the mean visit duration distributions are marginally
different for both conceptual and reflective prompts. The difference is between
problems 1 and 3 in both cases. What is interesting is that the mean visit
durations decrease across the problems. In the case of conceptual prompts this
can be explained by the prompt text being the same and therefore students are
more familiar with it by the third problem for the same errors. For reflective
prompts the reason behind this trend is unclear however. The distributions of
the mean fixation duration are also significantly different between problems 1
and 3 for reflective prompts on the feedback area and decrease across the
problems.
The corrective action prompts’ mean visit count distributions are marginally
different for the problem statement (between problems 2 and 3). Moreover, the
mean visit counts are increasing across the problems, suggesting that the
students may be re-reading the problem statement more often for the more
complex problem.
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Table 6.5 Summary eye-gaze metrics for all students: prompt types and AOIs

Problem 1

Problem 2

Problem 3

Overall

H (Sig.)

Toolbar

0.16 (0.07)
0.00

0.17 (0.06)
0.00

0.22 (0.06)
0.00

0.18 (0.06)
0.00

5.71
(0.058*)

RE

Feedback

0.28 (0.06)
0.00

0.26 (0.07)
0.00

0.23 (0.04)
0.00

0.26 (0.06)
0.00

6.22
(0.045**)

CR

Canvas

0.20 (0.08)
0.00

0.24 (0.08)
0.00

0.16 (0.08)
0.00

0.20 (0.09)
0.00

6.42
(0.040**)

CR

Toolbar

Mean fixation count (SD)
Range

0.20 (0.05)
0.00

0.25 (0.03)
0.00

0.12 (0.03)
0.00

0.19 (0.06)
0.00

6.16
(0.046**)

CA

Toolbar

Mean visit duration (SD)
Range

1.50 (1.00)
2.00

2.00 (-)
0.00

5.75 (3.20)
6.00

3.44 (3.01)
8.00

5.32
(0.070*)

CO

Feedback

3.89 (2.82)
11.00

2.67 (1.77)
7.00

2.08 (0.95)
3.00

2.94 (2.15)
11.00

5.26
(0.072*)

RE

Feedback

3.16 (1.76)
7.00

2.51 (1.37)
6.00

2.11 (1.11)
5.00

2.63 (1.50)
8.00

5.50
(0.064*)

CA

Problem

1.75 (0.96)
2.00

1.00 (0.00)
0.00

3.33 (1.53)
3.00

1.91 (1.30)
4.00

6.37
(0.041*)

CA

Toolbar

1.25 (0.50)
1.00

1.00 (-)
0.00

3.50 (0.58)
1.00

2.22 (1.30)
3.00

6.71
(0.035**)

Mean fixation duration (SD)
Range

Mean visit count (SD)
Range

Prompt

AOI

CO
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Table 6.6 Summary eye-gaze metrics by PK group: prompt types and AOIs

Mean fixation duration (SD)
Range

Mean fixation count (SD)
Range

Mean visit count (SD)
Range
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Prompt

AOI

Novice

Advanced

U (Sig.)

CO

Canvas

0.24 (0.02)
0.09

0.20 (0.03)
0.09

134.50
(0.001**)

CR

Canvas

0.22 (0.06)
0.25

0.17 (0.08)
0.25

112.50
(0.06*)

CR

Problem

0.30 (0.09)
0.26

0.19 (0.05)
0.13

32.00
(0.026**)

CO

Canvas

70.93 (38.99)
138.67

24.32 (13.07)
49.33

141.00
(<0.001**)

CO

Feedback

214.70 (103.18)
392.50

117.44 (87.39)
286.67

121.00
(0.019**)

CR

Canvas

21.46 (19.73)
61.50

8.64 (11.54)
43.00

122.00
(0.016**)

CR

Problem

8.92 (6.09)
16.00

3.08 (1.96)
5.00

29.00
(0.093*)

CO

Canvas

17.45 (9.06)
29.17

7.49 (5.18)
21.67

138.00
(0.001**)

CO

Feedback

30.32 (21.01)
76.50

17.18 (17.65)
59.00

113.50
(0.052*)

CA

Feedback

5.96 (3.12)
12.00

4.08 (1.70)
5.00

86.50
(0.08*)

CR

Canvas

5.73 (4.07)
12.00

3.91 (4.23)
13.00

110.50
(0.077*)

CR

Feedback

18.61 (16.95)
61.50

11.45(7.94)
25.00

90.00
(0.052*)

6.1.5. ANALYSIS OF METRICS FOR AOI S (PRIOR KNOWLEDGE GROUPS)
Table 6.6 shows the analysis of the above eye-gaze metrics but breaks down the
results by both the prompt type and AOI for Novice and Advanced students.
Only marginally and significantly different results are included. The distribution
of each statistic was tested using the Independent-Samples Mann-Whitney U
test with ∝= 0.05. Significantly different results are represented by ** (p < 0.05),
marginally different results are represented by * (p <= 0.1) and non-significant
results are represented by NS.
The distributions of the mean fixation durations for the canvas AOI are different
for both conceptual and conceptual reinforcement prompts. For conceptual
reinforcement prompts this is also the case for the problem AOI. This is
interesting because these prompt types are problem-independent and so there is
no need to look at the canvas or problem statement to answer the prompts. The
reason for both groups looking at the canvas may be the fact that the error is
highlighted in red on the diagram so is eye-catching. The difference may be that
Advanced students do not look at their solutions for as long because they do not
need it to answer the prompt. This is supported by the Advanced students’ lower
visit counts to the canvas AOI but further investigation is needed.
The distributions of the mean fixation counts are significantly different for the
canvas and feedback AOIs of conceptual prompts. The canvas and problem AOIs’
distributions are also significantly different for conceptual reinforcement
prompts. Again there is no reason to look at the canvas other than to look at the
highlighted error as discussed above. While Advanced students have a lower
mean fixation count on the feedback area, it may be that they are able to select
the correct option more quickly than Novices. More details of the students’
behaviour would be revealed by breaking down the feedback AOI into prompt text
and individual option AOIs.
The distributions of the mean visit counts are marginally different for the
feedback AOI for corrective action, conceptual reinforcement and conceptual
prompts. This can be a result of Advanced students making fewer transitions
between the AOIs because they recognise the relevant AOIs for each prompt type
and focus on those (in this case the feedback area) whereas Novices are unaware
of the relevance of the different areas and therefore more frequently switched
between AOIs. In fact when looking at the same conceptual prompt, for the same
problem for an Advanced and a Novice student shows that the overall pattern
may appear similar initially (see Figure 6.4). After considering the order of the
fixations however, it becomes clear that the Advanced student looks at the
canvas only once before returning and focussing on the feedback AOI for the rest
of the time the prompt is displayed. This is in contrast to the Novice, who
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switches between the feedback and canvas more frequently and even looks at the
problem statement briefly. Further investigation of the transitions is required
however.

6.1.6. ANALYSIS OF METRICS FOR AOI S (ACHIEVEMENT GROUPS)
Table 6.7 shows the analysis of the above eye-gaze metrics but breaks down the
results by both the prompt type and AOI for Low Achiever (LA) and High
Achiever (HA) student groups. Only marginally and significantly different results
are included. The distribution of each statistic was tested using the IndependentSamples Mann-Whitney U test with ∝= 0.05. Significantly different results are
represented by ** (p < 0.05), marginally different results are represented by * (p
<= 0.1) and non-significant results are represented by NS.
The distributions of the mean fixation duration are marginally different for the
toolbar AOI and conceptual reinforcement prompts. This is unexpected as the
prompt is problem-independent and the toolbar does not contain the answer to
the prompt.
For the mean visit count, the corrective action-problem statement distributions
are significantly different. The mean visit count is higher for HAs, which is
noteworthy as there are no significant differences between the two groups on the
percentage of correct choices made for corrective action prompts.
In regards to reflective prompts and the problem statement, the mean fixation
and visit count totals are marginally and significantly different respectively. The
mean visit count is also significantly different for the two groups. The reflective
prompts are problem-dependent and re-reading the problem statement is
therefore useful. All metrics have higher values for the LAs but the time spent
on reflective prompts is not significantly different between the two groups.
Because the distributions of the percentage of incorrect choices are also not
significantly different for reflective prompts, this suggests that HAs may require
fewer visits and fixations on average because they focus on the relevant areas of
the problem statement. This would need to be investigated further however.
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(a) Gaze pattern for an Advanced student
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(b)
Figure 6.4 Gaze pattern of an Advanced (a) and Novice (b) student (same prompt)
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Table 6.7 Summary eye-gaze metrics by Achievement group: prompt types and AOIs

Prompt

AOI

Mean fixation duration (SD)
Range

CR

Toolbar

Mean fixation count total (SD)
Range

RE

Mean visit count (SD)
Range

Mean visit count total (SD)
Range
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Low Achiever

High Achiever

U (Sig.)

0.15 (0.06)
0.15

0.23 (0.03)
0.07

3.00
(0.067*)

Problem

36.67 (22.70)
77.00

26.78 (37.97)
118.00

78.00
(0.095*)

RE

Problem

5.26 (2.55)
10.00

4.24 (6.66)
20.50

81.50
(0.049**)

CA

Problem

1.42 (0.49)
1.00

4.00 (1.41)
2.00

0.00
(0.007**)

RE

Problem

11.00 (5.78)
20.00

7.78 (13.40)
42.00

86.00
(0.023**)

6.1.7. DISCUSSION OF TOBII STUDIOTM METRICS ANALYSES
For the whole EER-Tutor interface, the mean fixation duration decreases from
the first to the last problem when all students are considered. The students may
become bored, fatigued, and/or very familiar with the prompt contents by the
time they reach the last problem. Advanced students had a lower mean fixation
count than Novices, highlighting the importance of determining where this
attention is directed. There were no differences between High Achievers (HAs)
and Low Achievers (LAs) however.
We then split the EER-Tutor interface into the AOIs shown in Figure 3.4 and
analysed the same metrics for each of the 4 prompt types.
The students appear to be making use of the toolbar for conceptual, corrective
action, and conceptual reinforcement prompts. The toolbar does not help the
student to answer the prompts. The mean fixation count and mean visit count
both increase from problem 1 to problem 3 for corrective action prompts,
suggesting students may use the toolbar to decide on or locate the correct
construct required. Interestingly the mean fixation duration is shorter for
problem 3 than for problem 2, indicating that the students realised this AOI is
irrelevant for answering conceptual reinforcement prompts. There is a similar
trend for the canvas for conceptual reinforcement prompts. This is in contrast to
the mean visit counts to the problem statement increasing across the problems,
suggesting that the more complex the problem, the more often students need to
refer to it. For conceptual prompts, the mean visit duration on the feedback area
decreases from problem 1 to problem 3, possibly due to the repetitiveness of the
prompt text. It is unclear why the same trend occurs for reflective prompts but as
the mean fixation duration also decreases it may be because the students are
bored, tired, and/or there is insufficient variation in this prompt type’s contents.
After considering the Prior Knowledge groups, it is again apparent that students
make use of AOIs that we do not always expect to be helpful in answering
prompts. Neither conceptual nor conceptual reinforcement prompts require use of
the canvas to be answered correctly as they are problem-independent and relate
to domain concepts. A possibility is the red highlighting used to point out the
student’s error on the diagram may be distracting. Advanced students have
lower visit counts to the canvas AOI indicating that they are aware of its
irrelevance but further investigation is required.
Advanced students have lower mean visit counts to the feedback AOI for
corrective action, conceptual reinforcement and conceptual prompts. This could be
because Advanced students generally switch less frequently between AOIs as
they focus only on the relevant AOIs. For the same conceptual prompt and for
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the same problem, one Advanced and one Novice student have a similar overall
gaze pattern (see Figure 6.4). When the fixation order is considered however, the
Advanced student looks at the canvas once before focussing back on the feedback
AOI for the rest of the time the prompt is displayed. In contrast, the Novice
switches between the feedback and canvas and even looks at the problem
statement briefly. Further analysis of these multi-step transitions is required
however.
High Achievers (HAs) have an unexpectedly higher mean fixation duration on the
toolbar for conceptual reinforcement prompts than Low Achievers (LAs). This
may be influenced by the result above because half of the Novices are also HAs.
The reflective prompts are problem-dependent and re-reading the problem
statement is therefore useful. The mean fixation total, mean visit count, and
mean visit total are higher for the LAs. The time spent on reflective prompts and
the percentages of incorrect choices are also not significantly different for
reflective prompts. This suggests that HAs may focus on the relevant areas of the
problem statement but further investigation is required. The mean visit count is
higher on the problem statement for HAs (corrective action prompts). The effect of
using the problem statement is not obvious as the distributions of the percentage
of correct choices are not significantly different. LAs do see a higher number of
dialogues on average so it may be that the HAs better understand the problem
through this re-reading process. There is no other evidence at this stage to point
towards this however.
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6.2. ANALYSING SINGLE-STEP TRANSITIONS
In this Section we analyse the students’ single-step transitions, where a
transition is the path between two fixations that start/end in the same or
different areas of interest. The purpose of the analyses is to get an overall
picture of how the students’ attention is distributed across the EER-Tutor
interface. We can also begin to see differences in the various groups’ behaviours
as patterns such as switching attention between prompt options are revealed.
Because we are mostly interested in the tutorial dialogues it makes sense to
calculate sample validity values at the prompt level (that is the segment level).
EMDAT allows us to calculate segment validity (see Section 3.3 for details).
Exclusion of segments would be carried out after determining a minimum
accuracy threshold value (either a certain proportion of valid data samples or a
maximum time period with no eye gaze data collected).
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Figure 6.5 Segment validities at different threshold values
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Segments to Discard (%)

After running our data through EMDAT (see Section 3.3 for details), we find that
there are 1085 prompts for which there is fixation data. This is not unexpected
because the mean Samples rate for the 26 participants is 68.00% ( 𝑆𝐷 =
27.68%, 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 90.00% ) as discussed in Section 6.1. After using autopartitioning option and including restored samples, there are 1412 segments.
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Figure 6.6 Valid segment percentages for the students at the 76% threshold

Figure 6.5 shows the valid proportion percentage plotted against the percentage
of segments that would be discarded at that threshold. In [54] the threshold at
which the graph rises sharply is chosen to exclude invalid segments from further
analysis. This is approximately 76% in our case as seen in Figure 6.5. At this
threshold and with the auto-partitioning option enabled and restored samples
included, 18 of the participants have over 80% of his/her total segments remain
for analysis (see Figure 6.6).

6.2.1. DATA G ENERATION
The eye-gaze features are generated using EMDAT (see Section 3.3) with invalid
segments excluded. For each student we end up with an aggregate of all the
valid prompts seen of each prompt type.
Using the valid proportion method to calculate segment validity and a threshold
of 0.76, the data from 7 sessions are considered invalid. In terms of the two
groupings, the exclusions are for 2 Novices and 5 Advanced students and 4 Low
Achievers and 3 High Achievers.
The proportion of transitions from one AOI to another is calculated by EMDAT.
The values were not always correctly calculated for this specific metric however,
which was evident because the sum of transition proportions for each scene
sometimes exceeded 1.00. We therefore recalculated the proportion values as the
ratio of the number of transitions for each AOI pair to the total number of
transitions for this scene.
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Table 6.8 The mean number of transitions by PK group

CO (SD)
Range

CA (SD)
Range

Start AOI

End AOI

Novice

Advanced

U (Sig.)

Canvas

Canvas

34.36 (21.94)
80.00

12.75 (7.91)
22.00

70.00
(0.033**)

Feedback

Feedback

175.82 (77.99)
229.00

88.25 (58.78)
152.00

71.00
(0.026**)

Feedback

Feedback

17.27 (10.60)
32.00

6.14 (3.49)
9.00

65.50
(0.011**)

6.2.2. ANALYSIS OF TRANSITIONS FOR PRIOR KNOWLEDGE GROUPS
Table 6.8 shows the transition metrics for Novice and Advanced students
between the different AOIs. The distribution of each statistic was tested using
the Independent-Samples Mann-Whitney U test with ∝= 0.05. Significantly
different results are represented by ** (p < 0.05), marginally different results are
represented by * (p <= 0.1) and non-significant results are represented by NS.
Only marginally and significantly different results are included.
As seen in Table 6.8, Advanced students have fewer transitions on average for
the specified start and end AOIs. This suggests that Advanced students may be
more focussed or are able to distinguish the relevant AOIs therefore remain
there. Novices have a higher mean proportion of transitions within the canvas
although this AOI is not necessary to answer the problem independent
conceptual prompts. Regarding transitions within the feedback area, there is a
significant difference in the distributions of the number of transitions for
conceptual and corrective action prompts. Again this is mostly likely due to the
students with more prior knowledge (Advanced students) being able to interpret
the dialogue content more quickly and therefore requiring fewer switches
between different areas of the interface. Further analysis is required in order to
investigate transition paths of the two groups however. It is interesting to note
that there are no notable differences between the two groups in the cases where
the start and end AOI are different.
In order to get a better understanding of how students interacted with the
prompts, we split up the feedback AOI into the prompt text and the option AOIs
(see Figure 6.7). Table 6.9 shows the transition metrics for Novice and Advanced
students between the different AOIs. Only marginally and significantly different
results are included as before.
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Figure 6.7 The AOIs with the feedback area broken down further

The mean numbers of transitions are again higher for the Novices for all of the
prompt types shown. When the start and end AOI are the same, for example
prompt text, this indicates that the student is probably reading the text in that
AOI. Advanced students require fewer transitions on average presumably
because they start with more prior knowledge than Novices. What this means is
that they may be able to interpret the prompts more quickly, for example by
distinguishing between the options’ correctness.
The distributions of the number of transitions between all three options and the
prompt text are only marginally and significantly different for conceptual
reinforcement prompts. This suggests that Novices may be struggling to answer
this final prompt as they have not really understood the reason behind the error
and how to correct it and therefore need to re-read the prompt text. In fact, the
distributions of the proportion of transitions from option2 and option3 to the
prompt text are also significantly different.
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Table 6.9 The mean number of transitions between AOIs by PK group

CO (SD)
Range

CA(SD)
Range

CR(SD)
Range

Start AOI

End AOI

Canvas

Canvas

Prompt Text

Prompt Text

Option1

Option1

Option1

Option2

Option2

Option1

Option2

Option2

Option3

Option1

Option3

Option3

Prompt Text

Prompt Text

Option1

Option1

Option3

Option1

Option3

Option2

Option3

Option3

Prompt Text

Option2

Prompt Text

Option3

Option1

Option1

Option1

Option2

Option1

Option3

Option2

Prompt Text

Option2

Option1

Option2

Option2

Option2

Option3

Option3

Prompt Text

Option3

Option1

Option3

Option2

Option3

Option3

Novice

Advanced

U (Sig.)

34.36 (21.94)
80.00
175.82 (77.99)
229.00
82.91 (39.55)
142.00
34.09 (19.98)
75.00
31.09 (19.24)
65.00
31.73 (16.58)
61.00
4.27 (3.38)
10.00
9.82 (6.94)
24.00
17.27 (10.60)
32.00
13.09 (8.49)
29.00
3.09 (2.63)
10.00
4.45 (3.70)
12.00
3.91 (2.66)
8.00
6.91 (4.68)
13.00
3.18 (3.19)
10.00
71.18 (25.69)
84.00
15.65 (36.91)
52.00
8.18 (2.89)
10.00
5.27 (4.29)
13.00
32.45 (14.33)
41.00
48.64 (24.99)
79.00
25.36 (15.23)
47.00
2.82 (2.32)
8.00
4.91 (2.98)
11.00
21.64 (15.55)
46.00
23.36 (17.58)
59.00

12.75 (7.91)
22.00
88.25 (58.78)
152.00
37.38 (33.54)
93.00
16.25 (14.30)
37.00
15.00 (13.96)
37.00
16.13 (12.76)
37.00
2.38 (2.39)
7.00
4.13 (2.90)
9.00
6.14 (3.49)
9.00
6.14 (3.44)
10.00
0.71 (1.11)
3.00
1.57 (1.40)
4.00
1.29 (0.76)
2.00
3.25 (3.28)
8.00
1.38 (2.13)
6.00
42.38 (27.67)
80.00
19.00 (15.31)
45.00
4.38 (4.14)
12.00
2.13 (2.03)
5.00
14.75 (13.17)
37.00
24.25 (20.08)
60.00
12.00 (11.38)
35.00
0.87 (1.36)
3.00
2.50 (2.51)
8.00
9.88 (9.51)
29.00
11.63 (10.18)
33.00

70.00
(0.033**)
71.00
(0.026**)
72.00
(0.020**)
67.50
(0.051*)
67.50
(0.051*)
69.00
(0.041**)
66.00
(0.075*)
71.50
(0.020**)
65.50
(0.011**)
59.00
(0.069*)
65.00
(0.015**)
57.50
(0.085*)
63.00
(0.027**)
72.00
(0.020**)
64.50
(0.091*)
66.00
(0.075*)
69.50
(0.033**)
69.00
(0.041**)
68.00
(0.051**)
70.50
(0.026**)
69.00
(0.041**)
70.00
(0.033**)
70.00
(0.033**)
67.50
(0.051*)
66.50
(0.062*)
67.00
(0.062*)
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Table 6.10 The mean proportion of transitions by PK group

Start AOI

End AOI

Canvas

Option2

Option1

Option1

CA (SD)
Range

Option3

Option1

CR (SD)
Range

Option3

Prompt Text

RE (SD)
Range

Novice

Advanced

U (Sig.)

0.002 (0.003)
0.008
0.222 (0.046)
0.150
0.033 (0.018)
0.056
0.006 (0.005)
0.016

0.006 (0.005)
0.017
0.165 (0.071)
0.232
0.011 (0.016)
0.039
0.002 (0.004)
0.009

18.00
(0.033**)
66.00
(0.075*)
64.00
(0.020**)
68.50
(0.041**)

Regarding the mean proportion of transitions (see Table 6.10), Advanced
students have lower mean proportions except for transitions from the canvas to
option2 (for reflective prompts). This is not unusual behaviour as the prompt is
discussing the error in the context of the current problem and it is therefore
expected that the student may refer to their solution to evaluate the correctness
of the option. No further conclusions can be drawn however without taking into
consideration the correctness of option2 in each prompt shown.
For both corrective action and conceptual reinforcement prompts, there are
significant differences in the distributions of the proportion of transitions
originating in option3. For corrective action prompts, this could indicate that
Novices may be less aware that they require help as discussed in Sections 5.8
and 5.9 in regards to the percentage of help choices made. The correctness of the
third option would need to be considered because this prompt type does not
include a ‘help’ option. Further analysis is required in order to investigate
transition paths of the two groups however.
The distributions of the transitions within option1 for reflective prompts are
marginally different. In addition, the mean total time spent on reflective prompts
is marginally different for the two groups, with a lower average for Advanced
students. It follows that Novices, who have less prior knowledge, may be slower
at interpreting the prompt content and distinguishing between the different
options. The correctness of the first option in each case would need to be
considered to draw further conclusions.

6.2.3. ANALYSIS OF TRANSITIONS FOR ACHIEVEMENT GROUPS
The distribution of each statistic in Table 6.11
was tested using the
Independent-Samples Mann-Whitney U test with ∝= 0.05. Significantly
different results are represented by ** (p < 0.05), marginally different results are
represented by * (p <= 0.1) and non-significant results are represented by NS.
Only marginally and significantly different results are included.
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For corrective action prompts, Low Achievers (LAs) have no transitions within
the canvas AOI and the distributions of the two groups are marginally different.
This is interesting because High Achievers (HAs) have about 12% of their
transitions within the canvas AOI, which is expected behaviour as the prompt
are problem-dependent and the student is being asked how to best correct the
error which triggered the dialogue. In contrast, the LAs’ proportion of transitions
is all within the feedback AOI which suggests that they may answer these
prompts without looking at their solutions.
It should be noted that HAs have a slightly higher mean proportion of transitions
from the feedback AOI to the canvas for conceptual prompts. The distributions
are significantly different. This is unexpected behaviour as the prompts are
problem-independent but students may be looking at the error in their solution
because it is highlighted in red. In addition, the distributions of the mean
proportion of transitions within the feedback AOI are marginally different for
reflective prompts. This may simply be a reflection of how quickly the students
can interpret the prompt content however as the distributions of the time spent
on reflective prompts are not significantly different (see Section 5.13).
In order to get a better understanding of how students interacted with prompts,
we split up the feedback AOI into the prompt text and option AOIs (see Figure
6.7). Table 6.12 shows the transition metrics for LAs and HAs between the
various AOIs. Only marginally and significantly different results are included.
When the start and end AOI are the same, for example option1, this indicates
that the student is probably reading the text in that AOI. The distributions of
the mean number of transitions within the option1 AOI are marginally different
between the two groups for reflective prompts. We are unable to draw any
conclusions about this without looking into factors such as the correctness of this
option for each prompt. It is notable that the mean number of transitions is
much lower for the HAs within the option1 AOI, which contrasts with the other
two marginally significant results.
For the corrective action prompts, the distributions of the mean number of
transitions within the canvas AOI are marginally different. This is especially
interesting because the HAs actually have a higher mean number of transitions
within the canvas for this problem-dependent prompt type, suggesting that they
refer to their solution when deciding how to correct the error. There are no
significant differences in the percentage of correct choices made for corrective
action prompts nevertheless.
The distributions of the mean number of transitions from option1 to the prompt
text are marginally different for conceptual reinforcement prompts. Factors such
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as the correctness of option1 would need to be considered in order to account for
this difference, especially since the distributions of the percentages of correct and
incorrect choices are not significantly different between the two groups for
conceptual reinforcement prompts.
The most interesting result is that HAs have a higher mean proportion of
transitions within the canvas for corrective action prompts. This is important
because the mean proportion of transitions is 0.000 for LAs, suggesting that they
may only look at the highlighted error but do not consider it in the context of the
rest of the solution. There is no significant difference in the distributions of the
percentages of correct or incorrect choices for this prompt type however. The LAs’
interaction videos show a few transitions within the canvas area, but these
segments were excluded by EMDAT.
Interestingly, the mean proportion of transitions from the prompt text to the
canvas is higher for HAs for the problem-independent conceptual prompts. This
is more expected behaviour for the reflective prompts and we see HAs making
more use of the canvas before switching to the prompt text and option1. These
transitions need to be investigated further in the context of the overall transition
paths however.
For conceptual prompts, the distributions are marginally different for transitions
involving option3. Because the distributions of the mean total time spent on
conceptual prompts are not significantly different, it may be that HAs spend a
greater proportion of their time evaluating the correctness of each option before
making a choice. LAs received more dialogues on average and therefore had a
higher chance of the same prompt text appearing, which is therefore a possible
explanation for the difference.
LAs have lower mean proportions of transitions except for transitions within the
option1 and option2 AOIs (reflective and conceptual reinforcement prompts
respectively). This is in contrast to all the other results in the table. LAs received
more dialogues on average and therefore had a higher chance of the same prompt
text appearing, which may explain the conceptual reinforcement prompt result.
As for the reflective prompts, the correctness of each option in each case may
have had an effect on the difference and would need to be considered.
For conceptual reinforcement prompts, the distributions of the mean proportion
of transitions are marginally different for prompt text-prompt text transitions.
The HAs have a higher mean, possibly because they may spend a greater
proportion of their time on the prompt text. One explanation is that is that they
are reflecting on the contents of the text rather than just reading it, possibly
because LAs received more dialogues on average and therefore had a higher
chance of the same prompt text appearing.
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Table 6.11 The mean transition metrics by Achievement group

Prompt
Number (SD)
Range
Proportion (SD)
Range

End
AOI
Canvas

Low Achiever

High Achiever

CA

Start
AOI
Canvas

0.000 (0.000)
0.000

2.440 (4.035)
10.000

U
(Sig.)
18.00
(0.050*)

CO

Feedback

Canvas

RE

Feedback

Feedback

CA

Canvas

Canvas

CA

Feedback

Feedback

0.007 (0.013)
0.040
0.835 (0.155)
0.459
0.000 (0.000)
0.000
1.000 (0.000)
0.000

0.017 (0.010)
0.033
0.731 (0.147)
0.437
0.119 (0.186)
0.526
0.710 (0.380)
1.000

18.00
(0.028**)
68.00
(0.065*)
18.00
(0.050*)
67.50
(0.014**)
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Table 6.12 The mean transition metrics by Achievement group
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Prompt

Start AOI

End AOI

Number (SD)
Range

RE

Option1

Option1

CA

Canvas

Canvas

Proportion (SD)
Range

CO

Prompt Text

Canvas

CO

Option2

Option3

CO

Option3

Option3

CO

Option3

Option1

RE

Canvas

Prompt Text

RE

Canvas

Option1

RE

Option1

Option1

CA

Canvas

Canvas

CR

Prompt Text

Prompt Text

CR

Option2

Option2

Low Achiever

High Achiever

U (Sig.)

102.89 (56.63)
192.00
0.00 (0.00)
0.00
0.004 (0.007)
0.022
0.017 (0.013)
0.040
0.017 (0.015)
0.050
0.007 (0.006)
0.022
0.001 (0.002)
0.006
0.005 (0.003)
0.010
0.227 (0.041)
0.130
0.000 (0.000)
0.000
0.255 (0.085)
0.278
0.111 (0.019)
0.056

58.90 (36.02)
99.00
2.44 (4.04)
10.00
0.009 (0.006)
0.017
0.024 (0.004)
0.015
0.027 (0.015)
0.061
0.013 (0.007)
0.022
0.007 (0.008)
0.023
0.012 (0.008)
0.027
0.172 (0.070)
0.233
0.033 (0.052)
0.156
0.359 (0.166)
0.577
0.085 (0.028)
0.104

66.00
(0.095*)
18.00
(0.050*)
19.00
(0.035**)
23.00
(0.079*)
23.00
(0.079*)
21.00
(0.053*)
24.00
(0.095*)
20.50
(0.043**)
72.00
(0.028**)
18.00
(0.050*)
23.00
(0.079*)
75.00
(0.013**)

6.2.4. DISCUSSION OF SINGLE-STEP T RANSITION ANALYSES
Advanced students have fewer transitions on average, suggesting that Advanced
students may be more focussed or are able to distinguish the relevant AOIs and
remain there. This difference is particularly noticeable for the transitions
between the prompt options and prompt text for conceptual reinforcement
prompts. As these proportions are higher on average for Novices, they may be
unsure of how to answer the final prompt and re-read it in order to evaluate the
correctness of each option in the context of the question.
Advanced students also have a lower mean proportion of transitions from the
canvas to option2 for reflective prompts. The behaviour is as expected as the
prompt is discussing the error in the context of the current problem and the
student should reflect on their solution. The correctness of this second option in
each case is not known however.
High Achievers (HAs) demonstrated expected behaviour when interacting with
the problem-dependent corrective action prompts by referring to their solution.
This is in contrast with the Low Achievers (LAs) who focus solely on the feedback
area, suggesting they answer these prompts without looking at their solutions.
These students may rely on the transitions to the solution canvas from the
previous reflective prompts, which make up approximately 15% of transitions on
average. It is important to note that these two different behaviours do not result
in significantly different percentages of correct or incorrect choices made for
corrective action prompts however.
Interestingly HAs have a slightly higher mean proportion of transitions from the
feedback to the solution for conceptual prompts too. Referring to the solution is
not required to answer this prompt type; the error is highlighted in red so it may
be distracting. HAs also have a higher proportion of transitions involving the
help option for this prompt type. The mean total time spent on conceptual
prompts distributions are not significantly different, suggesting that HAs spend
a greater proportion of their time evaluating each option’s correctness as well as
considering asking for help. This is possibly due to LAs receiving more dialogues
on average and therefore having a higher chance of dialogues repeating so can
simply remember or now know how to make the correct choice.
For corrective action prompts, there are significant differences in the proportion
of transitions originating in the help option. Novices may therefore be unaware
that they require help or are unwilling to ask for it. A possible explanation is
that if the help option is excluded, there is a 50% chance of selecting the correct
answer and coupled with the above re-reading behaviour the Novice students
may prefer making an ‘educated’ guess.
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For conceptual reinforcement prompts, there is a difference in the distributions of
the mean proportion of prompt text-prompt text transitions. The HAs have a
higher mean proportion, possibly because they are reflecting on the prompt
content rather than just reading it. This again could be due to the potential
repetition of prompts for LAs as they see more dialogues on average.

6.3. ANALYSING ATTENTION TO PROMPT TEXT
This Section describes the analyses of the attention students gave to the prompt
text. We discuss the data analysed before moving on to the actual analyses. The
expected and actual reading times are compared for each prompt type and for the
Prior Knowledge and Achievement groups. The factors affecting the students’
attention to the prompts are then analysed, namely the effects on the total
fixation time, fixations per word, and the time to first fixation.

6.3.1. DATA PREPARATION
In this Section, the students’ interaction sessions were divided up slightly
differently from in Section 6.1.7. The difference is that each prompt seen by a
participant is in its own scene. This means that the number of data rows for each
participant is equal to the number of prompts seen that have sufficient valid eyegaze data. The feedback area AOI was again broken down into its prompt text
and option areas as above (see Figure 6.7). The type of the prompt is still known
so the dataset can be filtered by prompt type as we require.
We used the valid proportion method to calculate segment validity and a
threshold of 0.76 as before. Data collected from 4 students’ sessions were
considered invalid. In terms of the two groupings, the exclusions are 2 Novices
and 2 Advanced students and 1 Low Achiever and 3 High Achievers. Of the
remaining 22 students, 17 students have over 80% of their segments remaining
for analysis (see Figure 6.8). There were a total of 820 prompts at the end of this
process.
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Figure 6.8 Valid segment percentages for the students at the 76% threshold

6.3.2. READING TIME
We compared the expected reading time for prompts with the total fixation time
on the prompt text AOI. The expected reading time is the time it would take an
average-speed reader to read the prompt text. This metric is calculated for each
prompt as described in [29], using the mean reading rate of 3.4 words per second
from [51]. The metric is therefore calculated as follows for each prompt:
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠
3.4

Please note that the length of the prompt text varies even within a prompt type.
Excluding conceptual prompts, the reason for variation is not only the error
being discussed but the correctness of the choice made for the previous prompt.
For example, a student who answered one of the conceptual prompts incorrectly
received the following in the reflective prompt text:
“Not quite right....Please remember that if something has a key
attribute, then we model it as a regular entity.
Can you tell me why modelling EVENT as a regular entity is incorrect?”
The findings seen in Figure 6.9 are consistent with those in [29]: the mean
fixation time is lower than what is calculated using the equation above. Conati et
al. found a high standard deviation for each of their hint types, that is a trend of
selective attention to hints [29]. We found a similar trend as seen in Figure 6.9,
in particular for conceptual and conceptual reinforcement prompts.
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Figure 6.9 Mean fixation and expected reading times for each prompt type

When the students are split up by the Novice versus Advanced (Figure 6.10) and
Low Achievers versus High Achievers (Figure 6.11) groupings, the mean expected
reading times are again higher than the mean total fixation times on the prompt
text AOI. The selective attention trend is also evident even after the students are
split up into the respective groups.
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Figure 6.10 Mean fixation and expected reading times by PK group
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Figure 6.11 Mean fixation and expected reading times by Achievement group

6.3.3. ATTENTION-AFFECTING F ACTORS
In addition, Conati et al. [29] investigated the factors in Table 6.13 as possibly
affecting attention to hints using Mixed Effects Model analysis. The authors
found that players had a significantly longer fixation time on hints that provided
definitions when the hint was generated following a correct move as opposed to
an incorrect move. This finding was attributed to the players not expecting hints
after a correct move and therefore their attention was attracted by the
unexpected hint generation.
Table 6.13 Factors affecting attention to hints as described in [29]

Factor

Description

Move Correctness

Indicates that the hint was generated after a correct/incorrect move.

Time of Hint

Indicates which half of a student’s interaction with the game the hint
appeared (defined by the median split over playing time).

Hint Type

The categories of hints: Definition, Tool, Bottom-out.

Attitude

The student’s attitude towards receiving help when stuck as based on
a related post-questionnaire item (rated using a 5-point Likert scale).
One of: Want help (>3), Neutral (=3), or Wanted no help (<3).

Pre-test score

The student percentage score in the pre-test.
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Table 6.14 Factors that may affect attention

Factor

Description

Previous Choice Correctness

Indicates that the hint was generated after
correct/incorrect/help choice for the previous prompt.

Prompt Type

The prompt type: conceptual, reflective, corrective action,
conceptual reinforcement.

Perception

The student’s perception of how easy it is to understand the
questions in the dialogues based on a related postquestionnaire item (rated using a 5-point Likert scale or ‘I
haven’t seen a single dialogue’). One of: Easy (>3), Neutral
(=3), or Hard (<3).

Prior Knowledge

Indicates whether the student is a Novice or an Advanced
student.

Achievement

Indicates whether the student is a Low Achiever or a High
Achiever.

a

We identified similar factors to those described by Conati et al. as shown in
Table 6.14. The questionnaire mentioned for the Perception factor was given to
the students following the post-test described in Section 4.4.1 (see Appendix G:
Questionnaire). Please note that there is no time-based equivalent in our case.
We make use of Generalized Linear Mixed Model analysis because it allows for
the dependent variable to have a non-normal distribution and for correlations
between observations. Only the 495 prompts with Previous Choice Correctness
and Perception values were included in further analyses (see Table 6.15).
For the dependent variable total fixation time, we ran a 4 (Prompt Type) by 3
(Perception) by 3 (Previous Choice Correctness) mixed model with Bonferroni
correction and Prior Knowledge as a co-variant. We found a significant
interaction effect between Prompt Type, Perception and Previous Choice
Correctness as seen in Figure 6.12: 𝐹(2,475) = 6.78, 𝑝 < 0.001.

The total fixation time is the lowest for corrective action prompts when the
previous prompt is answered correctly for both easy and neutral perceptions (see
Figure 6.12 – top left). This is understandable because corrective action prompts
are often shorter in length. For all three perceptions and with a correct answer to
the previous prompt, the total fixation time is highest for conceptual
reinforcement prompts, followed by reflective prompts. The students who
indicated that the dialogue content is easy to understand had higher total
fixation time values for all three prompt types while those who perceived them as
being hard to understand spent the shortest amount of time for reflective and
conceptual reinforcement prompts. In all cases the total fixation time values are
less than 4 seconds however, which may indicate that the student has already
realised the cause of and the solution to his/her error and therefore is going
through the dialogue as quickly as possible.
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Table 6.15 Counts of each prompt type that are analysed further

Prompt Type

Count

CO

2

RE

231

CA

64

CR

212

When the previous prompt was answered incorrectly, the shortest total fixation
time was again seen for corrective action prompts for students with easy and
neutral perceptions (see Figure 6.12 – top right). In this case the students with
the easy perception had a shorter total fixation time however. Total fixation time
was again highest on conceptual reinforcement prompts than any other prompt
type, followed by that on reflective prompts. In both cases the students neutral to
the ease of understanding of dialogue questions had shorter total fixation times.
For conceptual prompts, the total fixation time was longer for students who
thought the dialogue content was easy than those who were neutral when they
asked for help in the previous prompt (see Figure 6.12 - bottom). In both cases
the total fixation time is longer for reflective prompts than for conceptual
prompts but students who are neutral have a longer total fixation time. For
neutral students, the total fixation times for corrective action prompts are the
shortest and are the longest for conceptual reinforcement prompts. The total
fixation time values are shorter than 2 seconds apart from for conceptual
reinforcement prompts, indicating that the students may simply be going
through the dialogue as quickly as possible. One explanation is that they have
already seen this dialogue.
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Figure 6.12 Interaction effects for Total Fixation Time: Prompt Type by Perception by
Previous Choice Correctness

We also found an interaction effect between Prompt Type and Previous Choice
Correctness as seen in Figure 6.13 (𝐹(4,475) = 17.15, 𝑝 < 0.001).

The total fixation time is the longest for conceptual reinforcement prompts
regardless of the previous choice correctness. It is understandable that the total
fixation time is longer when the previous prompt is answered incorrectly than
correctly and longer again when it is answered with a help choice. This prompt is
the final stage of the dialogue and it makes sense that students spend longer
looking at the prompt text if they have not understood how to correct their error.
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Figure 6.13 Interaction effect for Total Fixation Time: Prompt Type by Previous Choice
Correctness

When a help choice is made for the previous prompt, the total fixation time is
short for reflective prompts, followed by corrective action prompts and finally
conceptual prompts. It is interesting that the total fixation time is slightly longer
for reflective prompts than for corrective action when both are problemdependent. This trend is the same for correct and incorrect previous prompt
answers but with incorrect answers leading to longer total fixation time values in
both cases as we would expect.

Total Fixation Time (seconds)

There is a significant interaction effect between Prompt Type and Perception as
seen in Figure 6.14 (𝐹(4,475) = 3.34, 𝑝 = 0.010).
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Figure 6.14 Interaction effect for Total Fixation Time: Prompt Type by Perception
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Figure 6.15 Main effect of Prompt Type on Total Fixation Time

Students who perceived the dialogue question as being easy had longer total
fixation times for all prompt types, followed closely by those who are neutral. The
total fixation time for students who found the dialogues hard to understand is
less than 2 seconds for all prompt types. This perception may mean that they
really do not understand the prompts and therefore are not interested in using
them because they do not see their usefulness. The longest total fixation times for
all three perceptions are for conceptual reinforcement prompts, followed by
reflective prompts, suggesting that it is these two prompt types that students
make the most of when interacting with the dialogues. This is reinforced by
conceptual and corrective action prompts having total fixation times shorter than
2 seconds.
There were also significant main effects for Prompt Type (𝐹(3,475) = 22.71, 𝑝 <
0.001) and Previous Choice Correctness (𝐹(2,475) = 32.38, 𝑝 < 0.001).

For Prompt Type, students have the longest total fixation times on conceptual
reinforcement prompts, followed by reflective, corrective action, and finally
conceptual prompts (see Figure 6.15). Please note that these analyses exclude the
beginning prompt in each dialogue so that we can consider the previous prompt’s
answer so there are only 2 conceptual prompts. The reflective prompt asks
students to think about the reason behind their error and so they may not need a
very long time to read and answer the corrective action prompt. As for the
conceptual reinforcement prompts, the students may still be unsure how to
correct the error especially if they rushed through the dialogue. This final
prompt would either confirm the correctness of or give the answer to the previous
prompt’s choice.
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Figure 6.16 Main effect of Previous Choice Correctness on Total Fixation Time

Regarding the Previous Choice Correctness, the longest total fixation times are
when the previous prompt is answered incorrectly (see Figure 6.16). We had
expected that the longest time would have been following an explicit request for
help. One explanation is that rather than asking for help, the students preferred
to guess because there is a 50-50 chance of choosing the correct answer. A correct
answer to the previous prompt gives the shortest total fixation time as expected
however as the students may already know how to correct the error and are
simply navigating the dialogue to re-enable the canvas.
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Figure 6.17 Interaction effect for Total Fixation Time: Prompt Type by Perception by
Previous Choice Correctness
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For the dependent variable total fixation time, we ran a 4 (Prompt Type) by 3
(Perception) by 3 (Previous Choice Correctness) mixed model with Bonferroni
correction and Achievement as a co-variant.
We found a significant interaction effect between Prompt Type, Perception and
Previous Choice Correctness ( 𝐹(2,475) = 6.54, 𝑝 < 0.01 ). The results are very

similar to when we used Prior Knowledge as a co-variant so not all graphs are
included. Students with a hard perception have a slightly longer total fixation
time than the neutral students when the previous prompt is answered correctly
whereas earlier their total fixation time was slightly shorter (see Figure 6.17).
This means that these students spend roughly the same time looking at reflective
and conceptual reinforcement prompts, possibly due to lack of interest because of
the perceived difficulty of the prompts.
We also found the significant interaction and main effects shown in Table 6.16.
The corresponding graphs are not shown as they are very similar to those above.
Table 6.16 Significant interaction and main effects for Total Fixation Time
(Achievement is co-variant)

Interaction Effect

F

df1

df2

Sig.

Prompt Type*Previous Choice Correctness

16.81

4

475

<0.001

Prompt Type*Perception

3.42

4

475

<0.01

Prompt Type

22.48

3

475

<0.001

Previous Choice Correctness

28.25

2

475

<0.001

Conati et al. [29] correctly point out that the total fixation time on an AOI only
indicates whether it was visually attended and does not reveal situations such as
the student simply staring at the text without reading it. User attention is
therefore also measured by the number of fixations per word in order to cater for
the varying lengths of hints as well as to indicate how carefully a student scans
the hints’ text. We therefore also calculated this metric for each of the prompts
and ran general linear models as above.
For the dependent variable fixations per word, we ran a 4 (Prompt Type) by 3
(Perception) by 3 (Previous Choice Correctness) mixed model with Bonferroni
correction and Prior Knowledge as a co-variant. The only significant effects are
main effects for Prompt Type ( 𝐹(3,475) = 4.33, 𝑝 < 0.01 ) and Previous Choice
Correctness (𝐹(2,475) = 4.15, 𝑝 = 0.016).
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Figure 6.18 Main effects for Fixations per Word (PK as co-variant)

As seen in Figure 6.18 (left), reflective prompts had a higher number of fixations
per word than any other prompt type. This may be because the reflective prompts
are problem-dependent and therefore may be more interesting to the students as
they discuss the error in the context of the current problem. While corrective
action prompts also do this, there is very little variation in the wording of the
prompts across the problems. The fixations per word are second highest for
conceptual reinforcement prompts, which is probably a side effect of this prompt
type having the longest total fixation time as seen above. In addition, conceptual
reinforcement prompts have the highest mean number of words (35.04 words),
followed by reflective (14.05 word), corrective action (11.54 words) and conceptual
prompts (11.50 words).
The fixations per word were the highest when the previous prompt was answered
incorrectly (see Figure 6.18 - right). What is unexpected is that it is higher than
when help is explicitly requested. The students who genuinely answered the
prompt incorrectly are probably interested in the correct solution and therefore
spend time reading the next prompt. Other students may guess the answer
instead of asking for help because there is a 50% chance of answering correctly,
which may inflate the number of fixations per word for incorrect choices. The
lowest number of fixations per word occurs when the previous prompt is
answered correctly as expected however, possibly because the student has
previously seen the same dialogue or they are aware of their error and therefore
only need to quickly read the prompt before making a choice.
For the dependent variable fixations per word, we ran a 4 (Prompt Type) by 3
(Perception) by 3 (Previous Choice Correctness) mixed model with Bonferroni
correction and Achievement as a co-variant. The only significant effects are main
effects for Prompt Type ( 𝐹(3,475) = 3.53, 𝑝 = 0.015 ) and Previous Choice

Correctness (𝐹(2,475) = 3.81, 𝑝 = 0.023). As seen in Figure 6.19, the main effects
are almost identical to those above so they are not discussed further.
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Figure 6.19 Main effects for Fixations per Word (Achievement as co-variant)

We used time to first fixation in order to determine how quickly students
reallocate their attention to the prompt text during system-student interactions.
This is similar to the analysis carried out in [29], which found that students
fixate on hints more quickly following a correct action than an incorrect action as
the hint is unexpected in the first case.
For the dependent variable time to first fixation, we ran a 4 (Prompt Type) by 3
(Perception) by 3 (Previous Choice Correctness) mixed model with Bonferroni
correction and Prior Knowledge as a co-variant. There were no significant effects.
Using Achievement as the co-variant did not produce different results.

6.3.4. DISCUSSION OF ATTENTION TO PROMPT TEXT ANALYSES
We investigated the effect of Prompt Type, Previous Choice Correctness, and
Perception on the students’ attention to prompts. The attention measures are
total fixation time, fixations per word, and time to first fixation with Prior
Knowledge and then Achievement as co-variants. There were negligible
differences between the results of the two co-variants.
Students paid the most attention to reflective prompts overall, followed by
conceptual reinforcement prompts. The attention students give the prompts is
therefore probably related to the prompt length as these two prompt types have
the highest number of words. In addition, reflective prompts are the first point
the student is asked about the error made in the context of the problem and
therefore if s/he sufficiently reflects on the error at this stage the attention given
to corrective action prompts is justifiably less. Because the conceptual
reinforcement prompts are the final stage of the dialogue, it follows that they
receive a lot of attention as the first part of the prompt text indicates whether
the corrective action prompt answer is correct or incorrect. Students therefore
need this information to confirm they know how to correct the error because they
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receive positive feedback or, in the case of an incorrect choice, to determine the
corrective action required.
When students found the dialogue content easy to understand, this led to more
attention to prompts than the attention given by the student who indicated that
the questions are hard to understand. This is reasonable as in the latter case the
student may be frustrated by his/her lack of understanding of the dialogues.
What is most interesting however is that this student is both a High Achiever
and an Advanced student. This supports the use of adaptive tutorial dialogues,
which would cater to these good students by shortening the dialogues as they
clearly do not require the whole dialogue to correct their errors. It is unclear why
the student perceives the prompts as hard to understand however.
An explicit request for help only leads to more attention than an incorrect or
correct prompts answer in the case of conceptual reinforcement prompts. We
would have expected this to be the case for all prompt types as we had thought
that a student who is aware that s/he requires help would be more interested in
getting additional information. A possible reason is that because there is a 50%
chance of making a correct choice, students are choosing to make a guess and
therefore the attention given to prompts following an incorrect choice is inflated.
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Chapter 7. PARTICIPANT CLASSIFICATION
One of the goals of this research project is to be able to detect sub-optimal
student behaviour from eye-tracking and/or ITS data in order to allow an ITS to
intervene when needed and better guide students’ learning. This Chapter
describes the classifiers that were built to place participants into a group (Prior
Knowledge or Achievement) and would therefore enable an ITS to adapt its
behaviour based on the students’ behaviour.
Classifiers built using only eye-gaze data, only EER-Tutor data and both data
sources are compared. The reason is to determine whether eye-tracking gives us
a more complete picture of students’ interactions and whether the cost of eyetracking is justified. Furthermore we generate and analyse features that
aggregate data for each student by prompt type as well as for each prompt
separately. In addition, we investigate the performance of classifiers built using
the data generated from the two easier problems in classifying students based on
the corresponding feature vectors from the most complex problem. This is carried
out for eye-gaze data and EER-Tutor data both individually and in combination.

7.1. CLASSIFICATION PROCESS OUTLINE
The classifiers in this Chapter were built using RapidMiner (version 5.3) [66]. A
number of the classifiers offered by RapidMiner are used in combination with
correlation based feature selection, data normalisation and Leave One Out Cross
Validation (LOOCV) as in Section 5.2. The classifiers used are: Decision Tree,
Random Tree, Rule Induction, W-J48, W-JRip, and W-PART (see Section 5.2 for
details of the algorithms).
A feature-selection step is required because there are a large number of features.
We set the correlation threshold of the Remove Correlated Attributes operator at
0.50, that is, features that have a correlation value greater than 0.50 are
removed (we are using absolute correlations). There is no set value that
corresponds to a strong correlation, although a correlation greater than 0.70 is
generally interpreted as a strong correlation [84]. Because a high number of
features remain following feature selection with a threshold value of 0.70, we
chose 0.50 as our threshold. In addition, the number of remaining features would
vary with prompt type regardless of the threshold, so we used 0.50 because it
detects moderately strong correlations [84] and gives reasonably accurate results
as described in the next Sections.
Please note that we only include details of the best performing classifier(s) for
each prompt type from this point onwards. This is because our purpose is not to
compare the classifiers, but to focus on the students’ behaviours that they reveal.
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Regarding the classifier output, some models include blue and red bars to
visually represent the model’s prediction accuracy. The confusion matrix
included for each prompt type on the other hand shows an aggregation of all the
matrices that were generated by the LOOCV step. In addition, we only include
analyses of the Prior Knowledge grouping in this Chapter. The corresponding
Achievement grouping analyses are relatively similar and are included in
Appendix H: Participant Classification for Achievement Groups for completeness.

7.2. CLASSIFICATION USING AGGREGATED PROMPT FEATURES
The eye-gaze features are generated using EMDAT (see Section 3.3) with the
feedback area AOI broken down into its prompt text and option areas as shown in
Figure 6.7. Invalid segments are excluded as discussed in Section 6.2.1: the data
from 7 sessions were considered invalid (2 Novices and 5 Advanced students, 4
Low Achievers and 3 High Achievers). We also exclude the saccade-related
measures generated by EMDAT as the students are free to move their solutions
around the canvas and therefore these measures are affected by the positioning
of the diagram as well as the student’s group. The remaining 147 eye-gaze
features are used for classification (see Section 3.3 for descriptions).
Table 7.1 Features generated from the EER-Tutor logs

Feature (Unit)

Description

Mean/Total time spent on prompts
(seconds)

The mean/total time spent on this prompt type
(the mean/total time between these prompts
appearing and a choice being submitted)

Correct prompt choices
(%)

The percentage of all choices made for this
prompt type that are correct

Incorrect prompt choices
(%)

The percentage of all choices made for this
prompt type that are incorrect

Help prompt choices
(%)

The percentage of all choices made for this
prompt type that asking for help

Unanswered prompts
(%)

The percentage of all prompts seen of this type
that are unanswered

Number of unique constraints discussed

The number of unique constraints discussed for
this prompt type

Number of correctly solved problems

The number of problems correctly solved by the
student during the whole session

Mean/Total number of submissions for
correctly solved problems

The mean/total number of submissions for each
correctly solved problem during the whole session

Mean/Total time spent on correctly
solved problems (seconds)

The mean/total time spent on correctly solved
problems during the whole session
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For all valid prompts seen of each prompt type, we generated the features shown
in Table 7.1 from data collected by EER-Tutor. This was done for each
participant not excluded by EMDAT above. The features in the first six rows are
related to prompts and are calculated per prompt type whereas those in the last
three rows are calculated in relation to the correctly solved problem during the
participant’s whole session. There are a total of 12 EER-Tutor features overall.
The features generated from the eye-gaze data and EER-Tutor logs are finally
combined to form a superset of 159 features (12 EER-Tutor features and 147 eyegaze features). There are therefore four feature vectors generated per participant
(one for each prompt type seen). Classification using this dataset will be
compared to the two original datasets described above.

7.2.1. CLASSIFICATION USING EYE-GAZE FEATURES
As seen in Table 7.2, the performance of classifiers varies between prompt types
as does the number of features remaining following the feature-selection step.
For conceptual prompts, the Random Tree classifier performs best in terms of
both accuracy and kappa (see Table 7.3 for the confusion matrix). The total time
spent on the help option is the only feature used to differentiate between the
Prior Knowledge groups (see Figure 7.1). Interestingly only Novices are found on
the left side whereas all Advanced students are on the right. In addition there
are no significant differences in the number of help or correct choices made for
conceptual prompts. This suggests that the Advanced students may be able to
distinguish better between the options and quickly choose the correct answer.
Table 7.2 Classifier performance with eye-gaze data

Prompt Type

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

CO

68.42

0.352

Random Tree

45

RE

63.16

0.174

Random Tree

49

CA

61.11

0.160

Rule Induction

59

CR

57.89

0.136

Decision Tree

62
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Classifier

Number of Features
after Feature Selection

8 Novices

3 Novices, 8 Advanced

Figure 7.1 Random Tree model for conceptual prompts (PK)
Table 7.3 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CO, Random Tree)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

8

3

72.73

3

5

62.50

72.73

62.50

-

Figure 7.2 shows the Random Tree model for reflective prompts (Table 7.4
contains the corresponding confusion matrix). Again there is only one feature:
the number of transitions from the prompt text to option1. Without knowing the
correctness of the first option, we can only assume that Advanced students have
fewer transitions as they are able to pick out the correct option. In fact some
Novices also do this, possibly because they see more dialogues and therefore
more likely to see repeated dialogues.
Table 7.4 Confusion matrix by PK group (RE, Random Tree)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

1

2

66.67

90.91

25.00

-

10

11 Novices, 6 Advanced

6

2 Advanced

Figure 7.2 Random Tree model for reflective prompts (PK)
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62.50

The confusion matrix for the Rule Induction classifier for corrective action
prompts is shown in Table 7.5. Figure 7.3 shows the Rule Induction model (the
number on the left is the number of Novices). The first rule shows that Novices
transition from the second option to the first and transition from the third option
to the prompt text. Advanced students’ fixation rate on the third option as well as
on the prompt text distinguish them from Novices. From these rules we can see
that the Novices switch attention frequently between the options and the prompt
text and so Advanced students may be better at picking out the correct option
straightaway.
Table 7.5 Confusion matrix by PK group (CA, Rule Induction)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

8

4

66.67

3

3

50.00

72.73

42.86

-

if option1_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.527 and
prompt_text_proptransfrom_option3 ≤ 0.487 then novice (7 / 0)
if option3_fixationrate ≤ 0.502 then advanced (0 / 5)
if prompt_text_proptransfrom_option3 > 0.281 then novice (3 / 0)
if prompt_text_fixationrate ≤ 0.398 then advanced (0 / 2)
else novice (0 / 0)
Figure 7.3 Rule Induction model for corrective action prompts (PK)

For conceptual reinforcement prompts, the Decision Tree classifier performs best
in terms of accuracy and kappa (see Table 7.6 for confusion matrix). As shown in
Figure 7.4, the total fixation time on the first option then the proportion of the
total fixation time that is spent on the prompt text or the proportion of
transitions from option2 to the first option determine the student’s Prior
Knowledge group. Most Novices spend a lower proportion of their time on the
prompt text and otherwise have a higher proportion of transitions from option2 to
option1 than Advanced students. This is further evidence that Novices may not
be able to distinguish between the options as easily as Advanced students.
Table 7.6 Confusion matrix by PK group (CR, Decision Tree)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)
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True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

4

4

50.00

63.64

50.00

7

4

63.64

-

1 Novice, 1 Advanced, 7 Novices

3 Novices, 1 Advanced, 6 Advanced

Figure 7.4 Decision Tree model for conceptual reinforcement prompts (PK)

7.2.2. CLASSIFICATION USING EER-T UTOR FEATURES
We ran the classifiers used in the previous Section on the EER-Tutor features for
each of the prompt types. Classifier performance is shown in Table 7.7, including
the number of features that remained after feature selection.
Table 7.7 Classifier performance with EER-Tutor data

Prompt Type

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

Classifier

Number of Features
after Feature Selection

CO

52.63

0.012

Random Tree

8

RE

52.63

0.076

Random Tree

8

CA

66.67

0.299

W-J48

9

CR

52.63

0.012

Random Tree

9

As seen in Figure 7.5, the number of unique constraints discussed in dialogues is
the main feature used to determine if a student is Advanced or a Novice for
conceptual prompts (confusion matrix is given in Table 7.8). There are 3
Advanced students who have a lower number of unique constraints than Novices.
These students made very few errors and one even correctly solved the first
problem on their first attempt. The total time spent on correctly solved problems
during the whole session is the next feature used and finally the mean time
spent on correctly solved problems. This is interesting as there were no
significant differences in the distributions of the mean time spent on correctly
solved problems when all 26 students were considered. Advanced students did
solve more problems correctly on average than Novices however and so the
shorter times for most Novices make sense.
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Table 7.8 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CO and CR, Random Tree)

Predicted Novice

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

4

3

42.86

63.64

37.50

-

7

Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

5

58.33

For both reflective and conceptual reinforcement prompts, the total number of
submissions for correctly solved problems made by the student is used to
differentiate between Prior Knowledge groups (see Figure 7.6). This is
understandable as the distributions for the number of correctly solved problems
is statistically different, with Advanced students solving more problems correctly
than Novices on average. The corresponding confusion matrices are shown in
Table 7.9 and Table 7.8 respectively.

3 Advanced

5 Novices

2 Novices

2 Advanced

3 Advanced, 4 Novices

Figure 7.5 Random Tree model for conceptual prompts (PK)
Table 7.9 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (RE, Random Tree)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)
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True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

5

3

62.50

6

5

45.45

45.45

62.50

-

8 Advanced, 6 Novices 5 Novices
Figure 7.6 Random Tree model for reflective and conceptual reinforcement prompts
(PK)

Figure 7.7 shows the W-J48 model for corrective action prompts (confusion
matrix is shown in Table 7.10). The mean number of submissions for correctly
solved problems is the main feature used to determine if a student is a Novice or
is Advanced. As discussed above, it is expected that Novices have a lower mean
than Advanced as they solve fewer problems correctly. The mean time spent on
corrective action prompts is then used to further divide the students. There are
no statistical differences in the number of corrective action prompts, therefore
leading to the conclusion that Advanced students spend longer these prompts as
they may reflect more on how to best correct the error made.
avg_submissions <= 0.142857: novice (6.0)
avg_submissions > 0.142857
|
avg_prompt_time <= 0.056818: novice (5.0/1.0)
|
avg_prompt_time > 0.056818: advanced (7.0/1.0)
Figure 7.7 W-J48 model for corrective action prompts (PK)
Table 7.10 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CA, W-J48)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

8

3

72.73

3

4

57.14

72.73

57.14

-

7.2.3. CLASSIFICATION USING EYE-GAZE AND EER-TUTOR FEATURES
In this Section, we combined the features used in the previous two Sections and
ran the same classifiers on the combined feature set for each prompt type.
Classifier performance is shown in Table 7.11. W-JRip and W-PART performed
equally well for conceptual prompts and gave equivalent models so only W-PART
is discussed further.
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Table 7.11 Classifier performance with eye-gaze and EER-Tutor data

Prompt Type

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

68.42

0.352

W-JRip

68.42

0.352

W-PART

RE

63.16

0.174

W-PART

54

CA

61.11

0.113

W-PART

66

CR

63.16

0.174

Random Tree

68

CO

Classifier

Number of Features after
Feature Selection
51

It is only the total time spent on the help option that determines whether a
student is a Novice or an Advanced student for conceptual prompts as seen in
Figure 7.8 (Table 7.12 has the confusion matrix). This is the same outcome as in
Section 7.2.1.
option3_totaltimespent > 0.37877: novice (7.0)
: advanced (6.0/1.0)
Figure 7.8 W-PART model for conceptual prompts (PK)
Table 7.12 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CO, W-PART)

Predicted Novice

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

8

3

72.73

3

5

62.50

72.73

62.50

-

Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

Students with transitions from the canvas to the help option making up less than
21% of all their transitions are Novices if they have an average number of
submissions to correctly solved problems exceeding a normalised value of 0.29
(see Figure 7.9). This means that while Novices refer to their solution when
answering these reflective prompts, they may be hesitant to ask for help.
Advanced students on the other hand are defined by the longest fixation
duration on the second option, which has no obvious interpretation. Table 7.13
gives the confusion matrix.
option3_proptransfrom_canvas <= 0.211033 AND
avg_submissions > 0.285714: novice (6.88)
option2_longestfixation <= 0.321528: advanced (4.0)
: novice (2.13/1.0)
Figure 7.9 W-PART model for reflective prompts (PK)
Table 7.13 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (RE, W-PART)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)
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True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

10

6

62.50

1

2

66.67

90.91

25.00

-

For corrective action prompts, Novices are again determined by the average
number of submissions made to correctly solved problems and the proportion of
transitions from the prompt text to option1 (see Figure 7.10). This makes sense
for the mean number of submissions because we expect Advanced students to
require fewer submissions to correctly solve problems than Novices as they know
more despite there being no significant differences in the distribution of this
metric in Section 5.6. There is no particular reason that the proportion of
transitions from the prompt text to the first option would be an important feature
to classify students however. Table 7.14 shows the confusion matrix.
avg_submissions > 0.285714: novice (6.0)
option1_proptransfrom_prompt_text <= 0.283465: novice (3.0/1.0)
: advanced (3.0)
Figure 7.10 W-PART model for corrective action prompts (PK)
Table 7.14 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CA, W-PART)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

9

5

64.29

2

2

50.00

81.82

28.57

-

Both Advanced and Novice students have transitions from the help option to the
first option for conceptual reinforcement prompts as seen in Figure 7.11 (the
corresponding confusion matrix is in Table 7.15). Because the correctness of each
option is not considered in the input features, we cannot pinpoint the exact
reason as to why this occurs.

6Advanced, 11 Novices

2 Advanced

Figure 7.11 Random Tree model for conceptual reinforcement prompts (PK)
Table 7.15 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CR, Random Tree)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)
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True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

1

2

66.67

90.91

25.00

-

10

6

62.50

7.3. CLASSIFICATION USING SEPARATED PROMPT FEATURES
We also generated an individual feature vector for each valid prompt separately.
This allows us to investigate finer-grained features than those in Section 7.2.
The number of feature vectors generated per participant is equivalent to the
number of prompts seen by that participant. The updated features are shown in
Table 7.16 (the last 3 rows remain unchanged because the features are sessionspecific).
Table 7.16 Features generated from the EER-Tutor logs (separated prompts)

Feature (Unit)

Description

Time spent on prompt (seconds)

The time spent on this prompt, that is the time
between it appearing and a choice being submitted

Prompt choice correctness

The correctness of the choice made for this prompt

Constraint discussed

The constraint discussed for this prompt

Number of correctly solved problems

The number of problems correctly solved by the
student during the whole session

Mean/Total number of submissions
for correctly solved problems

The mean/total number of submissions for each
correctly solved problem during the whole session

Mean/Total time spent on correctly The mean/total time spent on correctly solved
solved problems (seconds)
problems during the whole session

The eye-gaze features are generated using EMDAT (see Section 3.3) with the
feedback area AOI was broken down into its prompt text and option areas as
shown in Figure 6.7. Invalid prompts are excluded as discussed in Section 6.3.1:
the data from 4 students’ sessions were considered invalid (2 Novices and 2
Advanced students, 1 Low Achiever and 3 High Achievers). We also exclude the
saccade-related measures generated by EMDAT as described above. The
remaining 147 eye-gaze features are again used for classification (described in
Section 3.3).

7.3.1. CLASSIFICATION USING EYE-GAZE FEATURES
As seen in Table 7.17, the performance of classifiers varies with prompt type and
a different number of features are not discarded by the feature selection step.
Table 7.17 Classifier performance with eye-gaze data

Prompt Type

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

CO

67.65

0.263

Decision Tree

65

RE

63.84

0.173

W-JRip

68

CA

73.44

0.117

W-PART

68

CR

65.25

0.216

Decision Tree

80
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Classifier

Number of Features
after Feature Selection

Table 7.18 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CO, Decision Tree)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

39

39

50.00

75.78

50.65

122

38

76.25

-

The Decision Tree classifier performs best for conceptual prompts, with the
prompt text and option features making up the bulk of the deciding features (see
Figure 7.12). Further performance details are given in Table 7.18. Interestingly,
some Advanced students are making use of the canvas despite this being a
problem-independent prompt. These students may be using the error highlighted
on the diagram to think about the overall domain concept. That is, Advanced
students may already be jumping ahead and asking themselves the sorts of
questions asked by later prompts in order to understand and correct their errors.
Table 7.19 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (RE, W-JRip)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

140

67

67.63

36

39

52.00

79.55

36.79

-

For reflective prompts, the related to the options and prompt text are used to
categorise students (Figure 7.13). Table 7.19 shows the corresponding confusion
matrix. More of the Advanced students consider all 3 options as well as having
fewer within prompt text transitions. Interestingly the expected use of the canvas
is not a factor in categorising students.
Table 7.20 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CA, W-PART)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

44

12

78.57

5

3

37.50

89.80

20.00

-

The features relating to the prompt text and options also appear in the classifier
model output for corrective action prompts (see Figure 7.14). See Table 7.20 for
the confusion matrix. Some Novices have higher proportions of transitions from
the help option, suggesting that they may be unaware that they require help or
unwilling to ask for it. In addition, some Novices make no use of the canvas in
conjunction with the prompt text despite considering the options for this
problem-dependent prompt.
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Table 7.21 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CR, Decision Tree)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

37

37

50.00

75.97

45.12

117

45

72.22

-

For conceptual reinforcement prompts, the Decision Tree performs the best
(confusion matrix given in Table 7.21). Figure 7.15 shows the model output,
which noticeably considers the overall mean fixation duration of the student in
order to classify him/her. The mean fixation duration is the average amount of
time for a single fixation. Other features are related to the prompt text and
options. Both Prior Knowledge groups are found all around the Decision Tree but
it should be noted that there is a threshold mean fixation duration value that if
exceeded means the student is a Novice. One possible explanation of long fixation
durations is that Novices find the prompts difficult to understand [105].
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option1_proptransfrom_prompt_text > 0.076
|
option3_totaltimespent > 0.076
|
|
prompt_text_proportiontime > 0.690: advanced {novice=0, advanced=4}
|
|
prompt_text_proportiontime ≤ 0.690
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.110
|
|
|
|
option3_totaltimespent > 0.127
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_longestfixation > 0.170
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proportiontime > 0.511: novice {novice=4, advanced=1}
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proportiontime ≤ 0.511: advanced {novice=1, advanced=13}
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_longestfixation ≤ 0.170: novice {novice=3, advanced=0}
|
|
|
|
option3_totaltimespent ≤ 0.127
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proportiontime > 0.566: advanced {novice=0, advanced=2}
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proportiontime ≤ 0.566: novice {novice=15, advanced=0}
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option2 ≤ 0.110
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_longestfixation > 0.202
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.274: advanced {novice=1, advanced=1}
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proptransfrom_option2 ≤ 0.274: novice {novice=21, advanced=0}
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_longestfixation ≤ 0.202
|
|
|
|
|
option2_fixationrate > 0.380: advanced {novice=0, advanced=3}
|
|
|
|
|
option2_fixationrate ≤ 0.380: novice {novice=5, advanced=0}
|
option3_totaltimespent ≤ 0.076
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate > 0.384
|
|
|
canvas_proptransfrom_option1 > 0.215: novice {novice=2, advanced=0}
|
|
|
canvas_proptransfrom_option1 ≤ 0.215
|
|
|
|
option1_totaltimespent > 0.039
|
|
|
|
|
option1_totaltimespent > 0.170: novice {novice=2, advanced=1}
|
|
|
|
|
option1_totaltimespent ≤ 0.170
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate > 0.567
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
canvas_fixationrate > 0.158: advanced {novice=0, advanced=3}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
canvas_fixationrate ≤ 0.158: novice {novice=2, advanced=1}
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate ≤ 0.567: advanced {novice=0, advanced=21}
|
|
|
|
option1_totaltimespent ≤ 0.039: novice {novice=2, advanced=1}
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate ≤ 0.384: novice {novice=6, advanced=1}
|
|
|
|
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|
option1_proptransfrom_prompt_text ≤ 0.076
|
prompt_text_proportiontime > 0.897: advanced {novice=0, advanced=3}
|
prompt_text_proportiontime ≤ 0.897
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_canvas > 0.029
|
|
|
canvas_fixationrate > 0.337: advanced {novice=1, advanced=6}
|
|
|
canvas_fixationrate ≤ 0.337
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate > 0.519: advanced {novice=1, advanced=1}
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate ≤ 0.519: novice {novice=4, advanced=0}
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_canvas ≤ 0.029
|
|
|
option1_fixationrate > 0.546
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proportiontime > 0.251: advanced {novice=0, advanced=4}
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proportiontime ≤ 0.251: novice {novice=5, advanced=1}
|
|
|
option1_fixationrate ≤ 0.546
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option3 > 0.075
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate > 0.455: novice {novice=7, advanced=0}
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate ≤ 0.455
|
|
|
|
|
|
option2_proptransfrom_option3 > 0.067: advanced {novice=0, advanced=3}
|
|
|
|
|
|
option2_proptransfrom_option3 ≤ 0.067: novice {novice=1, advanced=1}
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option3 ≤ 0.075
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.408
|
|
|
|
|
|
option2_proptransfrom_prompt_text > 0.028: advanced {novice=1, advanced=3}
|
|
|
|
|
|
option2_proptransfrom_prompt_text ≤ 0.028: novice {novice=6, advanced=0}
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option2 ≤ 0.408
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proportiontime > 0.835: advanced {novice=1, advanced=1}
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proportiontime ≤ 0.835
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate > 0.608
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.294
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
canvas_totaltimespent > 0.086: advanced {novice=0, advanced=2}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
canvas_totaltimespent ≤ 0.086: novice {novice=2, advanced=0}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option2 ≤ 0.294: novice {novice=12, advanced=0}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate ≤ 0.608: novice {novice=56, advanced=0}
Figure 7.12 Decision Tree model for conceptual prompts (PK)
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(option2_fixationrate >= 0.215262) and (option1_totaltimespent >= 0.13148) => Expertise=advanced (47.0/17.0)
(option3_proptransfrom_option2 >= 0.075) and (prompt_text_proptransfrom_prompt_text <= 0.125) =>
Expertise=advanced (35.0/13.0)
=> Expertise=novice (200.0/54.0)
Figure 7.13 W-JRip model for reflective prompts (PK)

canvas_proptransfrom_prompt_text
option1_proptransfrom_option3 <=
option1_proptransfrom_option3 <=
option2_proptransfrom_option3 <=

= 0 AND
0.210526 AND
0.1875 AND
0.418605: novice (22.0/4.0)

option1_proptransfrom_option3 > 0.210526: novice (14.0)
: advanced (7.0/1.0)
Figure 7.14 W-PART model for corrective action prompts (PK)
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meanfixationduration > 0.380: novice {novice=38, advanced=1}
meanfixationduration ≤ 0.380
|
option3_proptransfrom_option3 > 0.038
|
|
meanfixationduration > 0.089
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate > 0.242
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option1 > 0.189
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.480: novice {novice=3, advanced=0}
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option2 ≤ 0.480: advanced {novice=0, advanced=19}
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option1 ≤ 0.189
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate > 0.258
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_prompt_text > 0.093
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate > 0.273: novice {novice=9, advanced=0}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate ≤ 0.273: advanced {novice=1, advanced=2}
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_prompt_text ≤ 0.093
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.152
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
meanfixationduration > 0.107
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_totaltimespent > 0.059: novice {novice=6, advanced=0}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_totaltimespent ≤ 0.059
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option1 > 0.200: novice {novice=2, advanced=0}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option1 ≤ 0.200: advanced {novice=0, advanced=3}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
meanfixationduration ≤ 0.107: advanced {novice=0, advanced=2}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option2 ≤ 0.152
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option3 > 0.089: advanced {novice=0, advanced=8}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option3 ≤ 0.089
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_totaltimespent > 0.125: novice {novice=2, advanced=0}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_totaltimespent ≤ 0.125: advanced {novice=0, advanced=2}
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate ≤ 0.258: advanced {novice=0, advanced=8}
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate ≤ 0.242
|
|
|
|
option3_fixationrate > 0.306: novice {novice=10, advanced=0}
|
|
|
|
option3_fixationrate ≤ 0.306
|
|
|
|
|
meanfixationduration > 0.310
|
|
|
|
|
|
meanfixationduration > 0.331: advanced {novice=1, advanced=2}
|
|
|
|
|
|
meanfixationduration ≤ 0.331: novice {novice=4, advanced=0}
|
|
|
|
|
meanfixationduration ≤ 0.310: advanced {novice=0, advanced=4}
|
|
meanfixationduration ≤ 0.089: novice {novice=9, advanced=1}
|
|
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

option3_proptransfrom_option3 ≤ 0.038
|
prompt_text_proptransfrom_option1 > 0.343: advanced {novice=2, advanced=7}
|
prompt_text_proptransfrom_option1 ≤ 0.343
|
|
meanfixationduration > 0.356: advanced {novice=0, advanced=4}
|
|
meanfixationduration ≤ 0.356
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_canvas > 0.300: advanced {novice=0, advanced=2}
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_canvas ≤ 0.300
|
|
|
|
option2_fixationrate > 0.270
|
|
|
|
|
option1_fixationrate > 0.397: novice {novice=32, advanced=1}
|
|
|
|
|
option1_fixationrate ≤ 0.397
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_prompt_text > 0.074: novice {novice=15, advanced=1}
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_prompt_text ≤ 0.074
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option2_fixationrate > 0.319
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
meanfixationduration > 0.283: novice {novice=2, advanced=0}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
meanfixationduration ≤ 0.283: advanced {novice=0, advanced=7}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option2_fixationrate ≤ 0.319: novice {novice=5, advanced=0}
|
|
|
|
option2_fixationrate ≤ 0.270
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate > 0.296
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.233: advanced {novice=0, advanced=2}
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proptransfrom_option2 ≤ 0.233: novice {novice=12, advanced=1}
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate ≤ 0.296
|
|
|
|
|
|
meanfixationduration > 0.303: novice {novice=1, advanced=1}
|
|
|
|
|
|
meanfixationduration ≤ 0.303: advanced {novice=0, advanced=4}
Figure 7.15 Decision Tree model for conceptual reinforcement prompts (PK)
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7.3.2. CLASSIFICATION USING EER-T UTOR FEATURES
The number of features remaining after feature selection for each of the prompt
types and the classifiers’ accuracy and kappa statistics are given in Table 7.22.
Table 7.22 Classifier performance with EER-Tutor data

Prompt Type

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

Classifier

Number of Features
after Feature Selection

CO

99.55

0.989

W-J48

8

RE

100.00

1.00

W-J48

8

CA

91.67

0.712

Decision Tree

8

CR

99.07

0.977

Decision Tree

8

99.07

0.977

W-J48

99.07

0.977

W-JRip

The classifier output for conceptual prompts is shown in Figure 7.16 (Table 7.23
includes more performance details). The mean/total number of submissions made
and total time spent on correctly solved problems determine whether the student
is a Novice or Advanced. Some Novices have a low mean number of submissions
for example whereas an Advanced student would have a lower total number of
submissions. This demonstrates that while Novices solve fewer problems
correctly, they require a lot of submissions to do so as they do not have as much
domain knowledge and make more errors.
avg_submissions = 0: novice (61.0)
avg_submissions > 0
|
avg_submissions <= 0.285714
|
|
avg_submissions <= 0.142857
|
|
|
total_submissions <= 0.071429: advanced (3.0)
|
|
|
total_submissions > 0.071429: novice (13.0)
|
|
avg_submissions > 0.142857: advanced (38.0)
|
avg_submissions > 0.285714
|
|
total_time <= 0.323004: novice (57.0)
|
|
total_time > 0.323004
|
|
|
total_time <= 0.440948: advanced (15.0)
|
|
|
total_time > 0.440948
|
|
|
|
total_submissions <= 0.142857: advanced (5.0)
|
|
|
|
total_submissions > 0.142857: novice (30.0)
Figure 7.16 W-J48 model for conceptual prompts (PK)
Table 7.23 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CO, W-J48)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

161

1

99.38

0

60

100.00

100.00

98.36

-
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Table 7.24 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (RE, W-J48)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

0

85

100.00

100.00

100.00

-

176

0

100.00

Figure 7.17 outlines the tree output by the W-J48 classifier for reflective prompts
(see Table 7.24 for the confusion matrix). The results are comparable to those of
conceptual prompts. A difference does exist however as students who have
completely solved more problems but have a similar mean and total number of
submissions for these correctly solved problems are Novices. These students may
have pre-test scores that are closer to the median cut-off point than other
Novices and therefore are ‘better’ than other Novices so perform similarly to
Advanced students.
avg_submissions = 0: novice (64.0)
avg_submissions > 0
|
total_submissions <= 0.928571
|
|
avg_submissions <= 0.285714
|
|
|
avg_submissions <= 0.142857
|
|
|
|
total_submissions <= 0.071429: advanced (3.0)
|
|
|
|
total_submissions > 0.071429: novice (12.0)
|
|
|
avg_submissions > 0.142857: advanced (42.0)
|
|
avg_submissions > 0.285714
|
|
|
total_submissions <= 0.571429
|
|
|
|
total_submissions <= 0.142857: advanced (4.0)
|
|
|
|
total_submissions > 0.142857: novice (55.0)
|
|
|
total_submissions > 0.571429
|
|
|
|
correctly_solved <= 0.666667: advanced (36.0)
|
|
|
|
correctly_solved > 0.666667: novice (14.0)
|
total_submissions > 0.928571: novice (31.0)
Figure 7.17 W-J48 model for reflective prompts (PK)

The Prior Knowledge group of a student answering a corrective action prompt is
determined firstly by the total time spent on correctly solved problems (see
Figure 7.18). Students who spend less time but have a higher total number of
submissions than others are usually Novices as we would expect. In contrast,
students who spend more time answering correctly solved problems and answer
the current prompt correctly are Advanced if they spend a shorter mean/total
amount of time correctly solving problems. Table 7.25 gives the confusion matrix.
Table 7.25 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CA, Decision Tree)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)
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True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

47

8

94.00

2

3

80.00

95.92

72.73

-

26 Novices

6 Advanced 15 Novices 3 Advanced

8 Novices

2 Advanced

Figure 7.18 Decision Tree for corrective action prompts (PK)

The W-JRip classifier model for conceptual reinforcement prompts is shown in
Figure 7.19 (see Table 7.26 for the confusion matrix). The other two classifiers
perform equally so only one is chosen for further discussion. The only noticeably
different result from the prompt types above is that a student who is viewing a
dialogue about constraint 98 and has made a total number of attempts at
correctly solved problems within a certain range is Advanced. This constraint is
violated when the student specifies total participation instead of partial
participation for an entity. The domain concept is complex and so some Advanced
students struggle with it.
(total_time >= 0.323004) and (avg_time <= 0.175555) =>
Expertise=advanced (35.0/0.0)
(total_submissions <= 0.285714) and (avg_submissions >= 0.214286) and
(avg_submissions <= 0.428571) => Expertise=advanced (23.0/0.0)
(constraint_discussed = 98) and (total_submissions <= 0.071429) and
(total_submissions >= 0.071429) => Expertise=advanced (2.0/0.0)
=> Expertise=novice (154.0/0.0)
Figure 7.19 W-JRip model for conceptual reinforcement prompts (PK)
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Table 7.26 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CR, –W-JRip)

Predicted Novice

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

0

58

100.00

100.00

96.67

-

154

Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

2

98.72

7.3.3. CLASSIFICATION USING EYE-GAZE AND EER-TUTOR FEATURES
In this Section, we combined the features used in the previous two Sections and
ran the same classifiers on the combined feature set. For each of the prompt
types, classifier performance is shown in Table 7.27. Both W-J48 and W-JRip
perform well for reflective prompts but only W-J48 is discussed further as the
outputs are similar.
Table 7.27 Classifier performance with eye-gaze and EER-Tutor data

Prompt Type

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

Classifier

Number of Features
after Feature Selection

CO

99.51

0.988

W-JRip

73

RE

99.17

0.981

W-J48

76

99.17

0.981

W-JRip

CA

84.75

0.390

W-JRip

75

CR

99.51

0.988

W-JRip

87

As seen in Figure 7.20, the mean/total number of submissions made to correctly
solved problems as well as the mean/total time spent on these problems defines
the Prior Knowledge group members. Advanced students for example spend more
time on correctly solved problems overall which is reflected by them completing
more problems than Novices. This total time therefore averages to a lower
amount of time spent per correctly solved problem for Advanced students. Table
7.28 contains the confusion matrix for the W-JRip classifier.
(total_time >= 0.323004) and (avg_time <= 0.175555) =>
expertise=advanced (29.0/0.0)
(total_submissions <= 0.285714) and (avg_submissions >= 0.214286) and
(avg_submissions <= 0.428571) => expertise=advanced (27.0/0.0)
(total_submissions <= 0.071429) and (total_submissions >= 0.071429) =>
expertise=advanced (2.0/0.0)
=> expertise=novice (145.0/0.0)
Figure 7.20 W-JRip model for conceptual prompts (PK)
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Table 7.28 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CO, W-JRip)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

0

57

100.00

100.00

98.28

-

145

1

99.32

Figure 7.21 demonstrates that a simple feature such as the number of correctly
solved problems is sufficient to differentiate Novices form Advanced students.
Other branches are similar to those given in the previous Section and there are
no unexpected results. The corresponding confusion matrix is provided in Table
7.29.
correctly_solved = 0: novice (51.0)
correctly_solved > 0
|
avg_submissions <= 0.285714
|
|
avg_submissions <= 0.142857
|
|
|
total_time <= 0.108733: novice (21.0)
|
|
|
total_time > 0.108733: advanced (2.0)
|
|
avg_submissions > 0.142857: advanced (38.0)
|
avg_submissions > 0.285714
|
|
total_time <= 0.323004: novice (61.0)
|
|
total_time > 0.323004
|
|
|
total_time <= 0.440948: advanced (34.0)
|
|
|
total_time > 0.440948
|
|
|
|
total_submissions <= 0.142857: advanced (4.0)
|
|
|
|
total_submissions > 0.142857: novice (29.0)
Figure 7.21 W-J48 model for reflective prompts (PK)

Corrective action prompts are the only prompt type that has both eye-gaze and
EER-Tutor features in the output classifier model (see Figure 7.22). The
confusion matrix for this W-JRip model is shown Table 7.30. Sometimes even
Advanced students require numerous attempts to correctly solve a problem, but
the short total amount of time spent doing so suggests that these students may
be able to quickly correct errors or simple make a lot of small errors. There is
also evidence of Advanced students looking at all 3 options.
Table 7.29 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (RE, W-J48)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

144

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

162

2

98.78

0

76

100.00

100.00

97.44

-

(total_time >= 0.323004) and (avg_time <= 0.175555) =>
expertise=advanced (6.0/0.0)
(option3_proptransfrom_option2 >= 0.280702) and
(option2_proptransfrom_option1 <= 0.285714) => expertise=advanced
(3.0/0.0)
(total_time <= 0.101981) and (total_submissions >= 0.214286) =>
expertise=advanced (2.0/0.0)
=> expertise=novice (48.0/0.0)
Figure 7.22 W-JRip model for corrective action prompts (PK)
Table 7.30 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CA, W-JRip)

Predicted Novice

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

46

7

86.79

2

4

66.67

95.83

36.36

-

Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

In the case of conceptual reinforcement prompts, Figure 7.23 shows that the
mean/total time spent on and mean/total number of attempts made at correctly
solved problems again differentiate Novices and Advanced students. The
confusion matrix in Table 7.31 shows that only one student is misclassified,
which reinforces the importance of these features. The only difference from the
result in the previous Section is that the rule that included constraint 98 is no
longer output, which has lead to a minute improvement in accuracy.
(total_time >= 0.323004) and (avg_time <= 0.175555) =>
expertise=advanced (35.0/0.0)
(total_submissions <= 0.285714) and (avg_submissions >= 0.214286) and
(avg_submissions <= 0.428571) => expertise=advanced (22.0/0.0)
=> expertise=novice (147.0/1.0)
Figure 7.23 W-JRip model for conceptual reinforcement prompts (PK)
Table 7.31 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CR, W-JRip)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

145

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

146

1

99.32

0

57

100.00

100.00

98.28

-

7.4. CLASSIFICATION USING FEATURE VECTOR SUBSET
In the previous Sections, we used all of the generated feature vectors to classify
the students. We also investigated whether we could use only a subset of the
generated feature vectors and obtain reasonably accurate classifications. The
feature vectors from the first two problems were therefore using during the
training stage and testing was carried out with the feature vectors generated for
the final problem. This is to simulate how we would actually use the classifiers
for online classification of students by using only partial data and not the data
collected from the whole session.
The feature vectors used in this Section are the same as in Section 7.3 as are the
classifiers. In addition, we classify students using only eye-gaze features, only
EER-Tutor log features as well as combining features from both data sources.
Furthermore we analyse the prompts in regards to the Prior Knowledge
groupings only because this grouping’s results have been more accurate than for
Achievement groups thus far.
Using only the eye-gaze data, we obtained accuracies ranging from 60.94%
accuracy for conceptual reinforcement prompts to 75.00% accuracy for corrective
action prompts (see Table 7.32). This is an interesting result as the greatest
accuracy is for corrective action prompts, which are seen the least often. A
breakdown of the performance of the most accurate classifier for each prompt
type is given in Table 7.33-7.36.
Table 7.32 Classifier performance with eye-gaze data

Prompt Type

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

CO

63.08

0.232

W-JRip

74

RE

61.04

0.255

Decision Tree

68

CA

75.00

0.375

Decision Tree

84

CR

60.94

0.205

W-JRip

78

146

Classifier

Number of Features
after Feature Selection

Table 7.33 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CO, W-JRip)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

27

11

71.05

13

14

51.85

67.50

56.00

-

Table 7.34 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (RE, Decision Tree)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

24

27

52.94

45.45

81.82

-

20

6

76.92

Table 7.35 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CA, Decision Tree)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

3

3

50.00

80.00

60.00

-

12

2

85.71

Table 7.36 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CR, W-JRip)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

147

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

16

14

46.67

60.98

60.87

-

25

9

73.53

Table 7.37 Classifier performance with EER-Tutor data

Prompt Type

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

CO

100.00

1.00

RE

94.29

0.876

CA

-

-

CR

100.00

1.000

Classifier

Number of Features
after Feature Selection

W-JRip

8

Decision Tree

8

-

8

W-JRip

8

We were able to build much more accurate classifiers using on the EER-Tutor
features as seen in Table 7.37. Table 7.38-7.40 give the corresponding confusion
matrices. Please note that none of the classifiers performed well for corrective
action prompts, often simply categorising all of the students into one of the two
Prior Knowledge groups. This may be a result of corrective action prompts being
the fewest in number, especially as they are not a part of all tutorial dialogues,
so more data may yield better results.
Table 7.38 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CO, W-JRip)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

0

20

100.00

100.00

100.00

-

40

0

100.00

Table 7.39 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (RE, Decision Tree)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

1

23

95.83

97.73

88.46

-

43

3

93.48

Table 7.40 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CR, W-JRip)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

148

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

0

14

100.00

100.00

87.50

-

41

2

95.35

Table 7.41 Classifier performance with eye-gaze and EER-Tutor data

Prompt Type

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

Classifier

Number of Features
after Feature Selection

CO

96.30

0.919

Decision Tree

80

RE

95.31

0.899

Decision Tree

76

CA

-

-

-

89

CR

100.00

1.00

W-JRip

85

As seen in Table 7.41, the corrective action prompt data from the first two
problems again cannot be used to accurately classify students according to their
behaviour when interacting with tutorial dialogues in the third problem despite
combing the eye-gaze and EER-Tutor features. The accuracy of classifying
students based on interaction with conceptual prompts worsens slightly but
improves for reflective prompts while remaining at 100.00% for conceptual
reinforcement prompts. The confusion matrices for each of the prompt types are
given in Table 7.42-7.44.
Table 7.42 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CO, Decision Tree)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

1

18

94.74

97.14

94.74

-

34

1

97.14

Table 7.43 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (RE, Decision Tree)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

1

22

95.65

97.50

91.67

-

39

2

95.12

Table 7.44 Confusion matrix for the PK groups (CR, W-JRip)

Predicted Novice
Predicted Advanced
Class Recall (%)

149

True Novice

True Advanced

Class Precision (%)

0

16

100.00

100.00

100.00

-

39

0

100.00

7.5. DISCUSSION OF PARTICIPANT CLASSIFICATION
Given the ability to classify students, an ITS can then be extended so that it
adapts its behaviour based on the students’ behaviour. Students can be directed
towards what Advanced students do where possible or more detailed
explanations can be given in the prompts if the system detects the student
behaves like a Novice.
We used eye-gaze data, EER-Tutor data and a combination of the two in order to
build classifiers that would place participants into the correct Prior Knowledge
group according to their interactions with prompts of each type. We also
analysed feature vectors that represented an aggregate of each student’s
behaviour and performance as well as separating out prompts into individual
feature vectors.
As seen in Table 7.45, the data source that gives the best classification varies
with prompt type for the aggregated prompts. Nevertheless, in the cases where
the combined feature set performed as well as using only eye-gaze or better, the
eye-gaze features remained the only deciding factors in the output models.
Because these models differed from those output for each individual data source,
this means that the addition of the EER-Tutor features resulted in a different
subset of features being removed following feature selection. Corrective action
prompts are the only prompt type for which EER-Tutor features outperform
other data sources. This may be because corrective action prompts are seen very
infrequently and there may not be enough prompts seen to give representative
aggregates for eye-gaze metrics for each Prior Knowledge group.
Table 7.45 The best classifiers by prompt type (aggregated prompts)

Prompt Type

Data Source

CO

RE

CA

CR
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Accuracy (%)

Kappa

Classifier

Eye-gaze

68.42

0.352

Random Tree

EER-Tutor

52.63

0.012

Random Tree

Combined

68.42

0.352

W-PART

Eye-gaze

63.16

0.174

Random Tree

EER-Tutor

52.63

0.076

Random Tree

Combined

63.16

0.174

W-PART

Eye-gaze

61.11

0.160

Rule Induction

EER-Tutor

66.67

0.299

W-J48

Combined

61.11

0.113

W-PART

Eye-gaze

57.89

0.136

Decision Tree

EER-Tutor

52.63

0.012

Random Tree

Combined

63.16

0.174

Random Tree

Table 7.46 The best classifiers by prompt type (separated prompts)

Prompt Type

Data Source

CO

RE

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

Eye-gaze

67.65

0.263

Decision Tree

EER-Tutor

99.55

0.989

W-J48

Combined

99.51

0.988

W-JRip

Eye-gaze

63.84

0.173

W-JRip

100.00

1.00

W-J48

Combined

99.17

0.981

W-J48

Eye-gaze

73.44

0.117

W-PART

EER-Tutor

91.67

0.712

Decision Tree

Combined

84.75

0.390

W-JRip

Eye-gaze

99.07

0.977

Decision Tree

EER-Tutor

98.35

0.965

W-JRip

Combined

99.51

0.988

W-JRip

EER-Tutor
CA

CR

Classifier

In contrast, apart from corrective action prompts, the EER-Tutor features
dominated the features that were output as part of the models for the separated
prompt vectors when we combined the feature sets. Because the accuracies
improved so greatly when the prompts were processed as separate prompts (see
Table 7.46), it may be that the eye-gaze metrics we have chosen to use are too
fine-grained to use at the prompt level as mentioned above.
Using data from the first two problems to build classifiers, we were able to
categorise students based on their interactions with the tutorial dialogues for the
final problem (see Table 7.47). This demonstrates that online classification of
students is possible as we would be using partial data and not data from the
whole session to determine groupings in real-time. The accuracies again differed
by prompt type and ranged from 75.00% accuracy for corrective action prompts to
100.00% accuracy for both conceptual and conceptual reinforcement prompts.
These results are encouraging as they clearly demonstrate the benefit of using
eye-gaze data to augment our understanding of students. Only eye-gaze features
were able to classify students based on interactions with corrective action
prompts data for example.
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Table 7.47 The best classifiers by prompt type (separated prompts, training: problems
1 and 2 data, testing: problem 3 data)

Prompt Type

Data Source

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

CO

Eye-gaze

63.08

0.232

W-JRip

100.00

1.00

W-JRip

Combined

96.30

0.919

Decision Tree

Eye-gaze

61.04

0.255

Decision Tree

EER-Tutor

94.29

0.876

Decision Tree

Combined

95.31

0.899

Decision Tree

Eye-gaze

75.00

0.375

Decision Tree

EER-Tutor

-

-

-

Combined

-

-

-

60.94

0.205

W-JRip

EER-Tutor

100.00

1.000

W-JRip

Combined

100.00

1.00

W-JRip

EER-Tutor
RE

CA

CR

152

Eye-gaze

Classifier

Chapter 8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
From observation, not all students interact in the same way with tutorial
dialogues in EER-Tutor. Tutorial dialogues simulate the one-on-one discussions
that occur in classroom environments between a human tutor and a student and
so it is understandable that there are differences between students. This thesis
successfully determined the effect of behavioural differences on the student’s
overall performance, visual attention and so on. In addition, we pinpointed the
dissimilarities in the interactions of different groups of students with the
dialogues using both EER-Tutor and eye-gaze data. We used the findings to build
classifiers that group students based on these two sources of interaction data as
well as a combination of the two data sources with up to 100% accuracy.
It is therefore clear that this project contributes to the current research by giving
a better understanding of how different students interact with tutorial dialogues
in EER-Tutor. In addition, this thesis expands the current eye-tracking work to
encompass constraint-based ITSs and demonstrates that using eye-gaze data can
outperform using only EER-Tutor data for student classification. The findings
can be used to aid EER-Tutor to detect sub-optimal student behaviour from
EER-Tutor and/or eye-gaze logs in order to intervene when needed and better
guide students’ learning.
EER-Tutor is a constraint-based ITS that utilises tutorial dialogues to fill gaps
in student knowledge. When a student submits an erroneous solution, an error is
adaptively selected and the corresponding tutorial dialogue is initiated to discuss
it. Each dialogue is made up of a number of multi-choice prompts. Students
therefore interact with the prompt by selecting the option s/he considers correct
or indicating that s/he does not know the answer or requires help (for example by
choosing “I don’t know”). Conceptual prompts are first and discuss the domain
concept the student is having difficulty with independently of the problem
context (usually asking for a concept’s definition). An additional, simpler
conceptual prompt is given to the student if the first prompt is answered
incorrectly. A reflective prompt then explicitly asks the student to explain why
his/her solution is incorrect and names the incorrect construct. The student is
asked to choose how to best correct the error in a corrective action prompt. A
conceptual reinforcement concludes the dialogue and allows the student to review
the domain concept learned. This final prompt is also problem-independent.
One of the obvious factors behind the differences in behaviour is the amount of
prior knowledge; another is learning ability as measured by the student’s
learning gain. We therefore defined two independent groupings for this thesis: a
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student is either a Novice or Advanced student (Prior Knowledge grouping) and
is also a LA or a HA (Achievement grouping).
We found that students pay attention to the prompt text. Attention is given to
reflective and conceptual reinforcement prompts in particular. Reflective prompts
are interesting because they discuss the error in the context of the problem so
students can directly see the value of reading and thinking about these prompts.
The conceptual reinforcement prompts give feedback on the student’s answer to
the previous corrective action prompt. This is important to students as they
clearly need this information to confirm the corrective action required for the
current error.
We predicted whether a specific constraint would be violated on its next
occurrence with an accuracy of over 74%. An ITS can use this information to
adapt or enhance the dialogue content, perhaps showing an example of the same
error in a different context and explaining why it is wrong and how to correct it.
We found that students had difficulty with the participation concept. This is a
complex concept that requires a lot of knowledge about entities and relationships
as well as a deep understanding of the problem scenario. Students therefore only
satisfy this constraint if they have sufficient knowledge and can answer prompts
correctly.
The differences between the Prior Knowledge groups are seen through Advanced
students solving more problems, making fewer errors, and spending less time on
prompts. Advanced students are also generally focussed, switching less
frequently between different AOIs and eventually looking only at areas relevant
to the task at hand. EER-Tutor can therefore point out the important AOIs when
it finds students are not looking at them. Novices often answer prompts
incorrectly because they have misconceptions and/or missing domain knowledge.
Furthermore, Novices are overwhelmed by more complex problems despite
seeming to understand the same concept when it is in a simpler scenario.
Novices may also be unaware that they need further assistance, spending a lot of
time trying to understand the domain concept discussed in the prompt content
and choosing an answer. EER-Tutor can potentially intervene in these cases and
give more detailed instructional material.
Fewer differences were revealed by the Achievement grouping, possibly due to
the large overlap with Prior Knowledge groups. LAs see more dialogues so have
more opportunities to become familiar with the problem so spend less time
looking at the problem statement per prompt. Where both groups refer to the
problem statement, HAs appear to better distinguish the relevant parts of the
scenario text. We can therefore investigate whether the whole problem
statement should be visible to students at all times.
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Classifier performance varies with prompt type and data coarseness (aggregated
versus separated prompt data). For aggregated prompts, better or equally
accurate classification is achieved when classifiers are built using both EERTutor and eye-gaze data. Because the eye-gaze data featured prominently in the
output even when combined with EER-Tutor data, the eye-gaze metrics may be
too fine-grained. Nevertheless, we obtained accuracies of at least 63% (the best
classifier had 68.42% accuracy) and so the cost of eye-tracking is justified. EERTutor data gave at least 91% classification accuracy when prompts were
separated (the best performance was 100% accuracy). Where combined data gave
similar performance, only EER-Tutor features were in the final model so the
learning algorithm may not be properly tuned or EER-Tutor features are
sufficient to classify students. More importantly, we demonstrated the potential
of online student classification: classifiers trained with the data collected from
the first two problems gave at least 60% accuracy using data from the last
problem (the best classifiers had 100% accuracy).
With continuous improvements being made to eye-tracking technologies, the
possibility of using the obtained results as part of EER-Tutor and with multiple
students is realistic. This is particularly so as eye-tracking technology is
becoming less expensive over time, helped by initiatives to reasonably accurately
track eye-gaze using cheaper, widespread technologies such as webcams. Web
services are also being developed to enable real-time analysis of eye-tracker data
[88], which would make the classification process easier.

8.1. EFFECT OF INCREASING PROBLEM DIFFICULTY
We briefly looked into the effect of the problem’s difficulty on the students’
overall performance with EER-Tutor and the tutorial dialogues.
The most difficult problem requires more attempts and students make more
errors than for the easiest problem as expected. The time spent per problemindependent prompt also decreases with problem difficulty, possibly because of
their repetitive nature. In addition, twenty-four students solved problems in
chronological order (easiest to hardest); the differences may therefore reflect the
students’ tiredness, boredom or familiarity with the prompt content. Students do
appear to identify and focus less on this irrelevant AOI with experience however.
The toolbar use increases with problem difficulty in some cases, suggesting
students look at it to decide on or locate the correct construct. Using a student’s
prompt choice correctness history, an ITS can therefore potentially intervene
when a student who does not answer prompts correctly continues to use the
toolbar. The interventions can range from further explanations of the error made
to a worked example of how a similar error is corrected.
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8.2. LIMITATIONS
There were 27 participants who volunteered to take part in the study. While this
is a reasonable number of participants, a larger study may have allowed us to
draw more conclusions. More data is particularly useful because while we can
often use all the data collected by EER-Tutor (excluding participants with
absolutely no corresponding eye-gaze data), we must consider the sample validity
of eye-gaze data and may end up with a small subset of participants.
In addition, the work described is one of the first projects that use an eye-tracker
to collect eye-gaze data for constraint-based tutors. As such there are a number
of improvements that we can make to future studies. For example we did not
make use of the remote viewing feature offered by Tobii StudioTM. This involves
the use of an extra screen that would have allowed the experimenter to monitor
the gaze data being captured in real time and alert the student if their eyes were
no longer being tracked because they moved too far away from the screen and so
on. Marking an area on the floor that still allows eyes to be tracked may have
been useful for monitoring the position of the student’s chair.
During the study, students were only given 3 problems to solve so that each
session did not exceed an hour. This is because each participant completed the
study separately and so it was very time consuming to collect data from 27
students. Nevertheless, there are 52 problems offered by EER-Tutor and so data
collected from interactions with a larger subset of these problems may raise
other interesting results. Future studies can therefore include more of the
problems, solved by students over multiple sessions so that they are not fatigued
and/or bored by a single, long session.
Regarding the participant classification into the Prior Knowledge and
Achievement groupings, we can further improve accuracy. We removed features
that were moderately correlated during feature selection (that is, features with a
correlation coefficient greater than 0.50). This condition can be relaxed or made
stricter to control the final number of features used for classification. The order
of parsing the features and calculating correlations also affects which features
are removed. The effect of changing the parsing order can also be studied to
ensure we have the best performing classifiers. We used a reversed feature parse
order for all prompt types but perhaps this order can be varied by prompt type to
give better accuracies. In addition, we did not consider cases where a student is
classified as one group based on data for a specific prompt type but is placed into
the other group according to another classifier. Some sort of weighting scheme
would need to be devised to cope with such cases, for example the corrective
action prompt may be given the highest weighting as the student demonstrates
s/he knows how to best correct the error.
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We could have also taken a different approach to the original method of defining
Prior Knowledge and Achievement groups by the median split on pre-test score
and normalised learning gain respectively. There is existing work that combines
the use of supervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques to
determine when students are behaving sub-optimally [7]. We can therefore use
unsupervised clustering algorithms to group students and then manually inspect
the resulting clusters, determining which ones encapsulate good or bad
behaviour. Classifiers can then be built to categorise new students based on
these clusters. This is simply an alternative method that can be carried out and
its results compared to those we obtained.
Finally, we chose to carry out this work in EER-Tutor because we had previously
implemented tutorial dialogues for this ITS. While the work is theoretically
applicable to any other ITS employing tutorial dialogues in the same manner,
there may still be results that are affected by the system’s specific graphical user
interface or manner of interactions. Consider for example an ITS in which the
student types his/her solution into specified text boxes in contrast to the freedom
of constructing the database diagrams in EER-Tutor.

8.3. FUTURE WORK
The next step for this work is to use the findings to enhance EER-Tutor. This
ranges from embedding the classifiers in the system so that it is able to classify a
new student as a Novice or Advanced student in real-time to determining the
types of interventions and guidance possible. An evaluation study can then be
carried out to determine whether it is possible to detect sub-optimal student
behaviours and intervene appropriately.
In particular it would be useful to determine whether the conclusions drawn
from this project extend to another student population and even to the adaptive
version of the tutorial dialogues. Possible interventions range from simply
reminding the student to carefully read the prompts to further greying out the
other interface areas so that the prompt is more prominent. Another basic
guidance step would be to ask the student to refer to their solution when
answering reflective and corrective action prompts for example.
Regarding the EER-Tutor dialogues themselves, it would be useful to investigate
the differences in which parts of the error hierarchy mechanism corresponds to
common mistakes. It would then be possible to test how the concept being
discussed in the dialogue affects the attention given to prompts. The analysis
carried out regarding the prediction of future violations of constraints can also be
expanded. We investigated constraints individually and could gain a better
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understanding of students’ common errors and even misconceptions by
combining such work with that described in [37].
Although we looked into single-step transitions between areas of interest, the
students’ gaze patterns for the duration of prompts would give further insight
into their behaviour. We could identify commonly occurring gaze patterns for
each grouping. For example we may find that Advanced students carefully read
all options before making a choice. Sequence mining is a possible approach to
determine the common gaze patterns [56].
In addition, it would be beneficial to investigate the combination of Prior
Knowledge and Achievement categorisations. Of the 13 Novices, there are 6 LAs
and 7 are HAs. Similarly for the 13 Advanced students, 7 are also LAs and 6 are
HAs. While the current dataset is very small, a preliminary investigation may
still reveal interesting results.
We can also expand our area of investigation to the problem-solving parts of the
interaction sessions. Research into the differences and similarities that occur
between these two different tasks would be insightful. In a similar vein, we can
continue the investigation of changes in behaviour across problems of different
difficulty levels.
Repeating the work in the context of a constraint-based ITS with a different
domain is yet another possibility for a much further point in time. Comparisons
can then be made between the results obtained for each of the systems in order
to evaluate the approach taken.
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APPENDIX A: ICCE 2013 PAPER
This paper has been presented at the 21st International Conference on
Computers in Education (ICCE 2013), which was held in Bali, Indonesia
November 18-22 2013 [38]. It summarises our preliminary findings where we
used the EER-Tutor logs and metrics generated by Tobii StudioTM to compare
Novices and Advanced students.
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RISK APPROVAL
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APPENDIX C: INFORMATION SHEET
Please note that this was printed on the University of Canterbury letterhead
before being given to students as is required.
INFORMATION
You are invited to participate as a subject in the study to collect eye-gaze data from students
as they interact with the EER-Tutor intelligent tutoring system.
Your involvement in this project will be to use EER-Tutor to solve a series of problems. You
have the right to withdraw from the project at any time without any penalty, including
withdrawal of any information provided. Screen recordings will be made during the session.
The results of the project may be published, but you may be assured of the complete
confidentiality of data gathered in this investigation: the identity of participants will not be
made public without their consent. This project is for a Master’s thesis, which is a public
document that will be made available via the University of Canterbury library database.
The project is being carried out by Myse Elmadani under the supervision of Tanja Mitrovic,
who
can
be
contacted
at
myse.elmadani@pg.canterbury.ac.nz
and
tanja.mitrovic@canterbury.ac.nz respectively. They will be pleased to discuss any concerns
you may have about participation in the project.
This proposal has been reviewed and approved by the Department of Computer and
Software Engineering, University of Canterbury and the University of Canterbury Human
Ethics Committee Low Risk process.
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APPENDIX D: CONSENT FORM
Please note that this was printed on the University of Canterbury letterhead
before being given to students as is required.
CONSENT FORM
Using Eye Gaze Data to Understand Student Interactions with Tutorial Dialogues in
Intelligent Tutoring Systems
I have read and understood the description of the above-named project. On this basis I agree
to participate as a subject in the project, and I consent to publication of the results of the
project with the understanding that anonymity will be preserved and that the resulting thesis
will be publicly available via the University of Canterbury library database. In addition, I
consent to the screen recordings made during the session to be used in publications,
conference presentations and so on provided that my anonymity is preserved.
I understand also that I may at any time withdraw from the project, including withdrawal of
any information I have provided. This withdrawal is without any penalty.
I note that this proposal has been reviewed and approved by the Department of Computer and
Software Engineering, University of Canterbury and the University of Canterbury Human
Ethics Committee Low Risk process.
Name:
User code:
Signature:
Date:
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APPENDIX E: PRE-TEST
Pre-test

User code:_________

Question 1

Draw the diagram to model the following requirements.
Each time a property is rented by a tenant we know the duration of the tenancy. Each tenant has
a unique customer number and a property has a unique property number.
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Question 2

(a) Is the following diagram correct?
(b) Justify your answer.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Question 3

What are the possible values of a completeness constraint?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Question 4

Circle the correct answer.
If an entity type has a multi-valued attribute, then
a. Each entity of this type can have one of several values for that
attribute
b. There are some entities of this type that have more than one value for
that attribute
c. Each entity of this type has more than one value for that attribute
d. There are many valid values for that attribute
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Question 5

(a) Is the following diagram correct?
(b) Justify your answer.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Question 6
(a)
(b)

Which of the given ER diagrams corresponds best to the following requirements?
Justify your answer.

Each competition has a unique number. For every competition there is also a list of prizes identified
by numbers unique only within a given list

b

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX F: POST-TEST
Post-test

User code:_________

Question 1

Draw the diagram to model the following requirements.
Employees work on different projects. Each employee has a unique employee number and a project
has a project code. For each project an employee is involved in the number of hours worked should
be known.

Question 2

(a) Is the following diagram correct?
(b) Justify your answer.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Question 3

What is meant by a disjoint specialization?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Question 4

A derived attribute is
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

An attribute whose values do not exist for every entity.
An attribute that has several components.
An attribute whose values are optional.
An attribute whose values can be derived from other attributes/relationships.
Don’t know.

Question 5

(a) Is the following diagram correct?
(b) Justify your answer.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Question 6

(a) Which of the given ER diagrams corresponds best to the following requirements?
(b) Justify your answer.
Sessions are identified by unique numbers. For some sessions, there might be lists of
bookings identified by numbers unique only within a given session.

b

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX G: QUESTIONNAIRE
Questionnaire – EER-Tutor

1.

User code: ............

How confident are you now that you can learn database design using a computer tutor?

1 --------------- 2 --------------- 3 --------------- 4 --------------- 5
Poor
Excellent
2.

How would you rate the overall quality of the dialogues of EER-Tutor?
1 --------------- 2 --------------- 3 --------------- 4 --------------- 5
I haven’t seen a
Poor
Excellent
single dialogue

3.

How would you rate the length of the dialogues of EER-Tutor?
1 --------------- 2 --------------- 3 --------------- 4 --------------- 5
Too long
Too short

I haven’t seen a
single dialogue

How easy were the questions in the dialogues to understand?
1 --------------- 2 --------------- 3 --------------- 4 --------------- 5
Very hard
Very easy

I haven’t seen a
single dialogue

4.

5.

Were the dialogues useful in your learning (yes/no/not sure/ haven’t seen a single dialogue)?

_________________________________________________________________________________
Please give us more details.
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

6.
How did you feel about the system’s prompts (i.e. prompts you received when you were
inactive or abandoning problems) to give you help?
1 --------------- 2 --------------- 3 --------------- 4 --------------- 5
I haven’t seen a
Too frequent
Too infrequent single prompt
7.

Were the dialogues useful in your learning (yes/no/not sure/ haven’t seen a single dialogue)?

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

8. If you have any other comments, please write them at the back of this sheet.
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APPENDIX H: PARTICIPANT CLASSIFICATION FOR
ACHIEVEMENT GROUPS
This appendix includes the results obtained for the Achievement groups for the
classification work described in Chapter 7. Under the corresponding headings
from Chapter 7 we have included the performance of classifiers for each prompt
type as well as the confusion matrix and model for the best performing classifier
for each prompt type (where applicable). In the cases where multiple classifiers
performed similarly, the confusion matrix and model of a single classifier has
been included.

H.1. CLASSIFICATION USING AGGREGATED PROMPT FEATURES
H.1.1.

CLASSIFICATION USING EYE-GAZE FEATURES

Please note that none of the chosen classifiers performed well for corrective
action prompts.
Table H.1 Classifier performance with eye-gaze data

Prompt Type

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

Classifier

Number of Features
after Feature Selection

CO

68.42

0.352

W-J48

45

RE

52.63

0.023

Decision Tree

49

CA
CR

-

-

-

59

57.89

0.156

W-J48

62

toolbar_totaltimespent = 0
|
canvas_proptransfrom_prompt_text <= 0.141104: low (7.0/1.0)
|
canvas_proptransfrom_prompt_text > 0.141104: high (10.0/1.0)
toolbar_totaltimespent > 0: low (2.0)
Figure H. 1 W-J48 model for conceptual prompts (Achievement)
Table H. 2 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (CO, W-J48)

Predicted LA
Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)
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True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

5

9

64.29

44.44

90.00

-

4

1

80.00

5 LA

2 LA

10 HA

2 LA

Figure H. 2 Decision Tree model for reflective prompts (Achievement)
Table H. 3 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (RE, Decision Tree)

Predicted LA
Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)

True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

2

2

50.00

7

8

53.33

22.22

80.00

-

option1_proptransfrom_canvas = 0
|
canvas_fixationrate <= 0.703527
|
|
option1_totaltimespent <= 0.206108: high (4.0/1.0)
|
|
option1_totaltimespent > 0.206108: low (8.0)
|
canvas_fixationrate > 0.703527: high (3.0)
option1_proptransfrom_canvas > 0: high (4.0)
Figure H. 3 W-J48 model for conceptual reinforcement prompts (Achievement)
Table H. 4 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (CR, W-J48)

Predicted LA
Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)
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True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

5

4

55.56

4

6

60.00

55.56

60.00

-

H.1.2.

CLASSIFICATION USING EER-TUTOR FEATURES

Please note that the classifier’s only performed well for conceptual reinforcement.
Table H. 5 Classifier performance with EER-Tutor data

Prompt Type

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

Classifier

Number of Features
after Feature Selection

CO

-

-

-

8

RE

-

-

-

8

CA

-

-

-

9

CR

57.89

0.165

Decision Tree

9

4 LA

7 HA, 1 LA

3 LA

1 HA, 1 LA

2 HA

Figure H. 4 Decision Tree model for conceptual reinforcement prompts (Achievement)

Table H. 6 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (CR, Decision Tree)

Predicted LA
Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)
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True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

6

5

54.55

3

5

62.50

66.67

50.00

-

H.1.3.
CLASSIFICATION
FEATURES

EYE-GAZE

USING

AND

EER-TUTOR

Please note that none of the classifiers performed well for conceptual
reinforcement when eye-gaze and EER-Tutor features were combined.
Table H. 7 Classifier performance with eye-gaze and EER-Tutor data

Prompt Type

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

Classifier

Number of Features
after Feature Selection

CO

68.42

0.352

W-J48

51

RE

57.89

0.136

Decision Tree

54

CA

55.56

0.111

W-PART

66

CR

-

-

-

68

toolbar_totaltimespent = 0
|
canvas_proptransfrom_prompt_text <= 0.141104: low (7.0/1.0)
|
canvas_proptransfrom_prompt_text > 0.141104: high (10.0/1.0)
toolbar_totaltimespent > 0: low (2.0)
Figure H. 5 W-J48 model for conceptual prompts (Achievement)
Table H. 8 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (CO, W-J48)

Predicted LA

True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

4

1

80.00

5

9

64.29

44.44

90.00

Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)

-

5 LA

2 LA

10 HA

2 LA

Figure H. 6 Decision Tree model for reflective prompts (Achievement)
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Table H. 9 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (RE, Decision Tree)

Predicted LA
Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)

True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

3

2

60.00

6

8

57.14

33.33

80.00

canvas_proptransfrom_prompt_text = 0: low (10.0/4.0)
: high (2.0)
Figure H. 7 W-PART model for corrective action prompts (Achievement)

Table H. 10 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (CA, W-PART)

Predicted LA
Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)
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True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

9

8

52.94

0

1

100.00

100.00

11.11

-

H.2. CLASSIFICATION USING SEPARATED PROMPT FEATURES
H.2.1.

CLASSIFICATION USING EYE-GAZE FEATURES
Table H. 11 Classifier performance with eye-gaze data

Prompt Type

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

Classifier

Number of Features
after Feature Selection

CO

57.56

0.152

W-JRip

65

RE

56.74

0.146

W-J48

68

CA

64.06

0.283

W-PART

68

CR

61.02

0.221

Decision Tree

80

Table H. 12 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (CO, W-JRip)

Predicted LA
Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)

True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

69

48

58.97

53

68

56.20

56.56

58.62

-

Table H. 13 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (RE, W-J48)

Predicted LA
Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)

True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

78

45

63.41

77

82

51.57

50.32

64.57

-

Table H. 14 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (CA, W-PART)

Predicted LA
Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)

True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

21

10

67.74

13

20

60.61

61.76

66.67

-

Table H. 15 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (CR, W-PART)

Predicted LA
Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)
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True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

53

78

59.54

55.46

66.67

66

39

62.86

-

(option3_totaltimespent >= 0.104322) and (option3_totaltimespent <= 0.195479) => LG=high (74.0/21.0)
(option3_fixationrate >= 0.337079) and (prompt_text_longestfixation <= 0.187618) => LG=high (29.0/10.0)
=> LG=low (135.0/44.0)
Figure H. 8 W-JRip model for conceptual prompts (Achievement)

option1_fixationrate <= 0.295469
|
numsegments = 0
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_canvas = 0
|
|
|
option3_fixationrate <= 0.152542: low (41.0/4.0)
|
|
|
option3_fixationrate > 0.152542
|
|
|
|
canvas_proptransfrom_option1 = 0
|
|
|
|
|
problem_statement_totaltimespent <= 0.047962
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_canvas <= 0.022989
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_numtransfrom_prompt_text <= 0.325581
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option2_proptransfrom_option3 <= 0.105263
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option2 <= 0.0625
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option3 <= 0.56: low (23.0/6.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option3 > 0.56: high (2.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.0625
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
canvas_fixationrate <= 0.426288
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option1 <= 0.285714: high (13.0/1.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option1 > 0.285714: low (2.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
canvas_fixationrate > 0.426288: low (2.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option2_proptransfrom_option3 > 0.105263: low (6.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_numtransfrom_prompt_text > 0.325581: low (6.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_canvas > 0.022989: low (3.0)
|
|
|
|
|
problem_statement_totaltimespent > 0.047962: low (4.0)
|
|
|
|
canvas_proptransfrom_option1 > 0: high (5.0/1.0)
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_canvas > 0
|
|
|
canvas_proptransfrom_option2 <= 0.24: low (4.0/1.0)
|
|
|
canvas_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.24: high (2.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
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|
|
|
numsegments > 0
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option2 <= 0.146667: low (5.0)
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.146667
|
|
|
option2_fixationrate <= 0.180064: low (3.0/1.0)
|
|
|
option2_fixationrate > 0.180064: high (6.0)
option1_fixationrate > 0.295469
|
canvas_proptransfrom_prompt_text <= 0.258824
|
|
option1_totaltimespent <= 0.152752
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_canvas <= 0.022989
|
|
|
|
option2_numtransfrom_prompt_text = 0: high (93.0/38.0)
|
|
|
|
option2_numtransfrom_prompt_text > 0
|
|
|
|
|
numsegments = 0
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proptransfrom_prompt_text <= 0.115385: low (4.0)
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proptransfrom_prompt_text > 0.115385: high (8.0/1.0)
|
|
|
|
|
numsegments > 0: low (2.0)
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_canvas > 0.022989
|
|
|
|
option3_fixationrate <= 0.190909: low (2.0)
|
|
|
|
option3_fixationrate > 0.190909: high (13.0)
|
|
option1_totaltimespent > 0.152752
|
|
|
canvas_proptransfrom_option1 <= 0.525
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option2 <= 0.375: low (19.0/1.0)
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.375: high (4.0/1.0)
|
|
|
canvas_proptransfrom_option1 > 0.525: high (2.0)
|
canvas_proptransfrom_prompt_text > 0.258824: high (8.0)
Figure H. 9 W-J48 model for reflective prompts (Achievement)

option1_proptransfrom_option1 > 0.208696 AND
prompt_text_fixationrate <= 0.460564 AND
canvas_proptransfrom_prompt_text <= 0.135802 AND
prompt_text_proportiontime <= 0.635941 AND
option1_proptransfrom_option2 <= 0.488372: low (12.0/1.0)
option1_proptransfrom_option1 > 0.208696: high (21.0/2.0)
: low (10.0)
Figure H. 10 W-PART model for corrective action prompts (Achievement)
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meanfixationduration > 0.380
|
option1_totaltimespent > 0.479
|
|
option1_fixationrate > 0.245: high {low=1, high=5}
|
|
option1_fixationrate ≤ 0.245: low {low=4, high=0}
|
option1_totaltimespent ≤ 0.479: low {low=28, high=1}
meanfixationduration ≤ 0.380
|
option3_longestfixation > 0.188
|
|
option1_fixationrate > 0.464
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate > 0.265: high {low=1, high=3}
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate ≤ 0.265: low {low=3, high=0}
|
|
option1_fixationrate ≤ 0.464: high {low=0, high=20}
|
option3_longestfixation ≤ 0.188
|
|
meanfixationduration > 0.193
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_prompt_text > 0.254: high {low=1, high=6}
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_prompt_text ≤ 0.254
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option1 > 0.138
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate > 0.390: high {low=0, high=2}
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate ≤ 0.390
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_totaltimespent > 0.501: high {low=1, high=3}
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_totaltimespent ≤ 0.501
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_totaltimespent > 0.282: high {low=1, high=1}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_totaltimespent ≤ 0.282
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.180
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option3 > 0.067: low {low=5, high=0}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option3 ≤ 0.067: high {low=0, high=2}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_option2 ≤ 0.180: low {low=25, high=0}
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_option1 ≤ 0.138
|
|
|
|
|
option3_longestfixation > 0.145: low {low=7, high=1}
|
|
|
|
|
option3_longestfixation ≤ 0.145
|
|
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_prompt_text > 0.184: low {low=3, high=0}
|
|
|
|
|
|
option3_proptransfrom_prompt_text ≤ 0.184
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate > 0.244: high {low=0, high=9}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate ≤ 0.244
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
meanfixationduration > 0.344: high {low=0, high=2}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
meanfixationduration ≤ 0.344
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_totaltimespent > 0.014: low {low=4, high=0}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_totaltimespent ≤ 0.014: high {low=0, high=2}
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
meanfixationduration ≤ 0.193
|
option3_proptransfrom_option3 > 0.100
|
|
meanfixationduration > 0.120: low {low=11, high=1}
|
|
meanfixationduration ≤ 0.120
|
|
|
option2_fixationrate > 0.483: low {low=4, high=0}
|
|
|
option2_fixationrate ≤ 0.483: high {low=1, high=7}
|
option3_proptransfrom_option3 ≤ 0.100
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate > 0.293
|
|
|
option2_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.433: low {low=6, high=1}
|
|
|
option2_proptransfrom_option2 ≤ 0.433
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proptransfrom_option1 > 0.319
|
|
|
|
|
meanfixationduration > 0.068: low {low=3, high=0}
|
|
|
|
|
meanfixationduration ≤ 0.068: high {low=1, high=1}
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proptransfrom_option1 ≤ 0.319
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.459: low {low=2, high=0}
|
|
|
|
|
prompt_text_proptransfrom_option2 ≤ 0.459
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_prompt_text > 0.321
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_fixationrate > 0.491: high {low=0, high=2}
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_fixationrate ≤ 0.491: low {low=3, high=0}
|
|
|
|
|
|
option1_proptransfrom_prompt_text ≤ 0.321: high {low=4, high=29}
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate ≤ 0.293: high {low=0, high=19}
Figure H. 11 Decision Tree model for conceptual reinforcement prompts (Achievement)
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H.2.2.

CLASSIFICATION USING EER-TUTOR FEATURES
Table H. 16 Classifier performance with EER-Tutor data

Prompt Type

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

95.95

0.919

W-J48

95.95

0.919

W-JRip

96.55

0.931

W-J48

96.55

0.931

W-JRip

CA

78.33

0.567

W-JRip

8

CR

97.20

0.944

W-J48

8

97.20

0.944

W-JRip

CO
RE

Classifier

Number of Features
after Feature Selection
8
8

Table H. 17 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (CO, W-J48)

Predicted LA
Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)

True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

1

108

99.08

99.06

93.10

-

105

8

92.92

Table H. 18 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (RE, W-J48)

Predicted LA
Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)

True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

0

118

100.00

100.00

92.91

-

134

9

93.71

Table H. 19 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (CA, W-JRip)

Predicted LA
Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)

True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

29

12

70.73

1

18

94.745

96.67

60.00

-

Table H. 20 Confusion matrix by Achievement group (CR, W-J48)

Predicted LA
Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)

True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

97

6

94.17

0

111

100.00

100.00

94.87

-
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avg_submissions = 0.428571
|
total_time = 0.231846
|
|
total_submissions = 0.071429
|
|
|
correctly_solved = 0.333333: low (54.0/8.0)
|
|
|
correctly_solved > 0.333333: high (10.0)
|
|
total_submissions > 0.071429: low (47.0)
|
total_time > 0.231846
|
|
total_submissions = 0.571429: high (21.0)
|
|
total_submissions > 0.571429: low (12.0)
avg_submissions > 0.428571: high (78.0/1.0)
Figure H. 12 W-J48 model for conceptual prompts (Achievement)

total_submissions <= 0.928571
|
total_submissions <= 0.714286
|
|
total_time <= 0.231846
|
|
|
total_submissions <= 0.071429
|
|
|
|
correctly_solved <= 0.333333: low (54.0/9.0)
|
|
|
|
correctly_solved > 0.333333: high (13.0)
|
|
|
total_submissions > 0.071429: low (53.0)
|
|
total_time > 0.231846: high (74.0)
|
total_submissions > 0.714286: low (36.0)
total_submissions > 0.928571: high (31.0)
Figure H. 13 W-J48 for reflective prompts (Achievement)

(total_time <= 0.231846) and (prompt_time >= 0.176471) => LG=low
(12.0/1.0)
(avg_submissions <= 0.428571) and (total_submissions >= 0.142857) and
(correctly_solved <= 0.666667) => LG=low (8.0/1.0)
(correctly_solved <= 0) => LG=low (11.0/3.0)
(total_submissions >= 0.785714) and (total_submissions <= 0.928571) =>
LG=low (4.0/0.0)
=> LG=high (25.0/0.0)
Figure H. 14 W-JRip model for corrective action prompts (Achievement)

avg_submissions <= 0.428571
|
total_time <= 0.231846
|
|
total_submissions <= 0.071429
|
|
|
correctly_solved <= 0.333333: low (43.0/6.0)
|
|
|
correctly_solved > 0.333333: high (12.0)
|
|
total_submissions > 0.071429: low (43.0)
|
total_time > 0.231846
|
|
total_submissions <= 0.571429: high (21.0)
|
|
total_submissions > 0.571429: low (13.0)
avg_submissions > 0.428571
|
total_time <= 0.371256: high (59.0)
|
total_time > 0.371256
|
|
correctly_solved <= 0.333333: high (19.0)
|
|
correctly_solved > 0.333333: low (4.0)
Figure H. 15 W-J48 model for conceptual reinforcement prompts (Achievement)
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H.2.3.

CLASSIFICATION USING Eye-gaze and EER-TUTOR FEATURES
Table H. 21 Classifier performance with eye-gaze and EER-Tutor data

Prompt Type

Accuracy (%)

Kappa

Classifier

Number of Features
after Feature Selection

CO

97.04

0.941

W-J48

73

RE

95.00

0.899

W-JRip

76

CA

83.05

0.661

Decision Tree

75

CR

93.14

0.863

Decision Tree

87

Table H. 22 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (CO, W-J48)

Predicted LA

True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

102

5

95.33

1

95

98.96

99.03

95.00

-

Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)

Table H. 23 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (RE, W-JRip)

Predicted LA

True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

124

10

92.54

2

104

98.11

98.41

91.23

-

Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)

Table H. 24 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (CA, Decision Tree)

Predicted LA

True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

26

6

81.25

4

23

85.19

86.67

79.31

-

Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)

Table H. 25 Confusion matrix for the Achievement groups (CR, Decision Tree)

Predicted LA
Predicted HA
Class Recall (%)
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True LA

True HA

Class Precision (%)

90

11

89.11

3

100

97.09

96.77

90.09

-

avg_submissions <= 0.428571
|
total_submissions <= 0.071429
|
|
correctly_solved = 0: low (4.48/0.52)
|
|
correctly_solved > 0: high (13.0)
|
total_submissions > 0.071429
|
|
total_time <= 0.231846: low (63.19/1.87)
|
|
total_time > 0.231846
|
|
|
total_submissions <= 0.571429
|
|
|
|
correctly_solved <= 0.333333: low (4.82/0.56)
|
|
|
|
correctly_solved > 0.333333: high (14.0)
|
|
|
total_submissions > 0.571429: low (12.1/0.36)
avg_submissions > 0.428571
|
correctly_solved = 0: low (23.42/2.7)
|
correctly_solved > 0: high (68.0/1.0)
Figure H. 16 W-J48 model for conceptual prompts (Achievement)

(avg_submissions >= 0.571429) and (total_time <= 0.371256) => LG=high (59.0/0.0)
(total_submissions <= 0.214286) and (total_time >= 0.179655) => LG=high (27.0/0.0)
(total_submissions <= 0.071429) => LG=high (10.0/0.0)
(correctly_solved >= 1) and (total_submissions <= 0.571429) => LG=high (9.0/0.0)
(correctly_solved = 0) and (option3_fixationrate >= 0.225) and (option2_fixationrate >= 0.158371) => LG=high
(6.0/0.0)
=> LG=low (129.0/3.0)
Figure H. 17 W-JRip model for reflective prompts (Achievement)
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12 HA

13 LA

6 HA

1 HA, 9 LA

1 HA, 1 LA

7 HA

2 HA, 1 LA 6 LA

Figure H. 18 Decision Tree model for corrective action prompts (Achievement)
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choice_correctness = NIL
|
option2_fixationrate > 0.393
|
|
total_submissions > 0.321: low {low=14, high=0}
|
|
total_submissions ≤ 0.321
|
|
|
avg_submissions > 0.464: high {low=0, high=2}
|
|
|
avg_submissions ≤ 0.464: low {low=4, high=0}
|
option2_fixationrate ≤ 0.393
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate > 0.192
|
|
|
problem > 0.148: high {low=0, high=12}
|
|
|
problem ≤ 0.148
|
|
|
|
option2_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.279: low {low=3, high=0}
|
|
|
|
option2_proptransfrom_option2 ≤ 0.279: high {low=0, high=2}
|
|
prompt_text_fixationrate ≤ 0.192: low {low=6, high=0}
choice_correctness = correct
|
meanfixationduration > 0.193
|
|
total_time > 0.188
|
|
|
total_submissions > 0.750
|
|
|
|
total_time > 0.314
|
|
|
|
|
option1_totaltimespent > 0.667
|
|
|
|
|
|
option2_proptransfrom_option2 > 0.506: low {low=2, high=0}
|
|
|
|
|
|
option2_proptransfrom_option2 ≤ 0.506: high {low=0, high=3}
|
|
|
|
|
option1_totaltimespent ≤ 0.667: low {low=25, high=1}
|
|
|
|
total_time ≤ 0.314: high {low=0, high=3}
|
|
|
total_submissions ≤ 0.750
|
|
|
|
total_time > 0.265: high {low=0, high=28}
|
|
|
|
total_time ≤ 0.265: low {low=7, high=0}
|
|
total_time ≤ 0.188: low {low=22, high=0}
|
meanfixationduration ≤ 0.193
|
|
total_time > 0.795: low {low=6, high=1}
|
|
total_time ≤ 0.795
|
|
|
total_time > 0.188: high {low=0, high=50}
|
|
|
total_time ≤ 0.188
|
|
|
|
total_submissions > 0.107: low {low=4, high=0}
|
|
|
|
total_submissions ≤ 0.107: high {low=0, high=9}
Figure H. 19 Decision Tree model for conceptual reinforcement prompts (Achievement)
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